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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

The topic of this thesis is supporting cataloguers in cultural heritage institutions
with semantic information technology. It is the result of work performed within
the CHOICE project. CHOICE was situated within the Netherlands Institute for
Sound & Vision, the Dutch national public broadcasters archive. The project was a
cooperation of Sound & Vision, Novay and the Free University Amsterdam. CHOICE
was funded by the NWO CATCH program together with nine related projects which
all focussed on the theme of Creating Access To Cultural Heritage.

1.1.1 Digital Access to Cultural Heritage

The collective memory of the Netherlands is stored in our cultural heritage. For his-
torical reasons, the collections of physical objects have landed in at least 80 large
collections that together contain tens of millions of objects. This poses limitations for
both visitors and researchers. Related objects are often stored at different locations.
For centuries, these limitations were overcome through physical movement. Visitors
and researchers traveled to the objects they desired to see, or related objects belonging
to different collections were moved to one place to form an exhibition. Yet, because of
the limitations of time and space, the accessibility remained inherently restricted.

Digitization holds the promise for continuous access to all cultural heritage collec-
tions, unrestricted by time and space. The Dutch cultural heritage institutes and the
government are very much aware of the potential possibilities that new information
technologies offers. During the digitization and digital exposition however, the cul-
tural heritage institutes encounter a number of persistent obstacles that are hindering
progress. They are summarized in five points.

1. Expensive digitization. The digitization process of the precarious heritage ob-
jects is slow, often cumbersome, and therefore very expensive. Refined technical
solutions are needed to support and automate the digitization process.

1
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2. Unconnected databases. In the same way as physical objects are kept in
numerous independent collections, their digital counterparts are stored in a huge
archipelago of (more or less) unconnected databases. Connecting these databases
and making them interoperable is a complicated problem.

3. Access problems. Even if the databases are technically connected and can be
approached as though they were one large system, there remains the problem to
search and sift through millions of very diverse objects.

4. The problem of knowledge enrichment. Finding the objects, however, is
not enough if we want to grasp the meaning of objects in their context. The
challenge is to find automated ways to combine data and existing knowledge that
give us deeper insight into the nature of objects and processes

5. The problem of personalization. The results of the searches have to be
presented in ways that correspond to the needs of the person who was looking
for the information. It is far from trivial to devise the techniques to realize this.

To address these problems, Dutch cultural heritage organizations and the Nether-
lands Organization for Scientific research (NWO) joined efforts and formed a research
program named Creating Access To Cultural Heritage (CATCH). One of its sub-
projects was the CHOICE project.

1.2 Sound & Vision

The CHOICE1 project has been situated within the Netherlands Institute for Sound
& Vision, the Dutch national public broadcasters archive.

The Sound & Vision collections contain pictures, audio material, moving images
(ranging from silent film on nitrate to digitally born material), costumes, sets and
props (such as puppets Ernie and Bert). This material stems both from amateurs, e.g.
a recording of Anne Frank while waving from a window made in 1939 and professional
material, such as national news broadcast, documentaries or sports coverage.

The two most important customer groups are: 1) professional users from the public
broadcasters and 2) users from science and education. These typically have three kinds
of user queries:

1. Known items queries: e.g. the eight o’ clock news of 21-12-1976.

2. Subject queries: e.g. broadcasts with ethnical minorities as topic.

3. Shots and quotes: e.g. a fragment in which Barrack Obama says “Yes we can!”

1.2.1 Archiving at Sound & Vision
Essential for all tasks Sound & Vision performs is archiving. During archiving cata-
loguers store and annotate (or index) the archival object. The physical storage depends
on the carrier of the audiovisual object.

1CHOICE stands for for CHarting the infOrmation landscape employIng ContExt information.
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The annotations serve two purposes: 1) to create collection access: to retrieve
objects, group objects and find similar objects and 2) to signify objects: to contex-
tualize them, relate them to other objects or to concepts (e.g. communistic art), to
find structure in multiple objects (type, trend, style, group of makers).

Sound & Vision follows a code for archiving, which are documented in the Regelgev-
ing voor de beschrijving van Radio, Televisie en Film2. This code is based on classic
indexing practice: it explicitly formulates the requirements of specificity and exhaus-
tivity and instruct cataloguers to use two indexing tools: GTAA and iMMiX.

1.2.2 iMMiX Essence and Metadata Model

iMMiX is S&V’s archiving system. iMMiX is split into two linked parts: the iMMiX
metadata system stores the metadata and Het Digitale Archief (the digital archive)
stores the essence. Essence is the nomen used at S&V to describe the primary audio-
visual material.

iMMiX addresses the wide variance in ways to index audio-visual material, depend-
ing on the type of material: radio, television, film, photo’s, music, internet pages each
have other requirements. And even within the television material a great variance in
detail and depth in cataloguing is found: current affairs and news items are catalogued
intensively and one hour of material can take up to eight hours of cataloguing. Game
shows are the other end of the spectrum receiving most of the time no manually made
catalogue description. iMMiX also addresses intellectual property rights, which are
very important at S&V due to the high degree of reuse of material.

The iMMiX metadata model is an (audio-visual archives) adaptation of the FRBR
data model3. The iMMiX model is described in detail in A.7.

Underlaying this wide variance in ways to index, is one general archiving process,
which is described in the next section.

Cataloguing Process A cataloguer at S&V schematically follows the following steps
when indexing an object:

1. iMMiX provides a starting description, a set of metadata containing the title,
the identifier linking the essence to the iMMiX description, inherited information
(from the work or series) etc.

2. This information is checked and extended, for example by linking it to a series
or a work when no link has been made automatically

3. The cataloguer starts by scanning the general information on the document, e.g.
its title, broadcast date and TV-guide summary

4. Fast scanning of the documents content and looking up associated information

5. Studying the content of the document while

2Translation: code of rules for the description of radio, television and film.
3Functional Requirements for Bibliographical record, www.ifla.org/VII/s13/frbr/frbr.pdf.
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Cataloguer

Background knowledge
Thesaurus term

Term URI

Term labels

Term relationsAssociated text

Audiovisual 
document

Evaluation 
method

Evaluation 
measures

Step 1:

Establish subject 
content

Step 2:

Identify principal 
concepts in subject

Step 3:

Express concepts in 
indexing language

Catalogue 
description

iMMiX 
Metadata Schema

Term URI’s

Figure 1.1: The Sound & Vision cataloguing process with the ISO 5963 mental model

6. Making a catalogue description, starting with noting the exact starting time and
preliminary short description, followed by content descriptors such as keywords,
locations, persons and ending with maker and producer, digital rights and tech-
nical information (length, stock shots)

7. Submitting the preliminary catalogue description to quality control

8. Reviewing the preliminary catalogue description and adjustment

9. Finalizing the catalogue description

Most of the content descriptors, such as keywords, locations, persons, maker and
producer, are restricted to S&V’s in house thesaurus named GTAA (Dutch acronym
for Common Thesaurus for Audiovisual Archives). The GTAA is described more elab-
orately in Section 2.1 as it plays an important role both in this thesis and within
S&V.

For the purpose of this thesis, the cataloguing process is modeled in Figure 1.1.

Digitization at Sound & Vision Digitization is and has been a major influencing
force for Sound & Vision in the last thirty years. This reduced the cost of production
and storage of digital material, resulting in a huge increase in stored and inflowing ma-
terial. In 2011 for example, the amount of inflowing material has risen to approximately
40.000 hours a year and the total collection reached over 2 million objects.
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Next to the increase in inflowing material, digitization is a game changer for Sound
& Vision. The Dutch public broadcasters transformed to a completely digital infras-
tructure for the production, editing, exchange, distribution, broadcasting and storage
of audiovisual material. After the broadcast, the digital material automatically flows
onto the hard disks of Sound & Vision. Sound & vision responded to this changing
environment by making their catalogue and material online accessible4. At the same
time catalogue users put stronger demands on this digital access to the collections,
asking for "highly interactive user interfaces that engage people directly and actively in
information seeking" [116]. When these kinds of interfaces are available, people engage
in information interaction. As the research on techniques for directly searching and
navigating audiovisual material starts to shows some small first results [81], material
access is granted via their annotations. These form the basic ingredient for searching,
organizing, grouping, clustering and relating objects in the catalogue’s interfaces. In
information foraging theory, these annotations are the objects secreting scent [136]: the
hints on the content of the actual document that people pick up when they are looking
for interesting material. The scent makes them navigate to new objects or screens in
the catalogue’s interface. Thus the digitizing environment asks for quick annotation of
the audiovisual material with high quality metadata.

The major remaining bottleneck for the archive in this digital landscape is the
manual annotation. The delay between broadcast and annotation can take up to 8
weeks. This delay used to be considered something good, because cataloguers could
make a more objective annotation after the subsiding of first emotions and societal
discussion, now this delay is considered a problem.

1.3 Problem Statement and Research Questions

Given the changed digital reality in which many cultural heritage archives like Sound
& Vision play their role, we choose to focus on the following problem.

Problem Statement: Cataloguers in cultural heritage cannot live up to the
demands their working environment poses to them. Manual annotation
is too slow given both the amount of material that is flowing into the archive
and the speed with which users expect the annotated material to turn up in
the online catalogue. At Sound & Vision 42 cataloguers are employed. They
manage to catalogue roughly one third of all yearly inflowing material, with the
final description being ready roughly two months after the broadcast. The rest
has only the metadata with which it was delivered to the archive, which most
of the time is its title plus technical broadcast information such as date, time
and channel of broadcast. Only limited automatic support exists for cataloguers
during the manual annotation of cultural heritage material. The existing richness
of the semantic resources such as the existing GTAA thesaurus is not leveraged
during the annotation: cataloguers can only navigate the thesaurus as a flat text
file with no navigation option for the semantic links which are defined between
the terms.

4At low resolution for quick access and at high res for re-use.
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This research problem translates into the central research question:

Research Question: How can cultural heritage cataloguers be supported au-
tomatically during the creation and enrichment of catalogue annota-
tions?

Our hypothesis is that the structured background information, such as stored in
vocabularies and thesauri, is useful for supporting cataloguers during the process of
indexing.

Four specific sub-questions are:

Sub-question 1 In what ways can different kinds of information be used during the
automatic generation of annotation suggestions for audiovisual documents?
Automatic processes need information to create annotation suggestions. The
content information or primary information is on content of the broadcast itself.
It can be the audiovisual information itself or documents associated to the audio-
visual broadcasts. Next to the content information cultural heritage institutions
have framing information, which creates a context or a conceptual framework in
which objects are described. This information is stored in thesauri, catalogue
schemas (metadata schemas) and pre-existing catalogue descriptions. Next to
the availability of information comes the method with which the information
contributes to the annotation suggestions. For each type of information many
methods can exist. For each combination of information and method the size of
its contribution to the annotation suggestions needs to be established.

Sub-question 2 How should one measure the quality of automatically generated an-
notations?
Once one derives annotation suggestions automatically, we want to measure their
quality in order to compare different methods and techniques. Different methods
for evaluation exist: e.g. 1) treat the manually assigned annotations as a gold
standard and compare the automatically generated annotations against this gold
standard or 2) to have a user evaluation of both manually assigned annotations
and automatically generated annotations. By studying different kinds of eval-
uations we try to answer the question how one should measure the quality of
automatic annotations.

Sub-question 3 What use(s) do automatically generated annotation suggestions have
in an archive?
Given that we managed to derive annotation suggestions automatically what
uses can these suggestions have to an audiovisual archive? Next to annotation
of documents, archives help users find relevant documents. Do these automatic
annotations also have value for the finding of relevant documents? And while
studying their use, can we determine properties in either presentation5 or content6
which influence the usefulness of an annotation suggestion?
To what extent is it possible to develop innovative tools to connect knowledge
and cultural objects, to virtually integrate scattered digitized cultural objects

5Sign in semiotics
6Representamen in semiotics.
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and to increase the accessibility of and the interaction with our cultural heritage
supporting and improving the work of the professionals?

Sub-question 4 Can we support and improve the work of cataloguers by developing
innovative tools which visualize the information environment of objects in an
archive?
Support for cataloguers cannot be studied without studying their tools to explore,
gather, order, manipulate and interact with information.

Cultural heritage institutions spend much effort on annotating collections. Many
of these annotations stem from thesauri, vocabularies and other resources. These
structured vocabularies serve as a common conceptual model of the institutes
domain. Much work has been put into the construction and upkeep of these
resources. Sound & Vision’s GTAA thesaurus for example was the result of
20 years of work by at least 4 different institutions. The work spend on this
thesaurus is estimated at more than 15 man years. Constant updates are made
and every two weeks fundamental discussions take place on conceptual changes
by designated thesaurus professionals. The catalogue schema, the controlled
vocabularies and the large set of individual catalogue descriptions together form a
rich information environment. Even though this information environment is rich,
it is not easily accessible, it is only used limitedly to relate and group catalogue
objects, sets of objects cannot be easily (re-)organized based on their shared
annotations, annotations can hardly be aggregated and are not used to their full
potential in highly interactive user interfaces. Many possibilities for information
visualization exist using either the controlled vocabularies conceptual framework
or recurring patterns in the set of catalogue descriptions. The study of the value
of these kinds of visualizations is one of the subjects of this thesis.

1.4 Approach and Structure of Thesis

Our problem statement states a real world problem [182] and the corresponding research
questions ask how we can create tools to solve this problem:

“World problems consist of a difference between the way the world is and
the way we think it should be. We solve a world problem by trying to
change the state of the world: we change our organization, we build a
device, we implement a program, etc. [...] All engineering problems are
world problems. Calling a world problem an engineering problem expresses
our intention to solve the problem by following an engineering method.”

Our approach to solve our defined problem is also by following an engineering ap-
proach, we specifically use the method of tool construction by designing (automatic)
processes and building prototypes. These are subsequently evaluated during exper-
iments in which a comparison is made against existing processes to solve the world
problem. This approach and methodology finds its origin in Cyril Cleverdon’s Cran-
field tests on indexing and information retrieval [31]. Cleverdon’s research established
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the basis for automatic indexing7. We differ form this approach in two manners: 1)
we assume that contextual information on the audiovisual documents also suffices as a
source for automatic indexing and 2) we assume that structured knowledge, for example
as stored in thesauri, can help during the automatic indexing.

In different chapters we tackle different aspects of our research questions. Each
chapter is preceded by a meta paragraph. The meta paragraph describes the position
of the chapter within the thesis, contains references to the publication(s) of (parts of)
the chapter and details my contribution to each publication for which I was not the
first author. The structure of the thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2: Web-Based Thesaurus Browsing After this introductory chap-
ter, we start Chapter 2 by describing the development and evaluation of a thesaurus
browser. To get insight into the working environment and to deepen our understanding
of the structured background knowledge used at Sound & Vision, we decided to start
the CHOICE project by implementing an application intended to give cataloguers more
access to their GTAA thesaurus. We designed a prototype thesaurus browser, evalu-
ated it by performing a first user study in which catalogue users had to perform an
cataloguing task while working with the thesaurus browser. The methodology encom-
passed, user observation of users working with the prototype, the corresponding click
and navigation analysis, think aloud protocols of users working with the prototype, af-
terward questionnaires on the experiment and performance analysis on the performed
cataloguing task. Results of this first user test were used to improve the prototype. The
adapted secondary version of the prototype was subsequently subjected to the same
user testing as the first prototype. Results between the user tests were compared.

Chapter 3: Automatically Deriving Annotations Chapter 3 addresses the fol-
lowing research question: Can we use structured background information in combi-
nation with analysis of contextual information of archival objects for the automatic
generation of annotation suggestions? The chapter describes a first prototype which
we designed to address this question. The architecture for the automatic creation of
annotations in an audiovisual archive is sketched in Figure 1.2.

The prototype analyzes contextual information, in this case being four web site
texts belonging to two audiovisual broadcasts, and uses the information in the GTAA
thesaurus to rank the terms extracted from the contextual texts. The prototype’s
outcome are six types of ranked annotations. This outcome is inspected qualitatively by
comparing it to preliminary catalogue descriptions made by nine different cataloguers
and by comparison against an expert catalogue description. Interestingly the prototype
evaluation raises questions on evaluation. These are addressed in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4: Evaluation of Automatic Annotations In Chapter 4 we fully im-
plemented the automatic annotation prototype8 and focus on the evaluation of its
outcomes. We created a corpus of 258 broadcasts for which we derived automatic an-
notations. On these we performed a classic information extraction evaluation. This

7See Section A.2.8 for more information on the Cranfield tests.
8We implemented three different ranking algorithms for step III in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: The four phases in the automatic generation of ranked thesaurus terms for
audiovisual documents

evaluation however, when analyzed into more detail, showed limitations. These limita-
tions are explored in two ways: first by changing the evaluation to semantic evaluation,
second by introducing the idea of serendipitous browsing, which uses the automatically
generated metadata to create a new way of navigation through the catalogue.

Chapter 5: Automatic Keyword Suggestion In Chapter 5 we separately study
different realizations of four components of the automatic annotation process. For some
of these components we designed new solutions (applications/ algorithms), for others
we varied the input (e.g. different sorts of background knowledge). As each component
is part of the larger automatic process (see Figure 1.2), we study one component at
a time with multiple realizations for that component. The rest of the process is kept
constant. For each realization, the influence on the performance of the entire process
is evaluated on a corpus.

Chapter 6: The Documentalist Support System. In Chapter 6 we integrate
automatic annotations and the visualization of the information environment in the
documentalist support system (DocSS). The system provides an environment in which
cataloguers can view and manipulate multiple types of information (documents and
metadata), receive annotation suggestions from their controlled vocabularies, create
catalogue descriptions and browse for semantically similar documents within their col-
lection. The open architecture, the publicly published annotation format and the
SKOS representation requirement for the controlled vocabularies make the generated
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annotations interoperable with other annotation databases and the DocSS usable for
any cataloguers annotating material with controlled vocabularies, for which a digital
textual representation of the data exists.

Chapter 7: User Evaluation of Manual and Automatic Annotations In the
final research Chapter, we study the differences and overlap between manual and auto-
matic annotation in a user study. In this evaluation we had different user groups judge
the perceived value of both manual and automatic annotations. The three groups were
cataloguers, catalogue users and interested layman-users. The sets of annotations gen-
erated by the cataloguers and the automatic techniques show partly overlap. In our
analysis we focus on three sets: annotations only generated by cataloguers, annota-
tions only generated automatically and annotations generated by both sources. This
approach allows us to focus on the similarity and complementarity of both annotation
sources.

Chapter 8: Discussion At the end of the thesis we readdress the four research
questions. For each of the questions, the results of the chapters addressing the question
are summarized. After the summary of results, we reflect on the research questions and
translate insights from our studies into guidelines for automatic indexing and automatic
annotation suggestion systems.



CHAPTER 2

Web-Based Thesaurus Browsing

In this Chapter, we report on a user study aimed at designing, evaluating and improving
a thesaurus browser. The browser is intended to be used by Sound & Vision cataloguers
for finding appropriate indexing terms for TV programs. The subjects involved in the
study were cataloguers of the Dutch National Audiovisual Archives and of broadcasting
corporations. The study provides insight into the value of various thesaurus browsing
and searching techniques.

This chapter was presented in a shorter version (containing less information on the
GTAA in section 2.1) as paper [110] at the 2006 EKAW conference in Prague under
the title Evaluating a Thesaurus Browser for an Audio-Visual Archive. My contribu-
tion to this paper consisted of co-designing the functional design of the application,
accompanying the first round of user studies, evaluating the first round of user studies,
help adapting the functional design, accompanying the second round of user studies
and evaluation and interpretation of the results of both studies.

11
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2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we report on developing a thesaurus browser for the GTAA thesaurus.
The purpose of the browser is to support cataloguers both of Sound & Vision and
of the broadcast corporations in finding the appropriate indexing terms. Indexing
is still mainly a manual process. Sound & Vision is in the process of moving to a
completely digital archiving process and as a consequence heavier demands are put on
the cataloguers. In fact, the browser is considered a simple baseline tool. The project
also works on semi-automatic techniques for extracting indexing terms from context
documents (TV guides, articles). Initial results of the semi-automatic support can be
found in Chapter 3. This chapter only discusses the browser.

The objective of the evaluation study was to improve the efficiency of the thesaurus
browser in finding terms. We were particularly interested in how the browser aligns
with cataloging practice. The subjects were people who are cataloguing audio-visual
programs as part of their daily job. The study consisted of two parts. First we had
a number of evaluation sessions with an initial version of the browser (Secs. 2.2-2.3).
Based on the results of this first evaluation, the browser was adapted and evaluated
in a second study (Secs. 2.4-2.5). In Sec. 2.6 we reflect on the outcomes and discuss
related work.

From a general knowledge-engineering perspective, this chapter focuses on questions
related to user access to large knowledge structures, such as thesauri. Large knowl-
edge structures typically incorporate many different viewpoints that one can take on
the concepts involved [20]. As knowledge engineers we are used to organize concepts
into large subtype hierarchies, but this may not always be the most appropriate way
for accessing these concepts, given the user and his task context. Finding concepts
in large concept structures for semantic-annotation purposes is becoming an increas-
ingly important knowledge-access task [63]. This chapter gives a detailed insight into
knowledge-access problems in the domain of annotation of audio-visual archives.

GTAA The GTAA is the thesaurus used by the Netherlands Institute for Sound
& Vision for cataloguing all audiovisual programs broadcasted by the Dutch public
broadcasters. The GTAA is constructed over the last 15 years and updated weekly by
information specialists. GTAA is a Dutch acronym for “Gemeenschappelijke Thesaurus
Audiovisuele Archieven” 1. The GTAA contains about 160 000 terms, organized in 6
disjoint facets: These facets are (between parentheses the Dutch name and its number
of preferred terms): Subjects (Onderwerpen, ≈ 3.800), Genres (Genres, 113), People (Per-
sonen, ≈ 97.000), Names2 (Namen, ≈ 27.000) , Makers (Makers, ≈ 18.000) and Locations
(Locaties, ≈ 14.000).

Terms from all facets of the GTAA may have Related Terms and Scope Notes, but
only Keywords and Genres can also have Use/Use for and Broader Term/Narrower
Term relations, the latter organizing them into a set of hierarchies. Terms from the
four other facets are alphabetical flat lists, sometimes associated with ScopeNotes,
textual comments about the use of the given term.

1Stands for Common Thesaurus [for] Audiovisual Archives.
2For Organization, Groups and Other Names.
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Subject Facet The thesaurus contains about 3800 keywords for describing the sub-
ject of a TV program. Each term has one Preferred Term label, i.e. a preferred nomen.
These nomina are, if possible, in plural form (noun phrase). Next to the 3800 Preferred
Term labels a set of about 2000 Non Preferred Term labels exist. The Non Preferred
Terms are synonyms (e.g. auteurs (authors) is a Non Preferred Term for schrijvers
(writers)) or semantically similar notions that are grouped under the same preferred
notion (e.g. in the GTAA spierdystrofie (muscular dystrophy) is a non-preferred term
for spierziekten (muscular diseases). These are grouped under one term from the
perspective of collocation). Thus Non Preferred terms can be used for searching in
the archives but should not be used when indexing. The thesaurus contains 3,194
broader/narrower relations (modeling a relationship between a generic and a more
specific keyword) and 6,980 associative relations. These hierarchies are shallow: they
can reach a depth of 6 levels but 85% of them are only up to three levels deep. The
number of relationships per term ranges from 0 to 33. As an example, here are some
of the 23 relationships for the keyword Soldiers3: Professional occupations, Generals,
Mercenaries, Child soldiers, Recruits, Reservists, etc.

Additionally, each keyword is thematically classified in minimally one and maxi-
mally three of the 16 top Categories and 88 subcategories. These are an alternative
way of grouping terms, beside the BroaderTerm/NarrowerTerm hierarchy, by generic
domain: Philosophy, Economy, etc. The categories further serve as a point of access for
the keywords. Although the data model for the thesaurus allows links between terms
across facets, no instances of these links currently exist.

The hierarchical structure of a thesaurus can be the basis of simple reasoning, such
as query expansion based on the nearest parent of a term in a hierarchy, but for more
sophisticated inferences, a richer representation of the data is required. Semantic Web
technology enables these sophisticated inferences, so one of the first aims of the project
was to convert the thesaurus into a Semantic Web compliant format. These formats,
based on RDF4 or OWL5 also enable us to state explicitly some knowledge related to
the thesaurus (for example, the fact that the facets are disjoints, that some relations
are symmetric, etc.). Having converted the thesaurus to RDF/OWL also helps the
information exchange on the web, by making its content unambiguous, and makes it
possible to enrich it with other existing resources, for example the Getty Thesaurus of
Geographical Names6.

The GTAA received a SKOS Representation [124]. To help ensure the quality and
utility of conversions a structured method is required. This step-wise method was
developed during the CHOICE project by [165].

Enrichment of the GTAA SKOS Representation The GTAA SKOS represen-
tation is enriched by adding singular forms and adding synonyms. The labels we used
are <altLabelSg> for singular forms and <altLabelSyn> for synonyms.

The singular forms were derived with the Dutch Celex Lexicon [8]. Celex contains
linguistic information on 120.000 lemmata, such as morphology, grammatical word

3Our thesaurus is in Dutch, but we translated the keywords for the reader’s understanding.
4Resource Description Framework - www.w3.org.
5Web Ontology Language - http://www.w3.org.
6TGN - http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/vocabularies/tgn/.
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class and frequency information7. By matching preferred terms in Celex, we were able
to derive 2380 singular forms for preferred terms (including compound terms). The
resulting set was manually evaluated.

The preferred terms (and when present their singular forms) were used as automatic
input to a Dutch online synonym dictionary 8 in order to find synonyms. The matches
to a query were subsequently matched with Celex. A match was only added as synonym
when it was present in Celex with a minimal frequency. The resulting synonyms were
manually evaluated. In total 1463 synonyms were added.

Anchoring GTAA to WordNet This paragraph summarizes the anchoring of
GTAA to WordNet which we described extensively in [114]. The steps we performed
are: as most GTAA terms are plural, and dictionaries and Wordnet are singular, we
first determine the singular forms and most applicable POS (first choice is noun if
available) with the CELEX lexicon. In step 2 we match these terms against the Dutch
terms of an online dictionary9 in order to retrieve translations for the terms, along with
definitions. We used relational information on the term (bag of words) to determine
most likely candidates if multiple options existed. Then we look-up the corresponding
English term and definitions. Our purpose was to follow the method of [94] and
base our anchoring on the lexical overlap between the English Term’s descriptions and
WordNet’s descriptions: the glosses. We found that the English definitions matched
exactly with the WordNet glosses for more than 90% of them, so the anchoring process
was eased. We evaluated the number of semantically relevant anchorings for a repre-
sentative part of the the 1655 GTAA terms that had one or more WordNet anchor: we
evaluated 1789 mappings out of 7530 possible mappings. In these 1789 mappings, 85
were not equivalence links: 5 out of these 85 links were relating Related Terms (like
pirates anchored to corsair, 17 pointed to Broader Terms, and the others were mapping
a term with a correct translation that was correct per se but did not correspond to the
intended meaning of the term in GTAA. The manual evaluation of the correspondences
suggests that the number of synsets that is aligned with a particular GTAA term is
not an indication of the quality of the match; GTAA terms that are matched to six
synsets are equally well matched as GTAA terms that are matched to only one synset.
We used this anchoring to WordNet to infer new relations within the GTAA in 5.5.1.

Term Relations, Centrality and Usage Many libraries index their material with a
controlled vocabulary. These controlled vocabularies can be anything from word lists,
synonym rings, taxonomies to thesauri. In this section we focus on thesauri. With
the guidelines from [4] or [86] information specialists can construct a thesaurus which
expresses a certain view on the world. In a thesaurus both the terms and the relations
are important. Together the terms and their relations form a model. Different domains
of application result in very different models/thesauri: see for example the Arts and

7Determined by matching against the Institute for Dutch Lexicology (INL) text corpus which
contains 42,380,000 words from a wide variance of sources and years.

8http://puzzel.woordenboek.nu
9We used http://www.LookWayUp.com/free/ in 2007, built by RES Inc., Canada.
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Architecture Thesaurus10, the Getty Thesaurus of Geographical names11 and the UK
archival thesaurus. In each of these thesauri London is present. In each instance, it
has a completely different modeling and a different meaning. Subject of study here is
the thesaurus used at the Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision named GTAA.

As stated, all S&V broadcasts are indexed with keywords from the GTAA thesaurus.
Certain of these thesaurus terms have a high prevalence in the catalogue. In the
thesaurus we also see that some terms have a much more elaborate modeling than
others. We assume that in both cases these terms relate to topics that are important
in the domain under consideration. Hence we expect that there is a correlation between
frequency of use and degree of elaboration in the thesaurus. This poses the question
how the centrality of terms in the GTAA correlate with term use in the
Sound & Vision archive. We answer this question by first studying the thesaurus
modeling with two methods in order to determine term centrality and then we correlate
this to the usage of terms when cataloguers make catalogue descriptions.

Thesaurus Modeling We assume that the construction of a thesaurus reflects the
intended use and a specific view on the modeled domain. So central notions in that
view will have a central and elaborate modeling in the thesaurus. This means that these
terms will have many relations to other terms and that they will usually have many
narrower and broader terms. Less important and peripheral notions in the view for
which the thesaurus is constructed, will not be incorporated or have a limited modeling,
with no or a few subterms and only a limited amount of relations. Depending on the
world view, the same notion can have a completely different modeling. A general world
thesaurus such as the GTAA for example, will model mathematics as a relatively small
non-central notion, whereas in a science thesaurus it will be a central term and will
be modeled more elaborately. This limited modeling in the GTAA12 is not bad as this
term probably is not a frequently used term in the domain for which the thesaurus was
constructed.

Even though the GTAA is intended to be a general model of common topics, the
many subject terms related to audiovisual broadcasting such as film genres, commer-
cials, extras, sound technicians and audiovisual archives, express what is important
within the world view of the GTAA-makers.

We think that the inverse is also true: from the modeling in the thesaurus one can
derive what the makers of the thesaurus deem important.

In individual cases however, the centrality of a term can have a complete different
reason: the term is used to organize the other terms of the thesaurus, for example as
top term in a hierarchy (e.g. the term world in TGN). A typical example of a concept
used to organize a subpart of the thesaurus is the concept occupations from UKAT.

Centrality of a Term For the determination of term centrality we used two meth-
ods: degree centrality and PageRank. The first method just counts the number of
relations a term has to others. This centrality is known as out degree centrality [96].

10http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/vocabularies/aat/
11http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/vocabularies/tgn/
12It has only a few relations and no narrower terms, so mathematics as a term is not modeled in

great detail in the GTAA.
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Figure 2.1: In the thesaurus: Number of keywords with N thesaurus relations

The second method, PageRank [21], not only counts the number of relations a term
receives, but also weighs each relation with the centrality of the term from which the
relation is coming. This is a form of eigenvector centrality [96].

The number of relations leaving a terms (out degree centrality) ranges between 1
and 76. Fig. 2.1 displays how many keywords in the thesaurus have a certain number of
relations. We see that the most frequent number of thesaurus relations is 3 (more than
700 keywords have 3 relations) and that the number of keywords drops rapidly with
the increase of relations. There are already less than 100 keywords with 9 relations.

For all keywords we also computed the PageRanks. The PageRank for a term varies
between 0.29 and 11.5. We computed the correlation between the PageRank of each
term and its degree centrality. This correlation is 0.97. This means that both our
measures of centrality are almost the same. For remainder of the section we will use
only the out degree centrality.

Usage and Centrality Correlation The iMMiX catalogue of Sound & Vision was
used to determine the thesaurus term use. In a set of 62 000 radio broadcasts we
counted how often each keyword occurred. The set contained all kinds of broadcasts,
ranging from news items and actualities to sports, economy and history. In the set
a total of 194 238 keywords were used and from all 3860 possible thesaurus keywords
2874 appeared. The five most used terms are sport (used 6743 times), music(6432),
soccer(4812), literature(3504) and law(2759).

In the previous paragraph we determined the centrality of each keyword. In Fig.
2.2 we correlate this centrality with the use by computing the average number of
occurrences for all keywords with the same number of thesaurus relations (average use
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Figure 2.2: Average number of occurrences in the catalogue for keywords with N the-
saurus relations

at all degrees of centrality). The scale is logarithmic. For each averages we also plotted
the estimated error.

We see that the number of thesaurus relations correlates with the use of the keyword.
The less relations a keyword has, the less frequent the keyword is used on average by
cataloguers to annotate a broadcast. This correlation is not linear and only holds in
the area between keywords with 1 and keywords with 13 thesaurus relations (which
are used respectively 5,8 times and 220 times on average). From then on we see that
each keyword on average is used around the same number of times as keywords with 13
relations, but that the error margins increase rapidly. This is due to the fact that the
number of keywords which contribute to the average decrease (the error is sometimes
even absent because there is only one data point). In Fig. 2.1 we saw that there
are only a few keywords with more than 9 relations, this explains why the average
estimation has a large error margin.

This correlation clearly illustrates that the more central notions in the thesaurus
are also more central in the annotation of the material. Given that the thesaurus was
handcrafted, the correlation illustrates that the modelers indeed took more time to
model the relations to other terms (define the semantics of the terms) when they are
more important. This reflects that the thesaurus was well crafted/ suitably crafted for
the domain of use.
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2.2 Thesaurus Browser

Cataloguers at Sound & Vision index TV programs by assigning to these a set of
controlled terms, selected from the GTAA thesaurus. Currently, they only have access
to these terms in the form of alphabetically sorted flat lists. Although the GTAA
has internal structure this is not exploited by the current generation of software tools.
Therefore, as a first step to improve the cataloging process, a thesaurus browser was
designed and implemented.

2.2.1 Requirements

We identified the following requirements:

• Because the GTAA Browser will be used by both incidental and regular users
and because these users are located both inside and outside of Sound & Vision,
a web application was preferred.

• The thesaurus content is regularly updated, for example person’ names and lo-
cations are regularly added. There is one authoritative resource for the GTAA,
which is a relational database system maintained at Sound & Vision. The browser
should therefore directly interact with this database.

• The browser should be able to display and exploit all structures that are present
in the thesaurus in appropriate and intuitive ways. The same is true for struc-
tures and information that we add to the thesaurus. It should provide at least
the existing searching and browsing functionalities, i.e. direct access to terms
according to the facet to which they belong (this notion of facet is detailed in the
following section) and an alphabetical search facility.

• For interoperability with other CATCH projects the thesaurus should be acces-
sible through open web standards.

2.2.2 Browser - Version 1

Fig. 2.3 shows the architecture of the GTAA Browser. The browser is implemented
as a web application which can retrieve thesaurus data from an extensible set of data
sources. One of those is Sound & Vision’s primary source of the GTAA, a relational
database. Using this source, radio and television professionals will always have the
latest modifications of the GTAA available. To accommodate the needs of researchers
in CHOICE and CATCH the browser can also use an RDF/OWL representation of the
thesaurus as its data source. This RDF/OWL store can be updated on request using
a separate web application.

A screen shot of version 1 of the GTAA browser is shown in Fig. 2.4. The interface
is divided into three main parts:

• the upper part, with 6 tabs (number 1 in the Figure) representing the different
dimensions (“facets”) of the GTAA;
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Figure 2.3: Architecture of the browser

Figure 2.4: First interface of the browser
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• the middle part, where different information about the terms are displayed (num-
ber 2 in the Figure);

• the bottom part, consisting of an alphabetical search engine (number 3 in the
Figure).

Each of these three parts is discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.

GTAA facets

The six tabs represent the different facets of the thesaurus: six disjoint groups of
terms, divided into top level categories. These facets are (between parentheses the
Dutch term): Subjects (Onderwerpen), Genres (Genres), People (Personen), Names (Na-
men), Makers (Makers) and Locations (Locaties). The facets correspond to different fields
in the indexing scheme of Sound & Vision for TV programs. They are given by the
thesaurus structure and cannot be personalised by the user. The browser gives di-
rect access to terms belonging to any of these facets by clicking on the corresponding
tab. Fig. 2.4 shows the Subjects facet. The Subjects and the Genres facets are orga-
nized according to the ISO 2788 relationships: BroaderTerm/NarrowerTerm, Re-
latedTerm, and Use/UseFor. The BroaderTerm/NarrowerTerm is a hierarchical
relationship that represents a description of subsets of documents (the NarrowerT-
erm should be used to describe a subset of the documents that can be described by the
correponding BroaderTerm). BroaderTerm/NarrowerTerm can represent a subclass
relationship, as well as a part-of relationship, or some application specific relationship.
RelatedTerm links two terms that are closely related in a specific domain, like a Ship
and a Sailor for example. Some terms are also associated with ScopeNotes, textual
comments about the use of the given Term. Terms from the Subjects facet are also
grouped into Categories. These are an alternative way of grouping terms, beside the
BroaderTerm/NarrowerTerm hierarchy, by generic domain: Philosophy, Economy,
etc. Terms from the four other facets are alphabetical flat lists, sometimes associated
with ScopeNotes. As the Subjects facet is the most structured one, we detail its dis-
play in the middle part of the browser window (number 2 of Fig. 2.4) in the following
subsection.

Browsing Relationships Between Terms

A close-up of the middle panel of the Web Browser is shown in Fig. 2.5, where we can
see that it is divided into four parts.

The left part (panel 2-1) displays the different Categories and Sub-Categories (Rubrieken
and Sub-Rubrieken in Dutch) into which the Subjects Terms are categorized13. Clicking
on a Category or Sub-Category displays in panel 2-2 the list of the terms which belong to
it14. The sample screen shot displays the terms from the sub-category Urbanism and
Organization of Public Space highlighted in blue. Preferred terms are displayed in nor-
mal font and non-preferred in italics. Clicking on a term in this panel selects it, while

13A term can be categorized in up to three different (Sub-)Categories.
14If the Category contains more than 14 terms, the first 14 terms are displayed in alphabetical order,

and other ones can be reached by clicking the different page number at the bottom of this panel.
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Figure 2.5: Middle panel of the GTAA browser

the Category(ies) to which it belongs to are highlighted in orange in panel 2-1. Panels
2-3 and 2-4 are also instantiated or updated when a term is selected. They display
the relevant BroaderTerm/NarrowerTerm tree (2-3) and other available information
about the term such as Related Terms (2-4). Terms displayed in panels are clickable,
enabling the user to navigate through neighbors of the selected term.

Alphabetical Search

In version 1, the search functionality was only valid in the facet that was active: if
the user submits a query in the Subjects facet, the alphabetical search is limited to this
facet. When the user types the first letters of a term, a refinement button (labeled
Filter) gives the list of the preferred and non-preferred terms of the facet that begin
with the same characters.

2.3 User Study: Part I

2.3.1 Setup

Formative evaluation of the GTAA thesaurus browser in two parts was performed to
determine whether it supports the cataloguers internal and external to Sound & Vision
in their tasks of annotating audiovisual material, in particular in terms of navigation,
browsing and searching. With the analysis of the study results we aim at answering
questions about:
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• the usefulness of browsing a hierarchical structure of terms versus alphabetical
lists for finding out relevant terms;

• the intuitiveness of the search and navigation facilities;

• the effectiveness of the presentation of the controlled vocabulary, of the cross-
links between the terms, of the categories and of the different dimensions of the
GTAA thesaurus (namely the facets).

Subjects

The first user study concerned in total nine cataloguers: five thesaurus experts from
Sound & Vision, two domain experts from NOS and two domain experts from EO15.
Most of them (7 out of 9) are using annotation software daily.

Procedure

The experimental session lasted around 60 minutes per subject supervised by an exam-
iner and video-recorded. To make sure the testing conditions are similar to all users we
started with a brief (about 5 minutes) introduction of the experiment and the browser.
Next, each of the subjects spent time for a “directed play-around" to get acquainted
with browser’s functionality, reading a list of guidelines16 and reporting on problems.
Subsequently, they watched an audiovisual document with a duration of 2 minutes and
we asked to provide indexing terms for that document using the browser. They could
use three strategies to find these terms:

• Use the Categories hierarchy to display lists of terms (henceforth Browsing search
or Browsing functionality), in the Subject facet;

• Type in some letters in the alphabetical search box and check for a matching
term by clicking on the Filter button (henceforth Filter search);

• Type in a whole term in the alphabetical search box and check for a matching
term in the thesaurus (henceforth Alphabetical search).

From this first step on, the different relationships of the Subject facet could also be
used to navigate in the thesaurus’ content, as well as the alphabetical lists in the other
facets. No complex query composition functionality was provided to search for a term.

At places, where problems occurred the examiner initiated a dialog with the user
in order to clarify the problem and to gather additional information on it. Finally,
each of them filled one usability questionnaire with five clusters of questions (overall
interface, search facilities, term browsing, subject facets and additional functionality)
and one personalia questionnaire focusing on sex, age and proficiency. All subjects
were allowed to also use pre-selected on-line reference material on the topic of the
audiovisual document during the annotation session.

15NOS and EO are Dutch broadcasting organizations.
16The guidelines can be found at http://www.cs.vu.nl/~guus/public/choice-guidelines.pdf..

These are the adapted guidelines user for the second study.
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Metrics

We evaluated the efficiency, satisfaction, learnability and effectiveness of the GTAA
thesaurus browser by using the following metrics:

Number of problems during play-around : is used to calculate the overall learn-
ability of the browser by counting the problems occurred over the number of steps
and the overall time spent during the play-around;

Total time spent during play-around (in minutes) : idem for number of prob-
lems;

Number of problems during annotation : is used to calculate the overall effec-
tiveness by counting the number of problems over the steps and the overall time
spent during annotation;

Number of times alphabetical search was used during annotation : gives an
estimate of the efficiency of the alphabetical search in the two user studies.

Number of times hierarchy search was used during annotation : idem for al-
phabetical search;

Number of times filter search was used during annotation : idem for alpha-
betical search;

Number of steps during annotation : is used in the calculation of the efficiency
of the browser for the annotation tasks;

Number of resulting indexing terms during annotation : is used to calculate
the success factor in terms of overlapping with the terms indicated in the gold
standard;

Number of steps per index term during annotation : is used as a measure of
efficiency;

Total time spent on search tasks during annotation (in minutes) : is used in
the calculation of search efficiency of the browser in both user studies;

Total time spent during annotation (in minutes) : is used in the calculation of
the efficiency and effectiveness of the browser in both user studies.

We mark something as a problem when the user indicates that there is an obstacle
to perform a task. For example, the user searches for “Afghanistan”, types the term in
the search field (in the “Genres” facet), and it brings no results back, because the user
didn’t select the facet “Locations”. Software bugs were also identified during the user
studies, but were not counted as problems for the calculation of the effectiveness of the
browser, nor in the total time spent with the browser.

A step during annotation is defined as a set of meaningfully connected atomic
actions to perform an annotation task. For example, when the user is searching for
“Afghanistan” he may first try to use the hierarchy in the Subject facet by error, then
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Stage/Metric Subjects
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 Average

During play-around
#problems 3 4 5 4 3 2 3 4 5 3.67
total time spent 11 19 22 19 20 14 15 20 18 18
During annotation
#problems 3 4 4 2 3 2 3 2 3 2.89
#alphabetical search used 8 9 7 6 7 4 7 9 6 7.00
#hierarchy search used 1 2 0 1 0 5 1 1 1 1.33
#filter search used 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1.44
#steps 47 30 22 29 31 28 35 37 40 33.22
#resulting index terms 9 10 8 4 9 6 8 5 7 7.33
#steps per index term 5.22 3.00 2.75 7.25 3.44 4.67 4.38 7.40 5.71 4.87
total time spent on search 29 24 18 21 20 12 18 10 13 18
total time spent 38 33 29 30 31 20 25 19 22 27

Table 2.1: Results for the first part of the user study. Time measurements are in min.

go to the Location tab, then type in some letters and get results from the filter list.
This would result in three steps.

The gold standard was defined by thesaurus experts from Sound & Vision. It
contained twelve indexing terms from the GTAA thesaurus, which they considered
as appropriate to annotate the audiovisual document used in both user studies. We
counted the total number of GTAA indexing terms that each subject used for the
annotation and the total number of the ones which match the gold standard. We only
considered exact matches in this evaluation, but an option for future studies could
be to use a similarity function, for example based on the hierarchical structure of the
thesaurus, to compare selected terms to the gold standard.

Questionnaire

In order to assess the usability of the GTAA browser the participants were asked to
fill out a questionnaire17 (50 questions on a 7-point scale, 8 open questions). User
satisfaction is expressed as a normalized value in the range [1,7], where 1 is highly
satisfied and 7 is highly not satisfied. In order to identify trends in the user groups
and discriminate different levels of expertise the participants we asked to also fill in a
questionnaire about their personal characteristics with respect to gender, age, computer
and annotation proficiency (10 questions).

2.3.2 Results
Table 2.1 shows the results of the study for the defined metrics. We can observe the
following:

• Both during play-around and annotation a significant number of problems were
encountered (on average 3.69 + 2.89 = 6.56). On analysis these problems were
mainly concerned with relatively trivial issues. For example, case-sensitive search

17The questionnaire can be found at http://www.cs.vu.nl/~guus/public/choice-quest.pdf (in
Dutch).
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and lack of auto-completion proved problematic. Another cause of problems was
the lack of synchronization when updating parts of the screen (categories, term
lists, etc.). Before the second user test the browser was accordingly adapted.

• A less trivial cause of problems was the confusion about combined use of the
“filter” and “select” buttons for alphabetical search. For example, consider the
following scenario:

SEARCH GOAL: "peace troops"
1. choose facet "Subjects"
2. enter query "peace" and click Filter button
3. select from drop-down list "peace troops" click

Select button to activate search on "peace troops"

From the videos we observed that such scenarios were quite common. Partici-
pants would typically get stuck in step 3. It turned out that it was unclear to
them where the drop-down box was and also that an additional “select” click was
required. To remedy this, we improved the guidelines. Also, the organization on
the screen was not logical (jump from bottom to top). This is improved in the
adapted browser.

• From the results it is clear that most of the subjects were mainly using alpha-
betical search. The explanation they gave was that they already knew the term
they were looking and therefore hierarchical search is not appropriate. From the
hierarchy search they mainly used the use-for and related-term relationships. The
filter-search was also used infrequently; this appeared mainly to be caused by the
problem reported before. The added value was in fact unclear to them.

• Subjects were performing a large number of total steps (on average 33.22) to find
indexing terms. Analysis of the videos showed that the main reasons for this
were (i) inefficiency of the screen layout, (ii) insufficient feedback on the action
performed, and (iii) the filter-search problem mentioned earlier.

• On average the resulting number of indexing terms was 7.33, i.e. roughly 60% of
the gold standard. We think this is adequate.

• On average 4.87 steps were needed to find an index term. The minimum number
of steps needed to find a term would be 3 (see scenario above). This means there
is definitely room for efficiency improvement.

Table 2.3 further on in this chapter shows aggregated results of the questionnaire
on user satisfaction. We discuss the results in Sec. 2.5 in relation to those of the second
study.

2.4 Thesaurus Browser - Adapted Version

In accordance with the results of this first user study, we adapted the browser (Fig. 2.6).
The next paragraphs describe the most important modifications that were made.
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Figure 2.6: Adapted interface of the Web Browser

Alphabetical Search (Number 1 in Figure 2.6)

Alphabetical search turned out to be important for users, so we made some small
technical improvements, such as a default behavior of case-insensitive search and the
possibility to search within (i) the active facet, (ii) a given facet or (iii) any facet. As
an additional facility in cases where the characters typed in do not match a thesaurus
Term, the browser displays also:

• A list of spelling suggestions

• Terms that match the input through an intermediate list of synonym terms.

The spelling suggestion tool was adapted from a generic module and the synonym
list has been computed using the online versions of the Van Dale and the Muiswerk
dictionaries18.

Selection of Multiple Categories (Number 2 in Figure 2.6)

One of the reasons why the browsing search was not preferred as a first step to search
for a term is that the Categories are too broad: they contain too many terms to make
the display of the whole list interesting for finding out a term. But we took advantage
of the fact that most Subject terms are part of more than one Category to offer the user
an additional filtering functionality. Categories and sub-categories are now displayed

18Respectively at the URL http://www.vandale.nl/opzoeken/woordenboek/ and http://www.
muiswerk.nl/WRDNBOEK/INHOUD.HTM.
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in association with the number of terms belonging to them. When the user selects a
category, its terms are still displayed in the middle part, but panel 1 on Fig. 2.6 is also
updated with the list of other categories these terms can belong to, and the number
of overlapping terms. For example, if a user selects the Category Military Issues, the
terms related to Military Issues are displayed, and all other categories in which the
displayed terms also appear are proposed for narrowing down the number of terms. If
the user selects also Traffic and Transportation, he will get the list of military vehicles
in the thesaurus. He can narrow down his query even further by selecting Vessels, in
which case the list is narrowed down to military vessels. The number of terms to be
displayed can thus be narrowed down to a dozen by two or three clicks. It is a kind of
faceted search, but on the term level19.

BroaderTerm/NarrowerTerm Display (Number 3 in Figure 2.6)

We solved a problem of ergonomy in changing the display of the BroaderTerm /
NarrowerTerm tree. In the previous version, displaying the tree could lead a bad
display of the other information about a given Term.

Cross-Facet Links

We extracted some information provided in the scope notes of the People facet to
generate cross-facet links: if a scope note states that a person has a specific occupation,
say King, and if this occupation is in the Subjects facet, then we generate a browseable
link between the person and the subject Kings. This helps the user to browse directly
(potentially) other relevant parts of the GTAA than the current facet.

2.5 User Study: Part II

2.5.1 Setup

The second user study targeted evaluation of the adapted version of the GTAA browser
according to the same measures and experimental goals as in the first study. In total
seven subjects, six from Sound & Vision and one from NOS, followed the same ex-
perimental design and procedure (with an improved explanation form). None of the
subjects participated in the first study.

Results

Table 2.2 shows the results for the second user study. We observed the following:

• There is a decrease in the number of problems (2.14 vs. 3.67). Thus, there is a
clear indication of a higher level of effectiveness.

19As opposed to the document level, for which facets would be the broadcasting date, the genre,
etc. on top of the different controlled terms used as metadata.
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Stage/Metric Subjects
S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 Average

During play-around
#problems 1 3 3 4 3 0 1 2.14
total time spent 29 24 26 16 26 33 22 25
During annotation
#problems 1 2 2 1 3 2 3 2.00
#alphabetical search used 7 9 9 12 6 9 5 8.14
#hierarchy search used 4 1 0 2 1 1 2 1.57
#filter search used 2 2 0 0 5 0 0 1.29
#steps 26 25 28 28 37 18 10 24.57
#resulting index terms 6 7 6 7 5 9 6 6.57
#steps per index term 4.33 3.57 4.67 4.00 7.40 2.00 1.67 3.74
total time spent on search 12 9 19 14 10 10 15 13
total time spent 15 12 22 19 13 14 18 16

Table 2.2: Results for the second part of the user study. Time measurements are in
min.

• The time used for play-around is longer (25 min. vs. 18 min.). This is logical
because the guidelines were more elaborate and the complexity of the search
increased. So, a longer learning curve is needed.

• The total time spent during annotation decreased (16 min. vs. 27 min.)m as well
as the total number of steps per session (25.57 vs. 33.22) and the number of steps
per index term (3.74 vs. 4.87). This indicates an increase in the efficiency of the
search. As the minimum number of steps per index term is 3 (see Sec. 2.3), the
result in the second study is actually approaching maximum efficiency.

• The average time used for search was 13 min. This is close to 80% of the total
annotation time. In comparison: in the first study it was 67%.

• The use of alphabetical search increased slightly (8.14 vs. 7.00), while at the
same annotation time went down. This means we achieved at least partially the
goal of making alphabetical search more effective (see previous section).

• The hierarchy search increased marginally (1.57 vs. 1.33); the filter search
marginally decreased (1.29 vs. 1.44). The number of times these functionali-
ties were used prevents any generalization. Our hypothesis is that due to the
improved alphabetical search there was no real need for the other search types.
In this context it is worthwhile to point out that the subjects were used to alpha-
betical search already, and had little to no experience with other search types.
The Categories were not displayed in their previous annotation tool, and thus
these groups of terms were not yet used in a real-life annotation task. They
were not yet adapted to fit this task, contrary to the thesaurus content, which is
updated on a daily basis. The Categories proved to be too broad to enhance a
browsing type of search.
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Question
group

Average score
1 = lowest, 7 = highest
User study 1 User study 2

General browser functionality 4.79 5.26
Subject-facet functionality 4.64 5.10
Search functionality 4.82 4.87
Browse functionality 5.02 4.57

Table 2.3: Results of the questionnaire about user satisfaction in both studies. Results
were aggregated per question group (left column)

Table 2.3 shows the aggregated results of the user-satisfaction questionnaire. We
observe here a marginal increase in the satisfaction of the users with respect to the gen-
eral browser functionality, the subject-facet functionality and the search functionality,
as well as a marginal decrease in the satisfaction for the browser functionality. The
differences in the aggregated values of the first and second studies are too small to be
able to make any generalization. However, some of the values on individual questions
support the hypothesis that the satisfaction of the users increased with the adapted
browser, while the number of steps required to perform the task decreased.

While the users in the first study were doubting the usefulness of the browsers
hierarchical structure (3.11), the participants in the second study show strong consensus
that the thesaurus structure in the adapted browser helped them discover related terms
(5.29) and the relationships between them (5.17). Most of the users in the first study
preferred to use the alphabetical search above the hierarchical one in the “Subject"-
facet (6.44), where in the second study we can see a clear change in a positive direction
(5.00) although still preferring the alphabetical search to the hierarchical. The level of
complexity in the hierarchical search was appreciated more by the users of the adapted
browser in the second study (5.43 vs 4.48), as well as using hierarchical structure
in combination with the search (4.71 vs 4.13). Many of the users both in the first
and in the second test were not happy that it took too long to find the appropriate
main category in the hierarchy (2.82 vs 2.86). This comment is mainly concerning the
broadness of these groupings. Further, there were no significant improvements in the
hierarchy presentation in the browser, thus no major changes were expected, as shown
from the previous values.

2.6 Discussion and Related Work

This study shows some insights of the use of knowledge structures like thesauri in
application settings. The cataloguers were used to quite basic tools for finding index
terms and were dazzled by the complexity of the browser interface. They are used to
alphabetical search and therefore we gained most performance value by optimizing this
part of the search, as can be seen in he second user study. Searching a hierarchical
representation is apparently not of much value. However, for disambiguating terms,
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showing the respective places in the hierarchy could be a quick means for selecting the
right concept. We noticed a difference of strategies between the subjects from Sound
& Vision (experts of the thesaurus content) and from broadcasting corporations. The
later were more eager to start the search for a term by browsing. Thus a browsing
facility could be helpful to the general public for searching the public web site of Sound
& Vision.

Despite the learning curves (see the times needed for the play-around sessions), the
cataloguers were in general positive about the use of the designed tool in their daily
work. This is apparent from the questionnaire, but also from the fact that, based on
the results of this study, Sound & Vision is seriously considering of incorporating the
thesaurus browser in their archiving process.

Other studies evaluate thesaurus browsers by user studies, but they usually focus
on the task the thesaurus helps achieving, and not on the thesaurus usability and
functionalities themselves. Several authors [157, 88, 18] have considered the selection
of a term as a particular part of their evaluation, but they evaluate it against the recall
or precision of documents retrieved. Blocks [18] explicitly stresses the fact that, as their
interface enables query expansion on the basis of the NarrowerTerm relationship in the
thesaurus, the tendency of users to search for the most specific query term is a waste of
time: the set of terms that they choose for formulating the query would be taken into
account with a query involving their common hypernym, by which the users started
browsing the thesaurus in the first place. Our purpose is the opposite: making sure that
the browser proposes relevant functionalities for different search strategies in order to
retrieve the most specific and relevant term for indexing a document. The perspective
of evaluating a tool dedicated to helping the selection of a keyword for indexing has not
been taken into account very often, and this indexing task has specific requirements.

As mentioned in the introduction, the thesaurus browser in just a small piece in
the larger puzzle of supporting semantic annotation. We see it as a baseline tool for
cataloguers, who may always have the need to do some manual work on annotation.
A more elaborate tool is developed in Chapter 6, were we present a system to support
cataloguers during a large part of the cataloguing task. The majority of the research
in this thesis however is aimed at providing automatic tools for generating candidate
indexing terms (see Chapters 3, 4 and 5). In the digital archiving process of the future
we expect the emphasis to lie on semi-automatic annotation, with the role of the
cataloguer shifting to the person who performs quality control on suggested indexing
terms and/or selecting the most appropriate ones from the terms suggested. Also
this process would benefit from a usable thesaurus browser. The fact that the tool is
based on the RDF/OWL specification makes it a good candidate for reuse with other
RDF/OWL-based thesauri. This is in fact a realistic extension. Many institutions
still rely on their in-house thesaurus, but would benefit from a wider scope of thesauri
[75]. For example, geographical data in GTAA are likely to be incomplete and it might
be a better approach to use geo-spatial data from other sources, such as the Getty
Thesaurus of Geographical Names20.

20http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting\_research/vocabularies/tgn/



CHAPTER 3

Automatically Deriving Annotations

In this chapter we describe the development of a prototype for the automatic creation of
catalogue metadata from contextual texts while using a thesaurus. It serves to answer
our research question: Can we use structured background information in combination
with analysis of contextual information of archival objects for the automatic generation
of annotation suggestions? Although the processes and algorithms are defined in the
paper, the entire process is not yet fully automatized. The results however show two
things: first, that it seems possible to derive annotations automatically from contextual
texts for some of the types of metadata, but not necessarily for all. Secondly it suggests
that evaluation is problematic, even though this evaluation is done only qualitatively by
comparing the automatic annotations against annotations made in a user experiment
and against a gold standard from the catalogue. The chapter has been presented
as a paper [55] at the Semantic Web Annotations for Multi Media workshop held in
conjunction with WWW’06 in Edinburgh.
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3.1 Introduction

This Chapter reports on a case study in which we used natural-language processing
(NLP) techniques to derive a candidate set of indexing terms from a thesaurus, and
subsequently rank these terms based on their semantic relations in the thesaurus.

The case study is carried out at the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision
(S&V) in the course of the CHOICE research project (see Section 1.2 for more infor-
mation on Sound & Vision). The aim of this chapter is to explore whether a ranked list
of candidate indexing terms of an audiovisual program can be derived from contextual
texts automatically. For this we apply NLP techniques to contextual texts of two TV-
programs and we use the structure of the thesaurus to rank the derived metadata1. We
use textual resources because semantic metadata extraction by movie content analysis
is still hard. Context documents, such as TV-guide descriptions, are attractive be-
cause these provide some abstraction of the program, whereas audio transcripts of the
actual program neither summarize its content nor describe explicitly what is shown
in the video. This is why we conducted this experiment on context documents rahter
than on another genre of text. We evaluate the results by comparing them to human
annotations.

This chapter is organized as follows: we first present related work on Information
Extraction from texts for the indexing of multimedia in Section 3.2. Then we explain
our experimental setup (section 3.3) and discuss the results (section 3.4). Section 3.5
reflects on this explorative study.

3.2 Related Work

The MUMIS project [142] and the Seigo tool [102] both focus on the use of context
documents to generate indexes for annotating multimedia documents. The MUMIS
project deals with Dutch texts (amongst others) and merges different sources of in-
formation to improve the accuracy of the proposition generated by their extraction
tools, whereas Seigo generates indexes from newspaper articles in French. They both
concentrate on the sports domain (respectively football and the cycling race Tour de
France), which is a relatively restricted domain, and take, on top of the textual corpus,
a domain ontology as input. Both approaches have the goal to spot as much events as
possible.

Our approach is different in the sense that we want to use the structure of a the-
saurus as an external resource, and we focus on finding out the main topic(s) of a
TV-program. This is how the indexing terms are meant to be used at Sound & Vision:
they should only be associated with a program if they reflect its main topic, i.e. if it
is relevant to retrieve the TV-program by a query composed of these indexing terms.
The thesaurus structure is looser than the one of an ontology and the scope of GTAA
is broad.

We do not intend to provide a complete finalized annotation of a program, instead
we want to place our extraction results in a human annotation process, to help and

1Currently parts of the process are applied manually as we did not yet manage to successfully
implemented all pieces in a computer program.
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speed it up. The ultimate decision about the relevancy of indexing terms has to be
made by a human cataloguer and not by an algorithm in our approach. Therefore it is
important for us to rank and order our results, so that the system can present them in
an intuitive way to a human cataloguer for validation. This is also why we compare the
results with a set of human annotations, as we try to get as close to the cataloguers’s
interpretation as possible.

Buitelaar and Declerck [24] define a set of linguistic analysis steps that underly
Information Extraction, the part of NLP we are interested in. They define Information
Extraction as the automatic extraction of “meaningful units” from semi-structured
documents. In order to be semi-structured, plain text documents have to undergo the
following processes:

• morphological analysis: the association of word forms to their potential part-of-speech
tags (noun, adjective, verb, etc.);

• part-of-speech tagging: the selection of the relevant POS tag of the word according to
its actual place and function in the sentence;

• chunking: a definition of meaningful units, as Noun Phrases, verbal groups, etc.

• dependency structure analysis: the computing of linguistic dependencies between these
units, as Verb-Subject or Verb-Object relationships;

• semantic tagging: the comparison of the chunks with a list of controlled vocabulary (as
terms from a thesaurus), and the search for “semantic types” in the text. The chunks can
be linked to thesaurus terms if they are identical to them, their hypernyms, hyponyms
or synonyms, for example. The semantic types can be location, people or organization
names, and they can be spotted in the analyzed text by the application of tagging rules
or grammars.

We have followed these different steps (except for the chunking, which we did not
apply on top of our tokenizer, and the dependency structure analysis which we did not
compute either at this first stage of experiment), and we describe them in detail along
with the global experiment setup in the following section.

3.3 Experimental Setup

3.3.1 Material

TV programs

We used two TV-programs to test our method. The first is an item of the Dutch news
bulletin "NOS journaal" on the sending of peace troops to Afghanistan. This file is
referred to as "news item Afghanistan". The news item Afghanistan was part of the
late news on 29 November 2005 and addresses the political decision of sending peace
troops to Afghanistan. The second is a documentary program on the fundamentalistic
islam and is called: "The Smell of Paradise". It was broadcasted on 11 September
2005.
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Context Documents

Most programs are associated with multiple context documents. Expert cataloguers
consider some of these to refer directly to the AV-document (direct context documents)
and consider some others to be background information (background context docu-
ments). The technical information on the broadcasting2 from an online database called
Powerstation, the TV-program’s web site text and the TV-guide’s web site3 text are
considered as direct context documents for almost all programs. We will not take Pow-
erstation into account in this experiment, its metadata is incorporated automatically
into S&V’s catalogue. We focus on the extraction of new metadata such as:

• keywords, i.e. indexing terms describing the topic that the program is about;

• persons, i.e. indexing terms describing the people whom the program is about;

• locations, i.e. indexing terms describing the locations that the program is about or that
play an important role in the program;

• names, i.e. indexing terms describing the organizations, companies, political parties
etc. that the program is about;

• makers, i.e. indexing terms describing the makers of the program;

• genre, i.e. indexing terms describing the genre of the program .

The TV-programs web site text typically contains most of this required information,
but it can also contain a lot of information not referring to the TV-programs content:
hyperlinks to a forum, the online video, the broadcasters web site etc.

3.3.2 Applying Natural Language Processing Techniques

Our processing of the data with NLP techniques consist of three main parts: lemma-
tization, semantic tagging and ranking of the keywords.

POS Tagging and Lemmatization with TreeTagger

Kraaij and Pohlmann show that stemming improves the recall of an information re-
trieval system [97]. The use of the Part-of-Speech tag during stemming makes it more
precise and therefore we assume that lemmatization will give us even better results.
Lemmatization can determine which lemma a wordform is associated to (for example,
flies can have as lemma the noun fly or the verb to fly). We choose to use TreeTagger
[147]: a combined POS-tagger and lemmatizer. We use the Dutch Celex lexicon [8] as
input for TreeTagger and train it with a corpus built from the Alpino Treebank, which
is a tagged Dutch corpus [166]. We lemmatize and POS tag our context documents
with TreeTagger before we process them with GATE: a General Architecture for Text
Engineering [34]. We adjust GATE so it can cope with the TreeTagged input.

2E.g. broadcast time, duration and broadcast channel.
3www.omroep.nl
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Sematic Tagging with GATE

We analyze these context documents using GATE, which we chose for its modularity
[119]. We use GATE’s Information Extraction module called Annie. We adjusted
Annie so it can handle Dutch texts. In Annie we also incorporated a set of domain
specific gazetteers (word lists) which we made from the GTAA. We wrote a couple
of grammars to recognize named entities and domain specific notions like the starting
time, the end time and the makers of a program.

Ranking Algorithm

The GTAA is a general thesaurus with multiple facets: subjects, genres, persons,
makers, names and locations. Only the subject facet, which contains the keywords,
is explicitly structured. The terms in the subject facet are related to others via the
Related Term, Broader Term and Narrower Term relations. The types of information
we are looking for (keywords, persons, locations, names, makers and genre) are very
closely related to the different facets of the GTAA.

For the keywords (terms describing the subject), we can, on the top of the number
of occurrences, also use the relations of the GTAA between the terms to get a ranking.
Terms which relate to a lot of other terms found in our texts can semantically be more
important than terms which we found more often but without any relations to others.
A classic example of ranking based on relations is Google [21]. Instead of using the
links to other pages, we use the Broader Term, Narrower Term and Related Term
relations of the GTAA to connect two found terms. If one of these relation exists
between two found terms we say that a relation of distance 1 exists4. We also check
if an intermediate term connects two terms. These connections via intermediate terms
are defined as relations of distance 2. We do not make any distinction in the type of
relations. In Figure 3.1 a distance 1 relation connects the terms soldiers and prisoners
of war5, which we represent by a plain line. A distance 2 relation exists between terms
prison and prisoner’s of war, which we represent by a dotted line. In this distance
2 relation the term prison is the intermediate term. A group of terms connected via
these relations constitutes a semantic cluster.

We have the idea that these clusters capture the key subjects of the AV-program.
We came up with the following algorithm to translate the clustered terms to a ranked
list:

• Step 1. We select the keywords with both a distance 1 and a distance 2 relation. We
then order these keywords based on their number of occurrences, putting the most
frequent on top of the list.

• Step 2. We select the remaining keywords with a distance 2 relation to keywords found
during Step 1. We order these keywords based on their number of occurrences and add
them to the list.

4We do not make a distinction between Broader Term, Narrower Term and Related Term relations
in this experiment.

5All the terms we mention in this chapter are translated from Dutch to English out of consideration
for our readers.
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• Step 3. We select the remaining keywords with a relation. We order these keywords
based on their number of occurrences and add them to the list.

• Step 4. We order the remaining keywords based on their number of occurrences and
add them to the list.

Based on pragmatics we didn’t choose in step 2 to rank the keywords with a distance 1
relation higher than a keyword found during step 1, because the keywords that had a
distance 1 relation to a keyword found during step 1 were often outliers. The keywords
with a relation 2 to these keywords found during Step 1 were less likely to be an outlier
so we choose not to use the distance 1 relation in step 26.

Another thing which is important here is the fact that in their working practice
cataloguers are only allowed to attach a few keywords. When we also consider that
the intended use of the ranked list is to support cataloguers in their annotation task,
it becomes clear that it is not useful to burden them with a very long list. In practice
this will probably mean that we cut of the keywords below rank 5. Usually these first
five ranks are found during step 1 and step 2. This makes steps 3 and 4 less important.

3.3.3 Evaluation

We evaluate the results of our automatic extractions by comparing them to two types
of human annotation. The expert description is made or revised by expert cataloguers.
We have this annotation for both TV-programs. The preliminary description is made
by cataloguers but was not revised by expert cataloguers. These have the status of
preliminary description and were made by people from two different public broadcasters
(NOS and EO) and people from the news and non-news TV-section of Sound and
Vision. This set of descriptions gives insight of the diversity of human annotations and
with it, the spread of reasonable annotations. We have these preliminary descriptions
only on the news item Afghanistan.

The human annotations on the news item Afghanistan are shown in Table 3.1. The
first column on the left shows the keywords that were selected by cataloguers. The
column to its right shows the number of cataloguers (total number of cataloguers is
nine) that used the keyword. The expert description show no numbers. In the location
column, we can see that the term Afghanistan was selected by all cataloguers. For the
keywords in the preliminary description we see that the terms peace troops and military
operations are the most frequent. These two also appeared in the expert description.
When we compare the two kinds of descriptions, we can see that the preliminary
description contains the set of terms selected by the expert cataloguers plus others.
The human annotations for The Smell of Paradise are displayed in Table 3.2. This
annotation was made by a professional cataloguers and checked by an expert cataloguer
during the normal work process at Sound & Vision.

6This algorithm was our first attempt and is improved upon in Chapter 5.
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keywords N persons N names N

preliminary descriptions
peace troops 6 Henk Jan Ormel 8 NATO 7
militairy operations 5 Jeroen Overbeek 1 CDA 3
armed forces 3 Pentagon 2
government policy 2 Tweede Kamer 2
soldiers 2 Taliban 1

Dutch armed forces 1
VS 1

expert description
peace troops Henk Jan Ormel NATO
militairy operations Dutch armed forces

The United States

locations N genres N makers N

preliminary descriptions
Afghanistan 9 the news 7 Maurice Piek 9
The Netherlands 6 Topicalities 5 Jeroen Overbeek 6
The United States 3 Newsbulletin 2
The Hague 2
Kandahar 2
Kabul 2
Washington 1

expert description
The Netherlands the news Maurice Piek
Afghanistan Jeroen Overbeek

Table 3.1: A summary of human annotations: the preliminary and expert descriptions
of the News item Afghanistan

keywords persons names locations genres makers
religious conflicts Mohammed Taliban Chechnya documentary Marcin Mamon
violence Mujaheddin Afghanistan Mariusz Pilis
islam Kandahar Tomasz Glowacki
fundamentalism Dagestan Marijn de Vries
extremism Qatar Petra Goedings
jihad Doha Marije Meerman
wars Russia
indepedence fight
muslims

Table 3.2: Human annotations for The Smell of Paradise. This description is checked
by an expert cataloguer.
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3.4 Results

In this section we present the results of our experiments. First we present the non-
lemmatized and lemmatized results. Then we focus on the relations between the key-
words of the lemmatized news item Afghanistan and show the ordered results. Finally
we compare the results with the human annotations.

3.4.1 Unranked Results

keywords N persons N names N locations N genres makers
mission 4 Balkenende 1 CDA 2 Afghanistan 7
soldiers 3 The 2 The Hague 2
civil servants 1 NATO 1 Europe 1
prisoners 1 Pentagon 1
prisoners of war 1 VVD 1
corpses 1 Tweede kamer 1
ministers 1 Washington Post 1
members of parliament 1 CIA 1
voting 1 Dutchmen 1

Americans 1
Europe 1
Taliban 1
Friday 1
Tomorrow 1

Table 3.3: Terms derived from non-lemmatized context documents by the NLP process
described in Section 3.3.2 for the News item Afghanistan

The terms we derived from the non-lemmatized and lemmatized context documents
of the news item Afghanistan are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. In Table 3.4 the ordered
results are already shown.

ranked keywords rank unranked keywords N persons N names N locations N
government 1 mission 5 Balkenende 1 CDA 2 Afghanistan 7
soldiers 1 government 5 NATO 1 Europe 1
prisoners of war 2 soldiers 5 Pentagon 1
ministers 3 agreement 2 VVD 1
prime minister 3 prisons 1 Europe 1
prisons 4 camps 1 Taliban 1
civil servants 4 prisoners of war 1 CIA 1
camps 5 civil servants 1
voting 5 ministers 1
democratisation 5 prime minister 1
mission 6 voting 1
agreement 7 democratisation 1
Christians 8 Christians 1
lakes 9 lakes 1
newspapers 9 newspapers 1
writing 9 writing 1

Table 3.4: Terms derived from lemmatized context documents for the News item
Afghanistan
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We have found no matches for genres or makers in either setup. In the lemmatized
input we found more keywords and less persons, names and locations. This can be
explained by the fact that these named entities only have one exact match whereas
keywords can have multiple word forms which all reduce to one lemma. If a word
corresponding to a named entity is lemmatized, it will not be recognized anymore.
In the lemmatized web site text of The Smell of Paradise for example, the Tunisian
president Zine Abidine Ben Ali is not recognized anymore because it was lemmatized
to Zine Abidine zijn Ali7. The grammar which tries to spot person names was triggered
by the combination Ben Ali which is not present anymore. For the Smell of Paradise
the lemmatization of the context documents also made us find more keywords and less
locations, names and persons. We did find a genre and makers for this program. The
results are shown in the appendix in Table 3.5.

3.4.2 Relational Map and Ordered Results

We used the GTAA structure to find relations between the derived keywords. A visual-
ization of the relations between the keywords for the lemmatized News item Afghanistan
is shown in Figure 3.1. Prisoners of war and soldiers have a distance 1 relation. A dis-
tance 2 relation is visualized by the dotted line between voting and democratization. This
relation implies the existence of an intermediate term, which is elections in this case.

We used the relations and the number of keyword occurrences to make a rank-
ing among them. The results are shown in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. For the News item
Afghanistan top ranked terms are government, soldiers, prisoners of war, minister and
prime minister. For the Smell of Paradise we have: 1. islam, 2. jihad, 3. muslim, 3. radio
and 3. broadcaster as the five top ranking terms.

3.4.3 Comparing the Results with Human Annotations

Now we need a way to analyze the results of our method. A useful way to study the list
of derived terms is by comparing the list to the expert annotations. When comparing
the list of derived terms with the human annotations we can encounter three different
situations which we denote as true positives, false positives and false negatives. A true
positive is when a derived term also appears in the human annotations. One can state
that our techniques did derive a term which should have been derived. A false positive
is when a derived term does not appear in the human annotations. A false negative is
when a term from the human annotations does not appear in our list of derived terms.

When we label the results in this manner however, we see that some of the false
positives are not that wrong at all. For these we introduce an extra label called semi
positives, which is based on our (subjective) interpretation. A semi positive is a term
which was derived from context documents and which did not appear in the human
annotations, but which, in our opinion, does describe the content of the TV-program
quite well.

In the following subsections we will label the outcome of the experiment according
to the labels true positive, semi positive, false positive and false negative. For this we

7Ben is an inflection of the Dutch verb zijn, which means to be.
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Figure 3.1: Relations between keywords found for the News item Afghanistan with use
of lemmatization

compare the results for News item Afghanistan as given in Tables 3.1 and 3.4. For the
Smell of Paradise we compare results as given in Tables 3.2 and 3.5.

True Positives

For the News item Afghanistan we correctly derived the keyword soldiers, the names
CDA, NATO, Pentagon, Taliban and location Afghanistan.

For The Smell of Paradise we correctly derived the keywords islam, jihad, muslims,
the locations Chechnya, Afghanistan, Qatar and makers Mariusz Pilis, Marcin Manon and
Petra Goedings. These terms both appeared in our list with derived terms and in the
human annotations.

Semi Positives

In our opinion, the following derived terms, which did not appear in the human anno-
tations, are semantically closely related to the topic of the News item Afghanistan: the
keywords government and ministers. The TV-program is about the political decision
making of sending peace troops to Afghanistan, so attaching these to the TV-program
does make sense.

We derived the following terms that are semantically closely related to the topic of
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the The Smell of Paradise: the keyword conflict, the person Mullah Omar, the name
Allah, the locations Caucasus, Islamabad, Kashmir and Pakistan and the genre informative.
The keyword religious conflict appeared in human annotations, so the keyword conflict
is only slightly off. These keywords have a distance 1 relation. The TV-program was
for an important part about the person Mullah Omar, but the program was not solely
about him. The Caucasus is the mountains between Chechnya and Dagestan where the
program makers filmed the independence fighters. Both Chechnya and Dagestan appear
in the human annotation. The use of a country and a mountain range is a bit less
logical than using two countries, but still the use of Caucasus is good.

False Positives

For the News item Afghanistan we will name a few of the derived semantically unre-
lated terms: the keyword prisons, camps, weather, mission, agreement, Christians, lakes,
newspaper and writing, the name Europe and location Europe. Some of these just do not
reflect the key topic of the program (prisons) and some are the result of wrong lemma-
tization (camp). Others are the result of homonymy (mission) as the GTAA keyword
mission means catholic mission and not military mission. The name Camp was lemma-
tized to camp, which made our grammar unable to label the phrase minister Camp as
a person.

For The Smell of Paradise we also can distinguish different types of errors on the
term derivation. The keywords radio, broadcaster, biography, weather, forum, smell are
found as a result of: wrong lemmatization (weather), non-meaningful information of
the web site such as links to a forum and background information such as biographies,
domain specific noise as Radio and broadcaster which are encountered in both types of
context documents and multiple occurrences in the GTAA of a term without choosing
the most likely role. Petra is correctly discovered as a part of a person name in the
context document, but it also appears in the GTAA as a location and a name and as
a result also gets discovered as a name and location. At the moment from one piece of
text multiple terms can be derived. It is probably better to only derive the most likely
term.

False Negatives

For the News item Afghanistan we did not derive the keywords peace troops, military
operations, the names Dutch armed forces, Tweede Kamer, location The Netherlands, The
United States, genre the news and makers Maurice Piek and Jeroen Overbeek. The name
Tweede Kamer appears in the text but is lemmatized and subsequently not recognized.
The term peace troops did not appear in the context documents neither did any syn-
onyms or hyponyms. This is the most frequent keyword cataloguers chose, so somehow
this is the most evident. For The Netherlands adjectives appear in the context doc-
uments, but these are not linked to the location of The Netherlands. As the use of
adjectives of nations happens a lot, we might look into the use of a repository mapping
the adjectives of countries to the countries themselves. The makers do not appear in
any context document and we did not come up with a strategy to derive them.

For The Smell of Paradise we did not derive the keywords violence, religious conflict,
fundamentalism, wars and independence fights, the name mujaheddin locations Kandahar,
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Dagestan, Doha, Russia, genre documentary and some of the makers. For the makers it is
just not clear from the context documents which makers contributed in what manner
to the program. This lack of information in the context documents which is in the
TV-program makes the locations Kandahar, Dagestan, Doha and genre documentary not
derivable. The keywords religious conflict, fundamentalism and wars are semantically
related to terms we have found in the context documents. However the distances to
these terms and the fact that we only suggest terms which we found in the context
documents makes these not derivable. We could investigate whether some of the found
intermediate terms should also be taken into account or whether suggesting a common
broader term is a good idea. This takes us to the discussion and future work.

3.5 Discussion and Future Work

We have seen in the section 3.3 that some keywords selected by human annotators
were not retrieved by our system. We will investigate the gain that additional features
would bring to our system, as the automatic linking of adjectives with country names,
for example. This information could be derived from the Celex Lexicon, and would
give us more matches of GTAA terms. We also want to explore other algorithms for
ranking the keywords (for examples of other ranking algorithms see Chapters 4 and
Section 5.2). Adding the distance 3 relations and discriminating against the types
of relations may give interesting results. Also it may be interesting to look into the
possibility of ranking the intermediate terms too, i.e. suggesting terms that connect
found terms, but that were not found in the context documents themselves.

When a term is not retrieved because it does not figure in the context documents
at all (nor its synonym or hyponym), we will also investigate the gain we could obtain
by taking into account:

• external knowledge, for example making the pars pro toto relationship explicit between
Den Haag, derived form context documents and The Netherlands, which was chosen
by the cataloguers. This could be made on the basis of information provided by a
geographical ontology or thesaurus;

• existing documentary descriptions to build clusters of frequently co-occurring indexing
terms, in order to suggest also these termSets as indexing terms when one or more
term(s) from a given cluster is derived from a context document (In Chapter 7 we
present the collocation algorithm for suggesting terms).

Further analysis of the context documents in order to filter out the domain specific
noise may prove useful as well. Only selecting the body text of a web site for example
might filter out a lot of (semantic) noise.

We will also explore the relevancy of different sources of information for information
extraction: test the results of our techniques on Automatic Speech Recognition, for
example (see 5.4).

Another issue raised by this experiment is the gap between human selection of key-
words and automatic extraction. The keyword government was derived automatically,
but it is not chosen by the cataloguers, although it does relate quite closely to the
content of the program. We think that various phenomena are at stake here. The
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cataloguers do not mention information which they consider too common knowledge.
The sending of peace troops to Afghanistan was discussed for a long time in the Dutch
government so the mentioning of the term government is perhaps considered as too ob-
vious. Cataloguers may think that people looking for this program just might not use
these terms to retrieve the program. This last point might be the most complicated
issue to deal with: how to select the relevant information content to be as efficient as
possible in helping human cataloguers in the indexing process? We will have to pay a
particular attention to this precise notion of relevancy. To this topic of evaluation and
different ways to measure the value of (automatic) annotations we dedicate Chapter 4,
Section 5.5 and Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 4

Automatic Annotation Suggestions
for Audiovisual Archives: Evaluation
Aspects

In this chapter we study in more detail the automatic creation of catalogue meta-
data from contextual texts while using a thesaurus. We fully implement the system
described in Chapter 3 and make three alternative implementations of the ranking
algorithm. Given the problematic nature of the evaluation which we encountered in
Chapter 3, we focus on the evaluation of the three versions of the system. To get a
grasp of the performance we applied the systems to a corpus of 362 context documents,
associated to 258 broadcasts. We evaluate the outcome of each implementation of the
system by comparing the ranked lists with existing, manually generated catalogue de-
scriptions and computing measures on precision and recall. This evaluation however,
when analyzed into more detail, shows limitations. These limitations are explored in
two ways: first by changing the evaluation to semantic evaluation, second by intro-
duction of the idea of serendipitous browsing, in which we use metadata for finding
links to interesting related documents. These links are made either with existing or
with the automatically generated metadata. Both sets are evaluated on a five point
Likert scale [107]. This chapter has been published in the special issue on Creating
Access To Cultural Heritage of the journal Interdisciplinary Science Review which
appeared in September 2009 [54].
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Abstract
In the context of large and ever growing archives, generating annotation suggestions
automatically from textual resources related to the documents to be archived is an inter-
esting option in theory. It could save a lot of work in the time consuming and expensive
task of manual annotation and it could help cataloguers attain a higher inter-annotator
agreement. However, some questions arise in practice: what is the quality of the au-
tomatically produced annotations? How do they compare with manual annotations and
with the requirements for annotation that were defined in the archive? If different from
the manual annotations, are the automatic annotations wrong?

In this chapter we automatically generate annotation suggestions for cataloguers
from the Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision, the Dutch public archive for audio-
visual broadcasts. We define three types of evaluation of these annotation suggestions:
(1) a classic and strict evaluation measure expressing the overlap between automatically
generated keywords and the manual annotations, (2) a loosened evaluation measure for
which semantically very similar annotations are also considered as relevant matches,
(3) an in-use evaluation of the usefulness of manual versus automatic annotations in
the context of serendipitous browsing. During serendipitous browsing the annotations
(manual or automatic) are used to retrieve and visualize semantically related docu-
ments.

4.1 Context

The Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision is in charge of archiving publicly broad-
casted TV and radio programs in the Netherlands. In 2007 the audiovisual production
and archiving environment changed from analogue towards digital data. This effec-
tively quadrupled the inflow of archival material and as such the amount of work for
cataloguers1.

Sound & Vision faces the challenge to create a durable continuous access to the daily
increasing collections with the same number of cataloguers (40 people). The manual
annotation is the bottleneck in the archiving process: it may take a cataloguer up to
three times the length of a TV-program to annotate it manually, depending on the
genre (news item, game-show, documentary). During annotation, cataloguers often
consult and use available contextual information such as TV-guide synopses, official
TV-programs web site texts and subtitles.

The annotation process follows strict guidelines. All catalogue descriptions conform
to a metadata scheme called iMMiX. The iMMiX metadata model is an adaptation for
‘audiovisual’ catalogue data of the FRBR data model2 which has been developed in
1998, by the international federation of library associations (IFLA).

The iMMiX metadata model captures four important aspects of a broadcast:

1. information content (Who, what, when, where, why and how, includes keywords,
organizations, locations)

1For more information on Sound & Vision, see 1.2, for information on users searching and retrieving
documents in Sound & Vision’s television archive see [76].

2Functional Requirements for Bibliographical record, www.ifla.org/VII/s13/frbr/frbr.pdf
(06/03/09).
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2. audiovisual content (What can be seen or heard? Includes descriptions like close-
up)

3. formal data, (e.g. intellectual property rights)

4. document management data (e.g. document ID)

Choices for some of the iMMiX fields (subject, location, persons etc.) are restricted
to a controlled vocabulary named GTAA. GTAA is a Dutch acronym for “Common
Thesaurus [for] Audiovisual Archives” and contains about 160000 terms, organized in
6 facets: Locations, People, Names (of organizations, events etc.), Makers,
Genres and Subjects. This latest facet contains 3800 keywords and 21000 relations
between the keywords belonging to the ISO-2788 defined relationships of Broader Term,
Narrower Term, Related Term and Use/Use for. It also contains linguistic information
such as preferred textual representations of keywords and non-preferred representa-
tions. Each keyword on average has 1 broader, 1 narrower and 3.5 related terms.
Cataloguers are instructed to select keyword that describe the program as a whole, are
specific and allow good retrieval.

4.1.1 Automatic Annotation Suggestions

The annotation of audiovisual material is one of the core tasks of the archive. At the
moment this is a manual process. The archive considers the inclusion of automatic
techniques in this process promising, but risky. Therefore a human-in-the-loop is re-
quired during innovation: automatically generated keywords need to be suggested to
cataloguers who will perform an a-posteriori validation.

The CHOICE project investigates how to automatically suggest GTAA keywords
to cataloguers during their annotation task. We assume that by applying Natural Lan-
guage Processing and Semantic Web techniques to the contextual documents (e.g. TV
guide texts describing the broadcast), reasonable annotation suggestions can be gen-
erated. These context documents differ from the audiovisual content of the program,
which is problematic in theory: how can an automatic process analyzing context doc-
uments derive good keywords when cataloguers performing the same task also inspect
the original audiovisual material? In practice however this different nature of context
documents can also be an advantage: often they summarize the content of the pro-
gram which makes it easier to find summarizing keywords. After a brief overview of
automatic annotation tools and platforms proposed in the literature (Section 4.2) we
introduce our system in Section 4.3.

The suggestions are intended to increase a cataloguers working speed and consis-
tency. Typical measures of inter-cataloguer consistency range from 13% to 77% (with
an average of 44%) when a controlled vocabulary is used [104]. The topology of dis-
agreement shows that a portion of these differences are small semantic differences. This
disagreement can be problematic when manual annotations serve as a gold standard
for the evaluation of our automatic annotation suggestions. Nevertheless, the manual
annotations are our best baseline for evaluation.

To reduce the shortcomings of an evaluation based on a strict string-based com-
parison (Section 4.5), we propose a second type of evaluation: semantic evaluation
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(Section 4.6). We then investigate in a third evaluation the potential value of automat-
ically generated keywords. These can bring new types of search or archival behavior,
that cannot be evaluated against current practices. We designed a new kind of archive
access named serendipitous browsing (Section 4.7) to test this potential value. During
serendipitous browsing overlapping annotations are used to link documents. These
links can be used to browse through the archive. Each link departing from a document
will highlight other aspects of the original document and each reached document will
have new aspects which were not part of the original. Serendipitous browsing will thus
contextualize documents resulting in new interpretations and allow for the discovery
of new and unexpected documents related to the original.

4.2 Related Work

The tools and architectures that have been implemented for generating semantic an-
notations based on ontologies or other concept-based representation of a controlled
vocabulary can be roughly categorized into:

• tools for manual annotation: an interface providing help for a human to insert
semantic annotations in a text;

• tools for semi-automatic annotation: a system providing help and automatic
suggestions for the human annotation;

• tools for automatic annotation: a system providing annotation suggestions, pos-
sibly to be validated or modified a posteriori.

Tools like Annotea [91] and SHOE [69] provide environments for assigning manually
annotations to documents; we aim at automatically suggesting them in our project, to
ease some of the annotation burden.

The second category of tools proposes annotation suggestions after a learning pro-
cess. They are represented by tools such as Amilcare [28] and T-Rex [83], that learn
rules at annotation time in order to provide the annotator with suggestions. They are
both based on the GATE platform [34], a generic Natural Language Processing plat-
form that implements simple Named Entity recognition modules and a rule language to
define specific patterns to expand on simple string recognition. These interactive anno-
tation tools are designed to work on the same texts the cataloguers are annotating, but
in our situation cataloguers annotate audiovisual programs and not the textual context
documents themselves. Therefore, tools from the third category were considered the
most relevant.

We opted for the semantic annotation performed by tools that generate them with-
out human interaction. A typical example of this third type of tools is the KIM
platform [93]; the MnM tool [168] is mixed, providing both semi-automatic and auto-
matic annotations. Although they can be adapted to different domains or use cases,
the adaptation requires lots of work, and in the case of KIM, the upper level of the
ontology cannot be changed. The MnM system integrates an ontology editor with an
information extraction pipeline, and this is also the approach that we decided to fol-
low in our project, but we used GATE for this purpose, because of its openness and
adaptability.
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4.3 Annotation and Ranking Pipeline

Our approach to suggesting automatically keywords to annotate TV-programs is based
on information extraction techniques, applied to textual resources describing the TV-
program’s content, such as TV-guide texts or web-site texts. Our system transforms
these texts into a suggestion list of thesaurus keywords. The system comprises three
parts:

1. A text annotator. The text annotator tags occurrences of thesaurus keywords in
the texts. GATE [34] and its plug-in Apolda [177] implement this process.

2. TF.IDF computation. TF.IDF is a statistical measure which expresses how dis-
tinctive a keyword is for a document compared to the rest of the collection.

3. A Cluster-and-rank process which uses the thesaurus relations to improve upon
the TF.IDF ranked list.

The TF.IDF of a keyword depends on the frequency of a keyword in the document,
divided by the number of documents in the collection in which the keyword appears
(e.g. if the keyword economy appears a lot in one document, this is relevant, unless
all documents in the collection have economy in it). We use TF.IDF as baseline which
we try to beat with ranking algorithms. In the next subsection we elaborate upon the
cluster-and-rank process.

4.3.1 Cluster-and-Rank Process
The keywords tagged in the context documents of a TV-program are sometimes related
to each another by thesaurus relationships. Together the keywords and the relations
form a graph. In Figure 4.1 one can see the graph for a text containing the keywords
Ministers, Government, Civil servants, Soldiers and Armed forces. A direct connection
exists between Ministers and Government. To increase the connectedness of our graph
we also included indirect relations (in which an intermediate keyword connects two
found keywords). An indirect connection exists between Ministers and Soldiers with
professions as intermediate term. Professions did not appear in the original text.

The cluster-and-rank component uses the graph to create a (re)ranked list as output.
We implemented three algorithms that build ranked lists from this graph: the well
known algorithm named PageRank [21] (uses only graph information), our own method
called CARROT (uses also TF.IDF information), and a second own method which is
called Mixed (also uses TF.IDF information and the whole graph of the thesaurus as
additional information).

CARROT

CARROT [111] stands for Cluster And Rank Related Ontology concepts or Thesaurus
terms. It combines the local connectedness of a keyword and the TF.IDF score. The
only graph property CARROT uses is the local connectedness of a keyword. It creates
four groups each having the same local connectedness (group 1: both direct and indirect
connections (Soldiers, Government, Ministers), group 2 only direct connections (Armed
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Figure 4.1: Relations found between a set of keywords

forces), group 3 only indirect connections (Civil servants) and group 4: no connections).
Each group is sorted on the TF.IDF values.

PageRank

PageRank [21] is used to determine the centrality of items in a network. One way to
understand the working of PageRank is by imagining activation spreading through a
network. The initial (e.g. TF.IDF) activation spreads itself equally via each available
relation to other nodes in the network. It then spreads again via the relations of the
network, some back to the original starting nodes and some further. This PageRank-
like score give the rank of our keywords in the suggestion list at moment t.

PRt(pi) = (1− d) · PRt−1(pi) + d ·
∑n

j=1
wji·PRt−1(pj)∑N

k=1 wjk

In the end on each node in the network a dynamic equilibrium will be reached (each
moment the same activation that leaves the node is also fed onto the node from other
nodes, dynamic equilibrium). This equilibrium is no longer dependent on the starting
activation, only on the network structure. The activation on each node corresponds
with the PageRank score and expresses its importance.

In research similar to our own byWang et al. [174], PageRank was used to determine
the most central WordNet keywords in scientific articles. They compared PageRank
with TF.IDF and showed that PageRank suggested much better keywords.

PageRank is performed upon the same cluster as CARROT, but the PageRank
algorithm also assigns PageRank scores to the intermediate terms so these are included
in the suggestion list (also include the dashed terms of Figure 4.1).

Mixed Algorithm using General Keyword Importance

For the Mixed algorithm we wanted to keep some of the relevancy information conveyed
by TF.IDF while performing the spreading of activation. Other examples of solutions
to this problem are to compute a probabilistic model of the relevancy of a term [139]
and to use a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) method for query-dependent ranking [57].
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We start with the TF.IDF activation and only spread it around with the official
PageRank formula during 3 iterations. At that moment some influence of the original
TF.IDF is still present and at the same time some activation accumulates at the central
nodes in the network. This PageRank at t=3 is multiplied with the general importance
of the keywords. The idea behind the weighting with keyword importance is that we
want to favor keywords which are considered more important in general. The way we
determine the general importance of keywords is by PageRanking the GTAA as a whole.
We assume that the modeling of the GTAA reflects the importance of the keywords:
topics which are considered important according to the GTAA makers from Sound &
Vision are modeled with many keywords and many relations. The five keywords with
the highest GTAA PageRank are businesses, buildings, people, sports, animals. They
are on average connected to 60 other keywords and are central nodes in the thesaurus.
Their importance is reflected in the catalogue: on average these central keywords are
used once per 42 documents. The five keywords with the lowest GTAA PageRank
are lynchings, audiotapes, holography, autumn, spring (each having one relation). The
makers of the GTAA do not consider these important enough for the GTAA as a whole
to model more relations. This lower importance is reflected in their use: on average
they appear once in every 9900 documents.

4.4 Experimental Setup

Upon a test corpus we perform three evaluations in two experiments. In our first exper-
iment we generate keyword suggestions from context documents with the four different
settings of our pipeline and we evaluate these against manually assigned keywords.
We evaluate these resulting lists of suggestions in two different ways: classically and
semantically.

Our first evaluation (Section 4.5) is a classic Precision/Recall evaluation, inherited
from the information extraction world. Given the reality of inter-annotator disagree-
ment however, we questioned beforehand whether this classic evaluation methodology
was appropriate for the task of suggesting keywords in the archival domain.

The second evaluation (Section 4.6) introduces a measure of semantic overlap be-
tween the Automatic Annotations and the target against we evaluate them: the manual
annotations of the TV-programs. This setting is still biased towards current annota-
tion practices and do not show another dimension: what can Automatic Annotations
bring in the context of possible new applications?

In order to evaluate the possibilities in terms of new practices in archives, we tuned
a second experiment, which underlines the possible value of Automatic Annotations
and Manual Annotations in the context of a particular search through an archive:
serendipitous browsing (Section 4.7). With it we test the value of the manual anno-
tations and the CARROT keyword annotation suggestions for retrieving semantically
related documents. By doing so, we feed an idea from the Semantic Web (inherited
from Semantic Browsing [42] [72]) back into the archival world to bring new solutions
to their core task: find relevant information/documents in large archives. Although
the value of this idea needs to be tested, it reminds Sound and Vision’s customer ser-
vice of the loose search performed by users by flipping through a physical card-tray.
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The arrangement of physical cards in trays on one topic made it possible to browse
for strong, semi or loosely related documents. This option was lost when the archives’
access with card trays was replaced by computers.

4.4.1 Source Material

We constructed a corpus from a subset of all Sound & Vision’s archive documents
according to the following rationales:

• We selected TV program’s for which a full manual catalogue description exists.
These descriptions were selected from the then current system for managing the
archives at Sound & Vision named Avail. We therefore call these manual cata-
logue entries “Avail documents”3;

• We only selected descriptions of programs which were part of a collection called
Academia [11], which is an open accessible collection4 specially created for edu-
cational and research purposes;

• We only selected descriptions of programs for which we could find open acces-
sible context documents: textual descriptions of the TV program’s content on
broadcaster’s web sites or TV-guides, for example;

• We narrowed our selection to documentary programs.

We narrowed down our academia selection to documentary programs for multiple
reasons: (1) they usually had accessible context information such as web sites, even
though some programs could be as old as 7 years. For news items, sport programs or
actualities this is not the case. This made the manual selection much more efficient.
(2) the information described in their context documents is usually quite extensive.
Because we want to gain insight into the process of annotating via context documents,
we wanted to have as few content-wise difference with the actual AV document content.

Table 4.1 details the composition of the corpus.
For all the web sites, these textual resources were selected and copied manually.

The 258 TV-broadcasts are associated with 362 context documents. The length of the
context documents varied between 25 words and 7000 words with an average of 1000
words. From these texts we derived keywords with our annotation pipeline.

4.4.2 Catalogue Descriptions

One of the metadata fields in the catalogue descriptions is the subject field. The field
contains on average 5,7 keywords with a standard deviation of 3,2 keywords. The
minimum number of terms is 1, the maximum is 15. These keywords are the ground
truth against which we evaluate the TF.IDF baseline and the three ranking algorithms
in the next two experiments.

3These can be accessed online at http://www.beeldengeluid.nl/collecties_zoek_en_vind_
tvfilm.jsp.

4Cleared from intellectual property rights.
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Series name Program topic nb of programs
andere tijden history 93
beeldenstorm art 68
de donderdag documentarie humanities 6
de nieuwe wereld informative 5
dokument humanities 6
dokwerk history or politics 57
Jota! science 10
Nieuw economisch peil economy 10
werelden social 3

Table 4.1: The composition of our corpus

4.5 Classical Evaluation

We want to measure the quality of the automatically derived keywords. For this pur-
pose we compare the automatic annotations with the existing manual annotations. The
standard way of evaluating our systems output against manual annotation is with the
information retrieval measures of precision and recall [144]. Precision is defined as
the number of relevant keywords suggested by our system for one TV-program divided
by the total number of keywords that are given by our system for that program, and
recall is defined as the number of relevant keywords suggested by our system for one
TV-program divided by the total number of existing relevant keywords for that TV-
program (which should have been suggested for that TV-program). Often precision
and recall are inversely related, so it is possible to increase one at the cost of reducing
the other. For this reason they are often combined into a single measure, such as the
balanced F-measure, which is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall.

Given the fact that our system produces ranked lists, we can look at average pre-
cision and recall for different top parts our list: precision@5 and precision@10 express
respectively the precision of the first 5 and the first ten suggestion. For the suggestion
of keywords to cataloguers only these top terms are important: a cataloguer will only
read a limited number of suggestions. The cataloguer will stop when the suggestions
are good (he has read enough good suggestions so he is satisficed [151]) and stop when
the suggestions are bad (he is not expecting reasonable suggestion anymore).

4.5.1 Classical Evaluation of the Results

Table 4.2 shows the classic evaluation for our four ranking algorithms.
The first observation we make is that only the PageRank setting is considerably

worse than the others. This is probably attributable to the fact that PageRank lacks
the ability to incorporate any relevancy information from the TF.IDF scores. The per-
formance of PageRank in the experiment of Wang [174] makes this result unexpected.

A second observation is that the Mixed model starts out as a very bad, but that it
catches up with the better settings such as the TF.IDF baseline and CARROT. The
TF.IDF seems best, but this difference is not statistically significant (at p < 0.05).
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precision @1 @3 @5 @10
Baseline: TF.IDF 0.38 0.30 0.23 0.16
CARROT 0.39 0.28 0.22 0.15
PageRank 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.11
Mixed 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.15
recall
Baseline: TF.IDF 0.08 0.18 0.23 0.31
CARROT 0.08 0.15 0.21 0.27
PageRank 0.04 0.09 0.13 0.20
Mixed 0.05 0.12 0.18 0.28
F-score
Baseline: TF.IDF 0.13 0.22 0.23 0.21
CARROT 0.13 0.20 0.21 0.20
PageRank 0.07 0.12 0.14 0.14
Mixed 0.08 0.16 0.19 0.20

Table 4.2: Classical Evaluation of our results

The final observation is the big jump in F-score between @1 and @3 for all methods.
This is interesting as it tells us that one suggestion just cannot contain that much
information and that lists with 3 or 5 suggestions are better.

4.5.2 Discussion

Medelyan and Witten [120] conducted an experiment similar to ours. They automati-
cally derive keywords from the Agrovoc thesaurus (containing 16.600 preferred terms)
for FAO documents (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations). Their
results show similar low numbers of around 0.20 for precision, recall and F-score. Their
best method KEA++ reached the best F-score@5 of 0.187 with a precision@5 of 0.205
and a recall@5 of 0.197. Given that their documents are on average 17 times longer
than ours (which helps for retrieving good keywords) but that their number of possible
keywords is 5 times as big too (which makes it harder to pick the right keyword), we
can only state that our best methods produce reasonable results.

Inspection of individual suggestion lists reveals a mismatch between our sense of
quality of the suggestions and the classic evaluation: many good suggestions do not
contribute at all to the precision and recall numbers. To give an example: the first
six CARROT suggestions for TV-program Andere Tijden 04-09-2000 are Jews, camps,
deportations, interrogations, trains and boys. The topic of this TV-program was the
Dutch deportation camp of Westerbork from which Jews were deported to concentra-
tion camps in the second world war. The manual assigned keywords were deportations,
persecution of Jews, history and concentration camps. According to the classic evalua-
tion however only the suggestion of deportations is correct. Most of the other keywords
however do convey valuable information. When we look at the relations of these sug-
gested keywords in the GTAA, we see that camps is the broader term of concentration
camps and that Jews is related to persecution of Jews. These thesaurus relations are
used during semantic evaluation.
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precision @1 @3 @5 @10
Baseline: TF.IDF 0.50 0.43 0.37 0.30
CARROT 0.53 0.45 0.40 0.32
PageRank 0.47 0.40 0.36 0.30
Mixed 0.52 0.46 0.42 0.36
recall
Baseline: TF.IDF 0.16 0.32 0.40 0.54
CARROT 0.17 0.28 0.36 0.48
PageRank 0.14 0.30 0.38 0.51
Mixed 0.16 0.31 0.40 0.53
F-score
Baseline: TF.IDF 0.24 0.37 0.39 0.38
CARROT 0.25 0.35 0.38 0.39
PageRank 0.22 0.34 0.37 0.38
Mixed 0.24 0.37 0.41 0.43

Table 4.3: Semantic Evaluation of our results

4.6 Semantic Evaluation

The classic type of evaluation takes place on the basis of exact match or terminological
consistency [82]. We argue that this exact type of evaluation does not measure the
quality of our suggestions well. We want keywords which present a semantic similarity
with the manually assigned keywords to be counted as correct too. This is good
enough for the task of suggesting keywords and it tackles part of the problem of the
inter-annotator disagreement. This semantic match is known as conceptual consistency
[82].

Medelyan andWitten [122] describe a practical implementation of evaluation against
conceptual consistency instead of terminological consistency. They use the relations
in a thesaurus as a measure for conceptual consistency. The conceptually consistent
terms are all terms which are within a certain number of thesaurus relationships from
the target term. Medelyan and Witten consider in their experiment all terms reachable
in two relations conceptually consistent (given their task and thesaurus). We chose to
consider all terms within 1 thesaurus relationships to be conceptually consistent. This
choice for 1 relationship is not purely motivated by the structure of our thesaurus,
as it also would allow 2 steps of distance, but we face the risk of interaction between
semantically based ranking methods (which use thesaurus relations) and the semantic
evaluation methodology (which also uses thesaurus relations).

4.6.1 Results

We semantically evaluated the four settings against the manually assigned keywords.
The results are presented in Table 4.3.

In this Table we see two things. First we observe from the F-scores that the Mixed
setting is the best setting, but only @5 and @10. Its better F-score is only statistically
significant @10. The PageRank setting is again the worst setting, however it is only
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rank TF. IDF CARROT PageRank Mixed Catalogue
1 mines miners mines mining history
2 miners disasters mining miners disasters
3 disasters fire coalmines coalmines coalmines
4 fire forgn empl. publications disasters miners
5 cables fathers human body accidents forgn empl.
6 forgn empl. corpses buildings blue-collar workers
7 fathers coal art coal
8 corpses mothers miners mines
9 coal firemen accidents fires
10 safety fires families families
11 governments immigrants mining accidents brown coal
12 mothers immigration disasters golddiggers

Table 4.4: The suggested terms for Andere Tijden 2003-11-11: Mining disaster at
Marcinelle

significantly worse than Mixed @5 and @10. The second observation is the difference
in behavior with respect to precision and recall of the different methods. The Mixed
model is good in precision, but normal in recall. CARROT is poor in recall and slightly
better in precision.

When we compare Table 4.2 and 4.3 we see a big improvement in performance. This
not unexpected as the semantic evaluation effectively lowers the number of possible
classes. We also see that the Mixed and the PageRank setting improved much more
than the other methods. Now we will look at the results qualitatively.

4.6.2 Qualitative Analysis
A qualitative analysis of the lists generated by the four different settings can give us
some more insight into the value of the four ranking algorithms and into a possible
interaction between semantic ranking methods and the semantic evaluation: does a
setting scores well during the semantic evaluation because it is just a good setting,
or because the evaluation prefers semantically connected keywords and the seman-
tic settings (PageRank, CARROT and Mixed) happen to suggest these. The TV-
documentary Andere Tijden: Mining accident at Marcinelle is chosen for illustration.

Sound & Vision’s catalogue describes this program as follows: Episode of the weekly
programme Andere Tijden. In this episode a mining accident in the fifties of last century
in Belgium is addressed. In this mining accident many Italian foreign workers deceased
during a fire. The first 12 ranks generated by our four settings are displayed in Table
4.6.2. The cataloguer attached the keywords history, disasters, coalmines, miners and
foreign employees to this program. The catalogue keywords are not ranked (all are
equally correct).

The keywords in Small Caps are exact matches with the catalogue keywords. The
keywords in bold are conceptually consistent and the keywords in italics are wrong.

From the table we make four observations. First we see that each list contains
exactly three correct suggestions. In the TF.IDF and CARROT setting the keyword
miners, disasters and foreign employees are in the list. The PageRank and the Mixed
setting have miners and disasters too, but they have coalmines as a third. Both
the TF.IDF and the CARROT setting have many wrong suggestions in the list. The
suggestion mines which is on top of the TF.IDF list, is wrong as it means an under
water bomb in the GTAA. CARROT did not have this suggestion in the first group so
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it correctly is lower on the list. It also had cables, safety and government in a lower
group.

The PageRank starts with three reasonable suggestions, but then from rank 4 until
7 gives very general suggestions. It favors suggestions that are very connected (and thus
very general). The semantics of these suggestions is too general (not specific enough),
which is often the case with the PageRank suggestions. The following keywords appear
in many of PageRank’s suggestion lists among the top ten: publications, buildings,
businesses, transportation, human body and professions. If we would judge keywords
within two relations as correct as Medelyan and Witten did, we would sometimes
evaluate these general terms as correct.

The Mixed setting has a nice tradeoff between general suggestions and specific
suggestions. It has some of the general suggestions like mining and blue collar workers
which were introduced by PageRank, but it also has suggestions specific enough to
match the level of the usual manual annotations. Furthermore it has many more of the
conceptually consistent suggestions in its list, not directly in the beginning, but further
down the list. It does not generate more direct hits (Table 4.2), but more semantic
matches as Table 4.3 shows. Mixed gives more closely related suggestions.

4.7 Serendipitous Browsing

After inspection of several lists of automatically derived keywords suggestions we dis-
covered they contained four types. To illustrate the four types we again use the TV-
program Andere Tijden 04-09-2000 about the Dutch concentration camp Westerbork.
The suggestion lists contain:

1. main topic descriptors e.g. Jews, camps

2. keywords related to the main topic e.g. interrogations

3. sub topic descriptors e.g. trains

4. wrong suggestions e.g. boys

The value of the first and non-value of the fourth type are clear. This second and
third type would not be chosen by cataloguers to index a program, but they do convey
interesting aspects of the program. Our lists of annotation suggestions contain exact
suggestions, semantically related suggestions, sub topics and wrong suggestions. Lists
belonging to two different broadcasts can contain the same keyword suggestion. This
overlap can be used to link the broadcasts. Overlapping lists of annotation suggestions,
although imprecise, might be a good measure of relatedness between two broadcasts.
In the same manner overlapping manual annotations can relate two documents.

The value for users of these relations between documents can be great: to be able
to browse through the archives, discover unsuspected relationships, thus creating new
interpretations. It can create an accidental discovery or a moment of serendipity.
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4.7.1 Experimental Setup for Serendipitous Browsing

We tested the value of the manual annotations and automatic annotations for serendip-
itous browsing with an experiment. During this experiment we created for our corpus
a table, both for the manual annotations and for the automatic annotations in which
we store the overlap between documents. From both tables we selected the ten pairs
with the biggest overlap. So we are cherry picking, but we did this with a reason. Our
corpus contains only 258 programs, which represents only a small fraction of the entire
catalog of over one million documents. For the entire catalogue we would get much
better results. The best matches in our corpus give a better idea of what the method
would mean for the entire catalogue.

For the automatic annotations the pairs had between 13 and 5 overlapping key-
words. For the manual annotations these pairs had between 9 and 4 overlapping key-
words. For each document in the top pairs we selected its four closest neighbors. This
means that for each document A we have the five documents X1-X5 which have the
highest number of overlapping keywords with document A. The first pair, A-X1 is one
of the ten best pairs of either the manual annotations or the automatic annotations.
The pair X1-A appears a second time as the first pair in the list of the five best pairs
for document X1. The overlapping keywords for each pair represent the semantics of
the link between the two documents.

In our list of results we identify three types of pairs:

1. The doc X1 has a semantic overlap with doc A

2. X1 and A are two context documents of the same TV-program

3. The documents X1 and A are parts of one TV-program which was broadcasted
in multiple episodes

When pairs had a semantic overlap, we judged the similarity between the two docu-
ments on a five point Likert scale [107]: Strongly disagree, Disagree, Neither agree nor
disagree, Agree, Strongly Agree.

4.7.2 Results

Off all links in our top ten list with manual annotations five linked broadcasts with
a semantic overlap, four linked two parts of a TV-program which was broadcasted in
multiple episodes and one link was an error in database.

Off all links in our top ten list with automatic annotations four linked broadcasts
with a semantic overlap, four linked two parts of a TV-program which was broad-
casted in multiple episodes, one linked two context documents associated to the same
broadcast and one link was an error in database.

For each document in the top ten list we also inspected the next four with the
most overlapping keywords. Of these 100 links most were semantic links (83 for the
automatic annotations and 86 for the manual annotations).

In Figure 4.2 we display all Likert scale judgements of the semantic links. It seems
that the average quality of the semantic links is not very high: the average tends slightly
more to neutral than to bad for both sets. Given the small size of our corpus this is not
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Figure 4.2: Judgements of the semantic links on a five point scale

very unexpected. It contains too few documents to generate many very good links. Still
both the automatic annotations and the manual annotations have 21 judgements in the
good or very good group. So with both annotations we could find quite some interesting
links between documents for this small corpus. They do generate very different results
however. Only eight of the pairs appear in both sets (8 out of 100), i.e. eight pairs
were linked both via the manual annotations and the automatic annotations. Six of
these are parts of one TV-program which was broadcasted in multiple episodes. Both
their catalogue descriptions and their context documents were much alike.

4.7.3 Qualitative Inspection
When we look at examples of semantic overlap we see very interesting results. We see
for example that Andere Tijden 2004-01-06 and Andere Tijden 2004-12-07 get paired
by the automatic annotations. The second program incorporated much of the con-
tent of the first program. According to the catalogue description the topic of the first
program is: "the first Bilderberg-Conference which was held in 1954 under presidency
of prince Bernhard". The topic of the second program is: "the role prince Bernard
played in the international circuit of politicians, soldiers and businessmen, especially
his presidency of the international Bilderberg-meeting and his friendship with journalist
Martin van Amerongen". This second program was broadcasted just after the death of
prince Bernard and incorporated much of the first programs material. The catalogue
description does not mention the relation between the programs and the catalogue
descriptions do not show a big overlap in terms of manual keywords. We manage to
related these documents because the original makers adapted a context document of
the first program and associated it to the second program. The automatic annota-
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tions derived from the original and the adapted context document show a big overlap.
The manual annotations have only one overlapping keyword. The first program was
indexed with the keywords history, post-war rebuilding, secrecy, foreign policy, anti-
Americanism, anti-communism. The second program was indexed with the keywords
history, conferences, politicians, entrepreneurs. This difference is not only the result
of the difference in the program. It serves as an example of inter-annotator differences
within the archives of Sound & Vision.

Sometimes one document is semantically very similar for multiple different other
programs (e.g. Andere Tijden 2004-11-23 Rushdie affaire has five overlapping manual
keywords with Andere Tijden 2003-09-30 Khomeiny and four with Andere Tijden 2005-
02-01 The arrival of the mosque. Some broadcasts address topics relevant for many
others. So there is a tendency to cluster around quintessential documents. For a
collection, these characteristic documents may be very interesting starting points for
visualization and navigation.

4.7.4 Discussion

Serendipitous browsing was created as a new way to evaluate the perceived value of
the automatic annotations. We were not able to capture this value in the evaluation
against manual annotations, neither in the exact evaluation nor in the semantic evalu-
ation. However, the information specialists from Sound & Vision appreciated the new
use of automatic techniques in a practical archive setting. In particular, the automatic
linking of documents, whether it is done on the basis of manual annotations or auto-
matic annotations, appears valuable and reminds of uses of the archive with the former
physical card system. This linking of documents cannot be performed by hand (i.e., by
human cataloguers) and lies outside the scope of the current archiving. An interesting
result is the similar value for semantic browsing of automatic annotations compared to
manual annotations: both sets of annotations generated the same amount of "good"
and "very good" relations and on average both relations were judged with the same
score. This suggests that although the automatic annotations are not as precise as the
manual annotations, for semantic browsing purposes they have the same value.

4.8 Discussion and Perspectives

We set out to evaluate in three ways the value of automatic annotation suggestions for
the audiovisual archive of Sound and Vision. The classic precision/recall evaluation
showed that the baseline formed by TF.IDF ranking is the best ranking method. For
the task of keyword suggestion within an archive however, this evaluation is too strict.
The loosened semantic precision/recall measure showed that instead of the TF.IDF
ranking the Mixed model performed best. As the Mixed model starts out worse than
the TF.IDF, this result was only significant for the group of ten first suggestions.
The manual inspection showed that the Mixed tended to suggest more general terms
(another ranking algorithm is presented and evaluated in Section 5.2). The third
evaluation of manual and automatic annotations was in the serendipitous browsing
experiment. It showed that the manual annotations and the automatic annotations
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have the same value for finding interesting related documents. With this experiment
we only used the CARROT suggestions, so we are not able to differentiate between
ranking methods.

When we combine these three evaluation results and add to this the limited inter-
annotator agreement, it becomes hard to see how manual annotations can serve as
gold standard. It is however the only material which we have. The question is how
to evaluate against this resource and how to interpret the relevance of the outcome.
As a first step it is good to apply semantic evaluation. A second step can be a user
evaluation of our keyword suggestions by cataloguers and catalogue users in order see
how these validate the interest of the keywords suggestions for annotation. This user
study is presented in Chapter 7.

Related to this chapter, we experimented with the suggestion of keywords based
on automatic speech transcripts from the broadcasts and compare the results with
the output generated from the context documents presented in this chapter (This
experiment is described in Section 5.4).

The interdisciplinary circle in this chapter comes to a close: the practical archive
setting forced us to change the classical way of evaluation and adapt novel ways of
evaluation of our keyword suggestion system. The changed view on the evaluation
however came back to the archive in the form of serendipitous browsing, which is
perceived as a very interesting and probably valuable option for the daily archive. Even
more interesting are our changed views: the problematic nature of evaluation changes
the way we perceive information extraction and the archive has a radical new view on
the future of archiving: it foresees that it will encompasses 80% automatic annotation
and 20% manual annotation. Furthermore the thinking on automatic annotation will
generate new ideas for interacting with the archive.
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CHAPTER 5

Automatic Keyword Suggestion

In Chapters 3 and 4 we described a system for automatically generating catalogue
annotations. When constructing such a system, multiple realizations are possible. In
this chapter we study some of these options in more detail: we implemented different
ranking algorithms, we used different sorts of structured background information (such
as the GTAA), we looked at different sources of information on the indexable objects
and we study different ways in which the automatic annotation suggestions have value.
To simplify our analysis in this chapter, we limit ourselves to the generation of only
one type of annotation: keywords. The different paragraphs are based on published
articles.

Section 5.2 was presented at the 2010 Textbased Information Retrieval workshop
held in collocation with the DEXA conference under the title Thesaurus-Based Term
Ranking for Keyword Extraction [52] (Authors: Luit Gazendam, Christian Wartena
and Rogier Brussee).

Section 5.3 was presented at EKAW 2008 under the title Comparing background-
knowledge types for ranking automatically generated annotations [53] (Authors: Luit
Gazendam, Véronique Malaisé, Guus Schreiber and Hennie Brugman).

Section 5.4 was presented in 2009 at the 16e conference sur le Traitement Automa-
tique des Langues Naturelles in Senlis - France under the title Relevance of ASR for
the automatic Generation of Keywords Suggestions for TV programs [112] (Authors:
Véronique Malaisé, Luit Gazendam, Willemijn Heeren, Roeland Ordelman and Hen-
nie Brugman). My contribution to this paper consisted of the generation of keywords
from both the ASR transcripts and context documents (comparison corpus) and the
subsequent evaluation.

Section 5.5 was presented at SemSearch 2008, co-located with ESWC2008, under the
title The Interaction Between Automatic Annotation and Query Expansion: a Retrieval
Experiment on a Large Cultural Heritage Archive [113] (Authors: Véronique Malaisé,
Laura Hollink and Luit Gazendam). My contribution to this paper consisted of the
generation of the automatic annotations for the corpus, the creation of a part of the gold
standard, giving for 129 programs in our corpus a yes-no relevant retrieval result verdict
on all 44 query terms and giving final judgements on approximately 600 individual
queries).
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Figure 5.1: The four phases in the automatic generation of ranked thesaurus terms for
audiovisual documents

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we focus on the automatic generation of keyword suggestions. Keyword
annotation of documents is an important feature for document retrieval, classification,
topic search and other tasks even if full text search is available. Keywords provide a
concise and precise high-level summarization of a document.

There are multiple reasons for focussing on keywords. First, keywords are seen as
one of the most important forms of metadata (together with author and title), second,
the assigning of keywords is most labor intensive as it requires studying the subject
content of a whole broadcast (whereas title and author can be determined relatively
easily), third, the assigning of keywords is a non arbitrary cognitive task (see Section
A.4) and fourth, given that the most background knowledge is available on keywords
(which is a valuable source for automatic techniques), we have a relatively good chance
of attaining some results (this abundance of structured information on keywords reflects
their importance).

During the design and evaluation of an automatic ranked keyword generator, many
different implementations exist. The sketch of a system that generates ranked annota-
tions from from contextual documents while using structured background knowledge
as displayed in Figure 1.2 is repeated here as Figure 5.1.

The sketched system can be implemented in many ways: it can have variations in its
components, the system can use multiple sorts of domain resources such as the GTAA,
the system can utilize different kinds of input information on the indexable objects
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and different ways exist to measure the value of the systems output. In this chapter
we study the following aspects of this system in separation: 1: ranking algorithms, 2:
different types of structured background information, 3: Information acquisition on the
indexable objects, 4: different types of evaluation and 5: query expansion

Ranking Algorithms In Section 5.2 we study 1: ranking algorithms. The system
developed in Chapters 3 and 4 is one possible realization of the architecture in 5.1.
The ranking algorithm, being a central component in our system, is presented in these
chapters. In 5.2 we focus on different implementations of ranking algorithms. Some
of the studied algorithms do and some of the algorithms do not use the structured
background knowledge on thesaurus terms.

Types of Structured Background Information In Section 5.3 we look at the
influence of 2: different types of structured background information on our system.
The structured background information on the thesaurus terms is used both during the
extraction and the ranking phases in Figure 5.1. One form of structured background
knowledge can be found in the controlled vocabulary, which is constructed manually
and codes semantic information in the relations between the terms1. A second form of
structured background information on thesaurus terms can be found in the historical
use of keywords in the archive: often co-occurring keywords have some sort of semantic
relation. Can this co-occurrence information be used for the automatic ranking of
thesaurus terms? Although we have found a correlation between the elaborateness of
term modeling in the thesaurus and the use of thesaurus terms in the catalogue in
Section 2.1, it is worthwhile to focus on these two factors separately. In Section 5.3 we
compare the value of thesaurus term co-occurrence for ranking automatic annotations
with the value of thesaurus relations for ranking automatic annotations.

Information Acquisition on the Indexable Objects In Section 5.4 we study 3:
Information acquisition on the indexable objects. The information which serves as input
on the indexable objects is either gathered by crawling program makers web sites and
TV-guides or by automatic recognitions of speech in the audiovisual documents them-
selves. The influence on the outcome of these two methods is evaluated by comparison
of the suggested keywords against the gold standard of manual annotations.

Types of Evaluation and Query Expansion We dedicated Chapter 4 to three
ways of evaluation of automatically generated keyword suggestions: two sorts of eval-
uation of the automatic annotations against existing catalogue descriptions and one
evaluation to study the value of the annotations as source for navigation. Similar to
the pearl growing strategy [118] in Chapter 4 where we increase recall by starting from
a single good result and then widen the net to find more good results that are sim-
ilar to it (the widening of the net is performed by cosine set similarity in automatic
annotations), we designate Section 5.5 to the increase of recall during the retrieval of
documents. Section 5.5 however uses the existing thesaurus structure to increase recall

1The semantics of the Related Term, Broader Term, Narrower Term relations is defined in the ISO
norm 2788 [86].
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for two sets of annotations (manual and automatic). Both strategies are examples of
guided exploration [162]. Section 5.5 addresses variable 4: different types of evaluation
and we study the interaction between automatic annotation and query expansion in a
retrieval experiment2.

5.2 Thesaurus-Based Term Ranking

In this section3 we study variable 1: ranking algorithms (see phase III in Figure 5.1). In
this section we assume that a candidate set of keywords with some information of the
term extraction, such as frequency information, has been attained. The non-preferred
keywords are already mapped to their preferred labels. This candidate set is too large
and contains irrelevant keywords. A way to sift the most relevant keywords from this
set, is by ranking the keywords. A common (keyword) ranking algorithm is TF.IDF.
This requires a corpus of texts from which document frequencies can be derived. In
this section we show that we can obtain results of the same quality without the use
of a background corpus, using relations between terms provided in a thesaurus. We
name this algorithm TF.RR (term frequency * realized relations). This makes the
results of keyword extraction independent from the collection chosen for training and
comparison.

5.2.1 Related Work

As ranking is one of the central issues in information retrieval there is a vast literature
on term weighting. In the article by Salton [143], extensive experiments with different
weight structures are reported and it is mentioned that the right weight structure is
a central area of research since the late 1960’s. See also the 1972 article reprinted as [89]
where weighting for specificity of a term based on 1+log(#documents/#term occurrences)
is already proposed based on empirical data. This term weighting is subsequently re-
fined together with Robertson [140], studied in the light of latent semantic analysis in
[40], given a detailed statistical analysis in [59], and a probabilistic interpretation in
[70].

More closely related to the work presented in this section are various studies to
improve automatic keyword extraction/suggestion with information stored in thesauri.
Although Kamps [92] questions the value of thesauri for annotation (very much in line
with the findings of Cleverdon in the sixties [31]), he proposes a term weighting and
ranking strategy based on thesaurus relations for cross lingual retrieval of documents
with good results on the CLEF 2002 data set. Hulth et al. [80] and Medelyan and Wit-
ten [120, 122] do show an improvement in automatic keyword extraction with machine
learning techniques using thesaurus relations. These approaches differ however from
our approach: the construct multiple, relatively simple boolean thesaurus features (e.g
parent term present) and use machine learning to determine the optimal weight of each
feature. Our approach focusses on the way the thesaurus structure and/or local graph

2Yet another evaluation of automatically generated annotations is performed in Chapter 7, where
user feedback is given on lists of automatically generated annotations in a user experiment.

3This section was presented at TIR 2010 as [52].
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should be transformed into a feature and is more in line with work by [37], who do not
train their model on existing data. Instead they use information from the thesaurus
in combination with Bayesian statistics and probabilistic inferencing to determine new
features for suggesting keywords. Another study into the way a local thesaurus graph
can be transformed into keywords is [174], who use WordNet’s thesaurus information
and the graph-ranking algorithm PageRank to determine the centrality of keywords
in texts. With WordNet they construct local graphs of all WordNet glosses which
were spotted in a text. PageRank is subsequently used to determine the most central
glosses in these texts. The feasibility of this new feature is evaluated against manually
assigned keywords and proves promising when compared against other features such
as TF.IDF. We also tried this method with the GTAA on a S&V dataset, but were
not able to reproduce their results. The differences between GTAA and WordNet in
number of terms and average number of relations may be the origin of this difference
(WordNet has many more terms and more relations, resulting in a much denser local
graph (the terms found in texts linked by the thesaurus relations)).

5.2.2 Annotation and Ranking
The ranking algorithms follow phases I and II in Figure 5.1 in which information ex-
traction techniques are applied to textual resources. Once relevant contextual texts are
attained, a text annotator identifies all terms occurring in the text. The text annotator
scans a text for all preferred and all other possible textual representations of concepts
related to thesaurus terms, and annotates all different lexical occurrences of a concept
with its Unique Resource Identifier (URI)4. For this task we used Apolda [177]5, a plug-
in for GATE [34] and UIMA [48]. As input Apolda uses a lexicalized thesaurus, which
contains for each term multiple lexical representations, such as preferred terms, lin-
guistic variations (maps to canonical lexical form), synonyms and non-preferred terms
and annotates these parts in the text with the corresponding preferred terms URI. The
exact matches against the preferred term labels is named a term-match. The mapping
of all linguistic representations to the concept URI is named a concept-match.

Assigning Scores to Rank Thesaurus Terms

In order to rank the thesaurus terms for a document, we assign scores to each term. The
ranker sorts the terms on these scores. The two ranking algorithms we implemented
here, TF.IDF and TF.RR differ in the information with which they compute their
scores: the TF.IDF measure uses a corpus of documents as a frame of reference.
The TF.RR measure, combines the term frequency and the realized relations, i.e. the
thesaurus relations between the terms.

The TF.IDF of a term in a document depends on the frequency of the term in the
document and on the number of documents in the collection containing that term. We
use the following standard variant of TF.IDF [115, p544]:

tf.idf(t, d) = n(d, t)
N

log df(t)

4This URI identifies both the concept and the Knowledge Organization System from which it stems.
5http://apolda.sourceforge.net/
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where df is the number of documents d′ for which n(d′, t) > 0, n(d, t) is the number of
occurrences of t in d and N is the number of documents in the corpus. Note that this
is not simply the TF.IDF value of words in the text, but applied URIs discovered in
the annotation phase.

A rich source of information for determining the importance of a term in a text is
provided by all other terms present in that text. The basic idea is that the importance
of a term is not only apparent from the number of occurrences of that term but also
from the number of related terms in the text. We can use the relations specified in
a thesaurus to find relations between terms in the text. To avoid confusion, in the
following we will refer to the relations in the text as realized relations, i.e. relations
that are specified in the thesaurus and for which terms realizing the terms in the relation
are both found in the text. From the number of realized relations we can compute a
term weight. Obviously, there are several ways to do this.

To be precise, we construct the set of all terms represented the text. We then
construct a graph with the terms from this set as nodes and two types of edges. The
“distance 1” edges are all the relations between the nodes as in the thesaurus. Here
we make no distinction between the type of relation (like broader term, related term,
etc.). For the “distance 2” edges we take all relations that can be composed from two
thesaurus relations. An example of such a graph is given in Fig.3.1. The intermediate
terms of the composed relations that are formally not part of the graph are shown in
this picture as well.

Note that for the number of realized relations we do not take the number of instances
of the terms into account. To compute the overall weight of a term t in document d we
multiply term frequency with a weight that is determined by the number of realized
relations at distance 1 (r1(t, d)) and distance 2 (r2(t, d)). This gives us the following
formula.

tf .rr(t, d) = tf (t, d)rr(t, d) (5.1)

where

tf (t, d) = 1 + log(n(t, d))

rr(t, d) = 1 + µr1(t, d) + µ2r2(t, d)

with n(t, d) the number of occurrences of t in d, µ = α/avlinks and where avlinks is
the average number of relations a term has in the thesaurus (the out degree). This
average number of links determines the average number of reachable thesaurus terms.
At distance 1 this number of reachable terms is avlinks. At distance 2 this number is
avlinks2. The factor α is a damping factor which reduces the contribution of distance 2
relations compared to distance 1 relations. We set α = 1/2 from which we expect that
the contribution of distance 2 relations to TF.RR is about 1/2 that of the distance 1
relations. This is also found in practice.

The proposed weighting scheme captures the idea that central (and thus important)
terms are related to other concepts mentioned in the text. The results of the weighting
scheme, however, also depend on the degree to which a concept is worked out. We here
find two tendencies: in the first place, terms unimportant for the domain, usually are
not worked out very well and therefore do not have many relations in the thesaurus.
These terms therefore will never score very high. This effect might contribute positively
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to filter out unlikely candidates. However, we usually also find a number of terms with
an extremely huge number of relations. These terms often serve an organizational
goal and connect distinct subparts of the thesaurus. Their number of relations does
not correspond to their importance as keyword. The TF.RR algotithm extends the
CARROT algorithm which we describe in Section 3.3.2. CARROT only incorporates
binary existence of distance 1 and distance 2 relations, TF.RR weighs their number.

One advantage of this weighting over TF.IDF is that a term occurring in the text
that is very specific but not related to the main subject of the text will not get a
high rating. The other effect of TF.IDF, the suppression of common words is not
important in our scenario, since we restrict to thesaurus terms anyway. The other
main advantage over TF.IDF is that TF.RR is independent of a corpus and depends
only on the document and the thesaurus.

5.2.3 Experiment

The experiments were conducted at the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision (see
1.2), which is in charge of archiving publicly broadcasted TV and radio programs in
the Netherlands. During annotation cataloguers consult the audio visual material and
often also consult available contextual information such as TV-guide synopses, official
TV-programs web site texts and subtitles. The subject annotations are restricted to
the keyword facet of the GTAA thesaurus (see 2.1).

Material

For our experiments we used the corpus which we described in Section 4.4. It is a corpus
of 258 broadcasted TV-documentaries, 80% of which belonged to three series of TV-
programs: Andere Tijden, a series of Dutch historical documentaries, Beeldenstorm, a
series of art documentaries and Dokwerk, a series of historical political documentaries.

Each broadcast has context documents in the form of one or more texts from the
broadcasters web site. The 258 TV-broadcasts are associated with 362 context doc-
uments which varied in length between 25 and 7000 words with an average of 1000
words.

Each program also has one catalogue description created manually by cataloguers
from Sound & Vision. Each description contains at least 1 and at most 15 keywords
with an average of 5.7 and a standard deviation of 3.2 keywords. These keywords are
the ground truth against which we evaluate the TF.IDF baseline and the two other
ranking algorithms in the experiments.

The GTAA (a Dutch acronym for “Common Thesaurus [for] Audiovisual Archives”)
is a thesaurus adhering to the ISO 2788 guidelines for the establishment and devel-
opment of monolingual thesauri [86]. It is described elaborately in section 2.1. Cata-
loguers are instructed to select keyword from the GTAA subject facet that describe the
program as a whole, that are specific and that allow good retrieval. We used Apolda
[177] as described in Chapter 4 to derive preferred keywords from the contextual texts
as an implementation of phases I and II in Figure 5.1.
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Evaluation Against Manual Keywords

In our experiments we generate and rank keyword suggestions for TV-programs from
contextual resources, and we evaluate these against manually assigned keywords. Two
factors are problematic during this evaluation: 1) our automatic process is not per-
forming exactly the same task as cataloguers since the automatic process ignores the
audio-visual material, and 2) cataloguers hardly agree among one another when as-
signing keywords [105] [117] [104].

With respect to problem 1) using only context documents can in fact be an advan-
tage: when contextual information is available it often summarizes the content of the
program which makes it easier to find summarizing keywords.

Problem 2) we will address during the qualitative inspection of the results. When a
controlled vocabulary is used, typical measures of inter-cataloguer consistency are in the
13% to 77% range with an average of 44% [104]. Analysis of this disagreement shows
that a significant portion of these differences are in fact small semantic differences.
Such differences are mostly irrelevant for the intended use of the keywords, but can
be problematic when manual annotations serve as a gold standard for the evaluation
of our automatic annotation suggestions. We will address this problem during the
qualitative inspection of the results, when we note suggestions semantically related to
the gold standard of catalogue descriptions6.

5.2.4 Results

The graph in Figure 5.2 displays the precision recall curves for the three different
rankings: TF.IDF based on concepts as discussed above, TF.IDF based on words and
TF.RR. For computing the word-based TF.IDF -value we lemmatized all words as in
the other variants but we did not restrict the statistics to words mentioned in the
thesaurus. For evaluation, different forms with respect to number (singular/plural)
and other morphological or spelling variants were counted as true positives.

From this figure we directly see the importance of using the thesaurus in the keyword
selection process. In the first place irrelevant terms are filtered out. Thus the precision
is increased significantly. In the second place the recall is improved, since a lot of
non-preferred terms are taken into account. These terms are detected by Apolda and
mapped to their preferred term in the GTAA thesaurus.

The second, and most important conclusion is, that the use of thesaurus relations
in the text can compensate completely the absence of a reference corpus.

A qualitative analysis of the lists generated by the three different ranking algo-
rithms for one specific case may give us some more insight into the algorithms’ quali-
ties and shortcomings. The TV-program Andere Tijden 11-11-2003, Mining accident
at Marcinelle is chosen for this illustration.

Sound & Vision’s catalogue describes this program as follows: Episode of the weekly
program “Andere Tijden”, in which a mining accident in the fifties of last century in
Belgium is addressed. In this mining accident many Italian foreign workers died in
a fire. The first 12 ranks generated by our four settings are displayed in Table 5.2.4.
The cataloguer attached the keywords history, disasters, coal mines, miners and foreign

6For more information on inter-cataloguer consistency and semantic evaluation see [120] and [121].
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Figure 5.2: Classic precision-recall graph for three ranking algorithms
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rank TF.IDF TF.RR Catalogue
1 mines disasters history
2 miners miners foreign employees
3 disasters fire disasters
4 fire fires coal mines
5 cables foreign employees miners
6 foreign employees coal
7 fathers immigrants
8 corpses fire brigade
9 coal families
10 safety governments
11 governments mining
12 mothers safety

Table 5.1: The suggested terms for Andere Tijden 2003-11-11: Mining disaster at
Marcinelle

employees to this program. Note that another cataloguer on average would have chosen
only 2.5 of the same keyword and 2.5 other keywords to describe this program. The
catalogue keywords are not ranked (all are deemed equally correct).

The keywords in boldface are exact matches with the catalogue keywords. The
keywords in italics are semantically correct at distance 1 and the keywords in normal
font are wrong.

While this is only a single example, the Table suggests some observations. First
we see that in terms of exact matches each list contains the three correct suggestions
miners, disasters and foreign employees among the first 6.

The second observation is that the TF.RR has the most distance 1 matches (se-
mantically correct, but not exact suggestions) in the list: fires, coal, immigrants, fire
brigade and mining, while TF.IDF has as a consequence more terms that are evaluated
as incorrect. Some of these as incorrect evaluated terms, such as fire (Dutch vuur) seem
quite reasonable, but in the GTAA this means the concept or element of fire. A fire is
referred to with the plural fires (Dutch brand), which is semantically correct as it has
a relation to disasters.

The final observation is that the two methods seem to have different measures of
coherence between the suggestions. The TF.RR seems the most coherent, making the
reading the easies (it has fires at the fourth rank compared to cables in TF.IDF ). The
use of relations among the found keywords creates this coherence. This element of
coherence may be pleasant for catalogers receiving annotation suggestions.

The observations made from studying one example in detail suggest, that, while
both methods perform equally well using a formal evaluation method, the results of
the TF.RR method might be slightly better from a user interaction perspective. This
same picture also arises from other examples.
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5.2.5 Conclusions

In this section we study the extraction and ranking of keywords with a restricted
vocabulary. Although we use the vocabulary both for the annotation of parts of text
with thesaurus term URI’s and for the ranking of these thesaurus annotations, the focus
lies on the value of the thesaurus for the ranking. The idea behind the thesaurus-based
ranking is that a thesaurus is a large knowledge base on the domain under consideration
which can be used automatically.

We developed a new weighting scheme for ranking words to be used as keywords.
This new scheme, TF.RR, uses both the frequency information of a term in a document
and the number of realized thesaurus relations between the thesaurus terms found in
the specific document, but thus not need any kind of training or statistics from a
reference corpus.

In an experiment we compared ranked lists of suggestions against manually assigned
keywords at the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision. We implemented a seman-
tic evaluation next to the classic evaluation to tackle the problem of inter annotator
disagreement during evaluation against the manually assigned keywords. Our results
showed that the new weighting scheme performs equally well as the classical TF.IDF.
This suggests that the use of thesaurus relations can replace the use of a reference
corpus.

A qualitative inspection of the results suggests that the coherence between the
suggestions seems bigger for the TF.RR algorithm. This is important when we use the
algorithm to suggest keywords to catalogers, a very probable practical implementation
of an automatic keyword extraction algorithm within working archives.

5.3 Comparing Background-Knowledge Types for Rank-
ing Automatically Generated Annotations

In this section7 we study the influence of different types of structured background in-
formation. In the previous section and in Chapter 4 we found that rankings based
on background knowledge perform as well as classic, count-based techniques, like the
TF.IDF, without the need of a background corpus. In this section, we investigate the
influence of varying the type of background knowledge: does the thesaurus, providing
a theoretical network of how the keywords are interlinked in the domain, perform bet-
ter than a co-occurrence network, showing how these keywords are connected in the
concrete daily annotation of catalogue objects?

We conducted an experiment, where we used the two mentioned types of back-
ground knowledge: the GTAA thesaurus and de co-occurrence network. We used these
two types of background knowledge in two algorithms that use the keyword relations
from the background knowledge: PageRank and CARROT. These two algorithms were
presented in Chapter 4. We compare the four combinations to a baseline of TF.IDF.

7This section was presented at EKAW 2008 as [53].
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5.3.1 Two Types of Background Knowledge
The two types of background knowledge that we have used are the thesaurus used
at Sound & Vision for the manual indexing of the TV programs and a network of co-
occurrences computed from a subset of the archive’s catalogue: a set of 14,011 metadata
files, i.e. manual descriptions of TV programs. The GTAA is described in 2.1.

The co-occurrences network shows all conditional chances of one keyword appearing
together in a catalogue description with another keyword. So when 50 broadcasts are
annotated with soccer and and 25 of these broadcasts also received the annotation
corruption, the term corruption has a 50% chance of appearing when soccer is assigned.
All these chances together for the co-occurrence network (N x N matrix). The strength
of the edges in this graph is thus determined by the number of co-occurences.

Although some metadata files correspond to multiple topics (like different news
items in a journal, for example), as a first test and because of the lack of formal
distinction between one or multiple topic descriptions in the catalogue, we did not
make any distinction between these two cases: we are fully aware of the fact that some
co-occurrences generated this way will be erroneous or random, but we hypothesize
that this will not be the case for the majority of the keywords. These two types
of background knowledge are used in our annotation pipeline to generate keywords
suggestions.

Other approaches exist where collocation statistics are integrated into the proba-
bilistic retrieval model [169]. This approach also studies the use of background informa-
tion in a probabilistic retrieval model, but Vechtomova and Robertson define collocation
as co-occurrence of terms in the primary text documents. This interpretation differs
from our definition of collocation: we take the co-occurrence of keywords in existing
catalogue descriptions, not the co-occurrence of terms in the context documents.

5.3.2 Ranking Algorithms and Background Knowledge
The entire process, including the CARROT and the PageRank algorithms for ranking,
is described in Chapter 4.3 and displayed in Figure 5.1. A small part of the GTAA
information is used in the term extraction phase when non-preferred terms and lin-
guistic variants are mapped to the preferred term URI’s. The variation in background
knowledge is only applied during the ranking phase. CARROT ranks keywords de-
pending both on the type of their connectedness and their TF.IDF value. It does not
however look at the degree of connectedness: some keywords have a few and some have
a lot of relations. As a contrast, PageRank is designed for the weighting of a network’s
graph structure. As a result PageRank may give much different results for much more
connected sets of keywords. That is why we choose not only to vary the background
knowledge in this section but also use both the CARROT and the PageRank ranking
algorithms. The TF.IDF baseline does not use any background information.

5.3.3 Experiment
For this experiment we used the setup as described in Section 4.4, so the corpus is the
same. The difference in this section however is that we took a more loose semantic
evaluation.Where classical evaluation, exact matches and spelling variants, corresponds
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to Level I of correctness. In 4.4 we labelled as semantically correct al the terms within
a distance 1 from the target term. The terms within a distance 2 from the target
term are considered to be “correct at Level III”, etc. Every level of correctness higher
than I incorporates all terms at lower levels. After studying the thesaurus structure,
we chose for this experiment to consider terms within 2 thesaurus relationships to be
conceptually consistent. To clarify what this means we show GTAA-keyword salsa. At
Level I (exact match) an annotation generated for a document manually annotated with
salsa is only correct if the annotation is salsa. At Level II the annotation suggestions
Latin American music and Latin American Dance are added, as they are directly
related to GTAA term salsa. At Level III ; Music Genre, World Music, Tango and
Dancing are evaluated as correct, from which only Tango might not be a relevant
annotation suggestion.

Results and Discussion

The graph in Figure 5.3 displays the Level III precision recall graph8 for the five
different settings: the TF.IDF baseline, CARROT with the GTAA, CARROT with
the co-occurrences, PageRank with the GTAA and PageRank with the co-occurrences.
The recall is plotted on the x-axis, and the precision on the y-axis. Each dots correspond
to one specific rank.

The CARROT + GTAA setting has the best precision (68%, about 10% better
than the second best setting) and has a good recall of 30%. The following ranks have
a lower average precision and a higher average recall. The last result represents the
45th rank.

From Figure 5.3, we can observe that the CARROT + GTAA setting9 performs
the best, until rank 10. At rank 11 the PageRank + GTAA setting (dashed mint blue
line with squares) starts overtaking it, with a recall of 70%.

The baseline and CARROT with co-occurrences are both consistently worse than
the CARROT + GTAA setting, and generally, the GTAA-based settings (both dashed
lines) are better than the co-occurrence-based settings (the continuous white and the
continuous grey line). The contribution to the performance is less big however than the
contribution of the ranking algorithm (CARROT or PageRank): the source of back-
ground knowledge influences the quality of the results less than the ranking method.

The average precision of the PageRank methods drops less with an increase in recall,
which allows both PageRank methods to overtake the other methods from suggestion
10 onwards. However, the most important terms are the first 10 to be suggested to
cataloguers, so an increase of quality in the bottom of the list might not be really
valuable. Nevertheless, this method brings more stable results than the CARROT-
based ranking, and its benefit could be more obvious when considering longer ranked
lists.

We did a qualitative analysis of the lists generated by the five different settings
for one document of our corpus: the TV-documentary Beeldenstorm 2000-01-30: Jan

8We display this result because the Level III contains the results from the two other levels of
correctness and enables us to check immediately if taking the broadest possible context for evaluating
automatic annotation suggestions jeopardizes the precision in favor of recall.

9This one is our very first implementation: it seems to be hard to improve upon this setting.
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Precision recall graph level III
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Figure 5.3: Precision-recall graph for the five different settings evaluated at Level III
of correctness

Sluyters. The presentator “analyzes four of his [Jan Sluyters’] paintings: a painting
of willow trees which shows that Jan Sluyters was influenced by Vincent van Gogh, a
cubist painting, a portrait of his 3 year old daughter and a nude painting”.

The first 12 ranks generated by our five settings are displayed in Table 5.3.3. The
cataloguers attached the keywords art painters, paintings and art painting to this
program.

rank TF.IDF CAR+GTAA CAR + CO PR+GTAA PR + CO
1 willow trees paintings willow trees willow trees paintings
2 paintings nudes paintings paintings willow trees
3 nudes painting nudes nudes painters
4 painting labour painting painting toads
5 labour skills labour portraits museums
6 museums painters museums works of art curses
7 forgeries portraits forgeries painters modern art
8 skills paint painters paint engineers
9 painters professions portraits toads artists
10 portraits trees modern art art painters securities
11 modern art paths toads museums nudes
12 toads career paint modern art bees

Table 5.2: The suggested terms for each of the four settings for Beeldenstorm 2000-01-
30: Jan Sluyters
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This example gives us some insight into two facts: on the one hand, the top 10
keywords might be different, so comparing only in terms of recall and precision is not
enough to underly this qualitative difference, and on the other hand, some suggestions
that were not provided by catalogers seem to be quite relevant for indexing the given
program (Willow tree for example). This remark conforts us into using a loosened
measure for precision and recall. Besides, we can see that level III suggestions are
quite reasonable, some homonymy problems set apart (for example with Toads, a Dutch
homonym for Path).

5.3.4 Conclusion and Perspectives

In this section we studied the influence of the background knowledge type for two
types of background knowledge-based automatic annotation rankings. We identified
two types of background knowledge: the GTAA thesaurus and the co-occurrences of
keywords in catalogue descriptions. The two ranking algorithms are: a simple rule-
based algorithm called CARROT and an adapted version of the well known PageRank
algorithm. We tested the four possible combinations and compared to a TF.IDF base-
line. The results showed us that it is possible to improve on TF.IDF-based ranking by
structure-based ranking methods. The CARROT algorithm improves upon this base-
line, for both types of background knowledge. The well known PageRank algorithm
however, did not improve upon the TF.IDF baseline. PageRank suggests too many
terms from one topic and, on average, its characteristic to introduce non-terms related
to the extracted ones does more harm than do good.

The results also showed that the type of background knowledge is of influence:
the GTAA gave better results than the co-occurrences, both for the CARROT-based
ranking and for the PageRank-based ranking.

The co-occurrences include many random relations which go across domains, which
can be interesting new suggestions, but also introduces noise. A smarter way of com-
puting co-occurrence, like taking Mutual Information or Conditional Probabilities prin-
ciples, may give better results. Another possible approach is to split our collection into
thematic sub-corpora and compute for each the co-occurrence network. By comparing
the keyword distribution of our automatically extracted keywords lists with the keyword
distributions of each sub-corpus, we could determine the most appropriate sub-corpus
and only use its related co-occurrence network. This heuristic will be investigated in
future work.

Our example also showed us that considering a level III of correctness is appropri-
ate for most cases, and we will investigate further the added value of associating more
keywords to documents than the few ones given by catalogers: a less precise annotation
with a nevertheless broader coverage can be interesting for example in semantic brows-
ing perspectives. It is an interesting topic for further research to to test this hypothesis
in experiments.
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5.4 Relevance of ASR for the automatic Generation
of Keywords Suggestions for TV programs.

In this section10 we study variable 3. Information acquisition on the indexable objects.
Until now we used the gathering of textual documents describing the TV programs
to acquire input information. In this section we look into applying automatic speech
recognition (ASR) to the audio streams of the audiovisual documents as an alternative
method to implement phase I: get contextual text of Figure 5.1. Of the subsequent
phases of Figure 5.1, the term extraction and the evaluation are implemented with
the processes described in Chapter 4. For the term extraction the GTAA was used
as background knowledge, just as in Chapter 4. The ranking phase is performed by
applying the TF.IDF algorithm to the extracted preferred GTAA terms.

Automatic annotation techniques for generating metadata on audiovisual docu-
ments can either perform semantic analysis of the AV items themselves (e.g., automatic
speech recognition technology [95] or visual concept detection [154]) or can analyze
textual resources related to the AV items: context documents (e.g., online TV guides,
broadcaster’s web sites or collateral data such as subtitles [106]). This section inves-
tigates the suitability of Automatic Speech Transcripts as a source for automatically
generating keywords suggestions. There is much research into the suitability of ASR
for media annotation, see for example [100]. We evaluated the results extracted from
these documents (1) against manual annotation of the same set of data, and (2) against
keywords suggestions extracted from context documents: online web sites associated to
the TV programs in our corpus. This investigation combines research from two NWO-
CATCH projects: CHOICE 11, and CHoral 12, in collaboration with the Netherlands
Institute for Sound & Vision, the Dutch National Audiovisual Archives 13.

CHoral CHoral focuses on the use of automatic speech recognition (ASR) technol-
ogy for indexing audiovisual documents, generally referred to as Spoken Document
Retrieval (SDR). Speech recognition produces a word-level, textual representation of
the audio, which, after conversion to an index, can be used for word-level search that
retrieves the exact fragment in which a match for the query was found. In addition
to using ASR to generate a time-stamped index for spoken word documents, it may
also be useful for other purposes, such as keyword recommendation. Whereas web site
dedicated to a particular broadcast show a high level of abstraction over the content of
the program (a few lines to some pages of textual description, underlining the broad-
caster’s opinion about the main focus of the program), the ASR transcripts are long
documents, which do not follow the strict rules of written language. These transcripts
are close to the content level of the program itself. Indexes for audiovisual collections
generated on the basis of ASR output are already being used as an alternative to stan-
dard metadata for searching spoken word documents. In the use-case of a disclosed set

10This section was presented at TALN 2009 as [112].
11http://www.nwo.nl/CATCH/CHOICE, funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Re-

search (NWO).
12http://www.nwo.nl/CATCH/choral/, funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Re-

search (NWO).
13http://www.beeldengeluid.nl
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of audiovisual documents provided by Sound & Vision, we discuss in this section the
usefulness of ASR transcripts for automatically generating keyword-based indexes for
audiovisual documents.

We use two sources of evaluation: (i) evaluation of the ASR-based keywords in
terms of precision and recall against the manual annotations (ii) a comparison of this
set with keywords suggestions generated from web sites related to the TV programs (the
approach investigated by CHOICE so far). This enables us to check the compatibility
and complementarity of the two approaches for automatically generating multimedia
documents’ meta-data.

5.4.1 Automatic Speech Recognition Setup

Speech in audiovisual documents may represent the content of an item very well and,
once converted from audio samples into a textual representation, could serve as a use-
ful source for keyword selection. Different types of speech transcripts can be thought
of: they may be generated manually in the production stage of the AV document
(e.g., teleprompts, scripts, summaries) or afterwards (subtitles), or generated auto-
matically using automatic speech recognition technology. In our use case, the Dutch
SHoUT (Huijbregts, 2008) speech recognition toolkit is deployed. Its performance on
the TRECVID200714 data set that is used for our keyword selection experiments, is
elaborately discussed in [79], but we will give a summary here. The SHoUT transcrip-
tion setup consists of Speech Activity Detection, speaker segmentation and clustering,
and multi-pass speech recognition. During Speech Activity Detection speech is sep-
arated from non-speech segments. Especially in the broadcast domain, this step is
important for filtering out e.g., music, environmental sounds, and long stretches of si-
lence, before the audio is processed.Within the segments identified as speech, speaker
segmentation and clustering is used to group intervals of speech spoken by the same
speaker. Moreover, those clusters can be employed for model adaptation for, e.g., male
versus female speakers, or individual speakers. The automatic speech recognition gen-
erates a 1-best transcript, in this case using acoustic models trained on 79 hours of read
and spontaneous speech, and language models trained on 500 million words, mainly
from newspaper texts. For each individual item, topic specific language models were
created by interpolating item-specific models with a general background model. With
state-of-the-art systems for speech activity detection and speaker clustering the auto-
matic speech recognition output showed an average word error rate (WER) of 60.6%.
Note that in comparison with ASR performance of WERs between 10 and 20% on
broadcast news, error rates on the heterogeneous speech in the TRECVID data set
(historical content, background noise, spontaneous speech) are much higher. This is
taken to be due to remaining mismatches between the data and the models that were
used. Improvement of the ASR performance in such heterogeneous domains is not
trivial, however, because it would require large amounts of text data that both match
the characteristics of spontaneous speech and the topic of the broadcasts, which is hard
to find. System performance is comparable to ASR performance on other (non-Dutch)
collections of more spontaneous speech materials, such as the National Gallery of the

14The TRECVID 2007 data consists of content from the (Dutch) Sound & Vision Academia collec-
tion.
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Spoken Word collection [64], and the MALACH interview collection [25].

5.4.2 Experiment

To evaluate the suitability of ASR transcripts for annotating TV programs with key-
words from a given thesaurus, we ran our automatic process as described in Chapter 4.
Of this process (see Figure 5.1) we varied phase I in which we acquire input information.
The term extraction is performed by GATE and Apolda with the GTAA as background
knowledge. The ranking phase is performed by applying the TF.IDF formula to the
extracted preferred GTAA terms. The evaluation is performed by comparison against
the gold standard of catalogue descriptions, just as described in Chapter 4.

Material

The Academia collection of TV programs15 has been cleared from intellectual property
rights by Sound & Vision in order to create an open accessible collection for educational
purposes. This collection is a subset of the Sound & Vision’s catalogue, and has
therefore been manually annotated by professional cataloguers with GTAA keywords.
A part of this collection has been made available for research to serve as the Dutch
part of the corpus of the TRECVID 2007 competition. This set contains 110 Dutch
audiovisual documents. On this corpus of 110 documents we performed ASR, resulting
in automatic speech transcripts.

Gathering Context Documents for ASR To compare the results of the keywords
suggestion based on ASR as input information with our previous experiments were we
used context documents, we also looked for context documents associated to our ASR
corpus. Unfortunately, we could only find 13 web site texts corresponding to the
Dutch TRECVID 2007 TV programs as some broadcaster’s web sites do not archive
the descriptions of their programs. This low number is due to the variety of genres that
can be found in this corpus; our previous experiments were taking only documentaries
into account, which have extensive textual descriptions that can date back several
years. Therefore the suitability of the web sites’ text as source for generating keywords
is highly correlated to the TV program’s genre.

Evaluation Metrics In this Section, we use the semantic evaluation which we de-
scribed in Section 4.6.1. The semantic evaluation also results in an adapted measure
of precision and recall, by taking a semantic distance into account: suggested key-
words (extracted automatically) and manually assigned ones that have one thesaurus
relationship between them are also counted as correct. Hence we have used the follow-
ing evaluation scheme: (1) classic and semantic precision and recall of the ASR-based
keywords suggestion against manually assigned ones (for 110 items), (2) comparison of
these precision and recall measures with the ones of the keywords suggestions extracted
from online web sites related to the same TV programs (for 13 items only).

15Dutch news magazines, science news, documentaries, educational programs and archival video,
see http://www.academia.nl.
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5.4.3 Results
Strict Precision and Recall of the ASR and Context Documents-based Keywords Sug-
gestions Table 5.3 shows the strict precision, recall and F-score of the keywords sugges-
tions, both the keywords generated from ASR transcripts and from context documents.
Examples of such keywords (translated from Dutch) are:

• Keywords from cataloguers: Aerospace Industry, Planes, Aviation

• Keywords from ASR: Men, Passports, Cities, Airports, Lakes, Airplanes, Young
men, Color16

• Keywords from Context documents: Factories, Interview, Fighters (Planes), Hunters,
Armed forces, Models, Airplanes, Seas, People, Documentaries, Bees, Bombard-
ments, Cameras17.

The measures are evaluated against the cataloguer’s manually assigned keywords.
The Table displays the general trends of the Figure 5.418: the values for the ranks 1, 3,
5 and 10. The scores are quite low, but the results from the ASR files are comparable
to those from the context documents. These two sources for generating keywords have
opposite shortcomings: the ASR files are very long, which jeopardizing the precision
of the results when we do not use a cut-off point, whereas the context documents
are very short, generating only few keywords19 and leading to a low recall. Besides
these three measures, we also evaluated the proportion of retrieved keywords: the
number of keywords that should be proposed (i.e. the ones selected by the professional
cataloguers) and that indeed figure in the list of propositions. This time, it is much
higher for the ASR set than those based on the context documents. This proportion
ranges, when not null, from 25% to 80% and is higher than the context documents-
based set for all but two cases. The context documents-based set ranges from 12.5 to
33%, except for one case where the annotation consists of only one keyword, which
happens to be part of the context document, and is null in 5 of the 13 cases. These
numbers seem to hint that the cataloguers take more inspiration in what is said in
the TV program to annotate than in the texts provided by broadcasters for describing
them.

Precision and Recall for the Two Sets of Extracted Keywords with Semantic Dis-
tance Table 5.4 shows that we improve the results when we allow a distance of one
thesaurus relationship between the extracted keyword and the manual annotation of
reference. If we look for example at the precision and recall 5 of the ASR-based key-
words, we see that on average 1 in 5 suggestions is semantically correct and that we
retrieve one third of the keywords in the catalogue description. We get similar results
for the set generated from the context documents, despite the fact that the context
documents on average are less than a tenth of the ASR text in length. These results are
worse than the ones of previous experiments on context documents [111]; the reason
for this low performance is the fact that the context documents taken into account

16Non exhaustive list.
17Non exhaustive list.
18The Figure represents the values of the f-measure in percentages, for ranks one to ten.
19A text of a few lines only has few chances to contain strings that refer to GTAA terms.
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ASR @1 @3 @5 @10
precision 0.22 0.17 0.14 0.09
recall 0.07 0.13 0.18 0.24
F-score 0.11 0.15 0.16 0.14
Context documents @1 @3 @5 @10
precision 0.23 0.18 0.14 0.13
recall 0.02 0.06 0.08 0.22
F-score 0.04 0.09 0.10 0.16

Table 5.3: Classical evaluation of ASR (over 110 documents) and Context Documents-
based keywords (13 documents)
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ASR @1 @3 @5 @10
semantic precision 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.17
semantic recall 0.10 0.21 0.31 0.44
semantic F-score 0.15 0.22 0.25 0.25

Context documents @1 @3 @5 @10
semantic precision 0.23 0.28 0.25 0.20
semantic recall 0.03 0.12 0.16 0.39
semantic F-score 0.05 0.17 0.20 0.26

Table 5.4: Semantic evaluation of ASR (110 documents) and Context Documents-based
keywords (13 documents)

here are short, hence giving few hits and few context to each other to generate a good
ranking. The ASR have the inverse shortcoming: the files are very long, hence, the
ranked precision and recall achieve about the same score as the context documents-
based keywords suggestion. In the latter case, a more fine grained ranking algorithm
would possibly give better results. But in either case, it is quite interesting to see that
in this realistic setting (for most archived programs the available context documents
are short), the ASR gives results of equivalent quality as the context documents. ASR
is also an interesting alternative for the generation of keywords, even though it is error
prone, because it enables to generate annotations from the tv programs’ content itself,
not on context information which might not be archived or accessible anymore.

Discussion

The fact that the precision and recall figures are equivalent for the two sets is due to
the fact that the ASR is producing long lists of possible keywords that contain a small
number of correct ones, whereas this proportion is higher for the context documents,
although they generate only small lists. In the case of ASR, the challenge lies in finding
the most relevant (and correct) suggestions at the top of the list, as the ASR-based
keyword suggestions contains a higher number of keywords from the reference set (made
by the cataloguers). This observation stresses the fact that the ranking algorithm is
the crucial part of our keyword suggestion pipeline, especially in the case of using ASR
as a basis for keyword suggestions.

5.4.4 Conclusion

In this section we evaluated the suitability of automatic speech recognition transcripts
as an information source for automatic keyword suggestion. This approach has the
benefit that it can also be used for keyword suggestion when audiovisual documents
cannot easily be connected to contextual textual context, e.g., on the web. A possible
caveat when using speech recognition technology could be that transcription accuracy
varies a lot across collections, ranging form 10..20% Word Error Rate in the broad-
cast news domain to above 50% in more difficult domains (heterogeneous spontaneous
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speech, historical recordings). Especially for the latter category, transcript error rates
might simply be too high to be useful for keyword suggestion. To get an idea of the
value of ASR transcripts for our purpose we compared its use with that of available text
documents associated with the broadcasts. The analysis of context documents showed
good results on documentary programs in the previous sections and in Chapter 4. For
these documentaries, the context documents were broadly available, each containing
also a lot of relevant information for our purpose. However, we have seen that this
might not always be the case: for the Academia collection we were able to find only 13
context documents for our corpus of 110 broadcasts. Furthermore, the average length
of these context documents was much shorter than for the study on documentary pro-
grams. It shows that in practice it is hard to find textual data usable for the suggestion
of keywords for audiovisual documents. The present experiment showed that the ac-
tual value of the context documents for keyword suggestion was not better than ASR
output. These results in 5.4 differ widely to the results attained on contextual texts
in e.g. Figure 5.2. Both evaluations are classic exact evaluations. These numbers are
hard to compare however as the corpora differ: resulting in very different properties in
e.g. the gold standard of catalogue descriptions: in the ASR corpus on average 3.75
keywords were assigned to a document. In 5.2.4 the descriptions averaged 5.7 keywords
per document.

Although the context documents attain here similar performance with much less
information, the total amount of good suggestions contained by the ASR lists is larger.
The problem is that the number of wrong suggestions is also larger, so the ratio’s in
terms of precision, recall and F-score are the same for the context documents and the
ASR output. This means that there is ground for improvement in the form of better
ranking algorithms. This is an interesting option for further research. Another way of
improvement could be optimization of the ASR engine itself. The system setup used
for these experiments was not optimized towards recognition of the GTAA thesaurus
terms. There is also ground for improvement for the context documents, but the
possible gain is smaller as the length of their suggestion lists is smaller: the recall
of their total suggestion list is lower than for the ASR. In general we can conclude
that ASR transcripts seem to be a useful alternative for keyword suggestion. Even
though the precision and recall numbers are generally not very high, they still seem
valuable, especially when no other text sources are available, which actually may be
quite common. For situations where long context documents can be found, keyword
extraction and ranking performed on these context documents should still be preferred.

5.5 The Interaction Between Automatic Annotation
and Query Expansion: a Retrieval Experiment on
a Large Cultural Heritage Archive

In this section20 we study the value of our automatic keyword suggestion system from a
retrieval perspective. Enhancing the search results in large archives is a concern shared
by many cultural heritage institutions. The improvement can come from two directions:

20This section was presented at SemSearch 2008 as [113].
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enhancing the annotations or enhancing the search mechanism. Both directions are
active research area’s. The section uses the same corpus as Section 4.4, 5.2 and 5.3.

Enhancing the annotations can, for example, be done by facilitating manual cre-
ation of semantic annotations as in [75] or [28]. As manual annotation due to time
constraints inherently leads to a relatively low number of keywords per document, it
can be complemented or even replaced by (semi-)automatically created annotations.
In [93], for example, a tool is introduced for semi-automatic semantic annotation, ex-
tracted from text resources. Automatically generated annotations, seldom reach the
quality level of manual annotations, but their quality is gradually improving, which is
shown by e.g. the MediaEval tagging task [148, 175].

Another way to enhancing the search mechanism is query expansion: retrieval of
not only documents that match the query concept, but also documents that are an-
notated with concepts that are related to the query. Ontology-based query expansion
is studied, for example, by [16]. The added value of query expansion in a cultural
heritage archive has already been shown in [33]. However, the question remains what
is the effect of query expansion in the context of automatic annotation? Is query ex-
pansion still beneficial when applied to lower-quality automatic annotations? And is
it still necessary if a larger number of annotations is generated?

To answer these questions, we perform a study consisting of four experiments:

1. We compute a baseline by querying a corpus of hand-made metadata.

2. We query the automatically generated annotations of the same corpus. (Our
standard method as described in Chapter 4)

3. We query the hand-made metadata using query expansion.

4. We query the automatically generated annotations using query expansion.

Our use-case consisting of audiovisual documents, we could have taken into account
yet another field of research: the extraction of semantic keywords based on the video
stream’s low level features. As stated in [154], this technology is not really mature yet,
and besides no detectors exist so far for the 3800 terms of the GTAA thesaurus we are
interested in. Usually, the detectors are of hundreds of different types at most, and
perform best on one given corpus of documents. For all these reasons, we took only into
account so far the extraction based on textual descriptions of the audiovisual programs:
extraction of keywords from textual resources gives good results. Here we did not take
into account the audio transcripts of the videos (see Section 5.4 for Automatic Speech
Transcripts).

5.5.1 System Development
The GTAA is used for the retrieval of TV programs stored in the Sound & Vision
archives. It is a faceted thesaurus, in Dutch, and each facet corresponds to at least one
field in the document’s description scheme. In our experiments we focus on the topic(s)
of the TV program which is (are) described by keywords stemming from GTAA’s
subject facet. The subject facet is organized according to hierarchical relationships
(Broader Term/Narrower Term, between a term and its more general/specific notion)
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and associative relationships (Related Terms, such as schepen and scheepvaart, Dutch
for respectively ships and navigation (ship traffic)).

In order to use these relationships either in automatic annotation or query expansion
processes, we converted the Subject facet to an RDF representation and modeled the
relationships as SKOS triples [125]. For more information on the GTAA see Section
2.1, for its anchoring to WordNet see [114] and for details about the conversion to RDF
see [165].

Automatic Semantic Annotation

For these experiments we used the standard automatic annotation system as described
in Chapter 4 for phases I, II and III of Figure 5.1. In this section we study the value
of the automatically generated annotations, thereby varying phase IV: evaluation of
Figure 5.1.

The outcome of the automatic annotation system are ranked lists, but only the first
part of the list contains relevant annotation suggestions and the bottom of the list is
filled mostly with noise. As we want to use only the relevant parts of these lists in our
experiments, we introduced a cut-off point in order to remove the bad keywords. The
last included rank is defined as the square root of the ranked list’s length (rounded
up). We chose this formula based on empirical tests.

Query Expansion

Like the semantic annotation, the query expansion mechanism is also based on the
thesaurus structure. Thesaurus-based query expansion requires a richly structured
thesaurus. In previous experiments [114], we have shown how we could use an an-
choring of the GTAA to WordNet to add structure to the weakly structured GTAA.
Wordnet is a terminological resource developed at the Princeton University [45], freely
available from the Princeton web site21. In addition, W3C has released a RDF/OWL
representation of WordNet version 2.022. For our experiment we use this RDF/OWL
version, as it allows us to use Semantic Web tools such as SeRQL to query the WordNet
database. We present here briefly the anchoring method that we used and the num-
ber of additional relationships inferred back in the original thesaurus, along with the
process to infer them. We then go into the details of our query expansion mechanism.

Inferring Relations from the GTAA-WordNet Anchoring We used the an-
choring to WordNet to infer new relations within the GTAA (see Section 1.2 or [114]
for details on the Anchoring of the GTAA to WordNet). Using SeRQL [22] queries we
related pairs of GTAA subject terms that were not previously related. Figure 5.5 illus-
trates how a relation between two terms in the GTAA, t1 and t2, is inferred from their
corresponding to WordNet synsets w1 and w2. The Dutch GTAA terms are anchored
to English Wordnet synsets via an intermediate dictionary named LookWayUp, which
has a Dutch lemma ld1 and a translated English lemma le1. If t1 corresponds to w1 and
t2 corresponds to w2, and w1 and w2 are closely related, we infer a relation between t1

21http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
22http://www.w3.org/TR/wordnet-rdf/
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Figure 5.5: Using the anchoring to WordNet to infer new relations for the GTAA.

and t2. The inferred relation is symmetric, illustrated by the two-way arrow between
t1 and t2.

Two WordNet synsets w1 and w2 are considered to be ‘closely related’ if they are
connected though either a direct (i.e. one-step) relation without any intermediate
synsets or an indirect (i.e. two-step) relation with one intermediate synset. The latter
situation is shown in Figure 5.5. From all WordNet relations, we used only meronym
and hyponym relations, which roughly translate to part-of and subclass relations, and
their inverses holonym and hypernym. A previous study [77] demonstrated that other
types of WordNet relations do not improve retrieval results when used for query ex-
pansion. Both meronym and hyponym can be considered hierarchical relations in a
thesaurus. Only sequences of two relations are included in which each has the same
direction, since previous research [77], [73] showed that changing direction, especially
in the hyponym/hypernym hierarchy, decreases semantic similarity significantly. For
example, w1 holonym of wi hyponym of w2 is not included. At present, all anchoring
relations are utilized, also the ones that relate a GTAA term to multiple WordNet
terms.

A total of 904 pairs of GTAA terms was newly related: 467 with one step between
WordNet synsets w1 and w2 and 435 with 2 steps between w1 and w2. An inspection
of the inferred relations reveals that 90% of the one-step relations were derived from
hyponym relations and only 10% from meronym relations. The two-step relations were
for 72% based on sequences of two hyponym relations, for 26% on combinations of
hyponym and meronym and only for 3% on sequences of two meronym relations.

An informal manual inspection of a portion of the new relations revealed that only
very few seem wrong. Based on the original GTAA and the newly inferred relationships,
we implemented a query expansion mechanism dedicated to Sound & Vision, but its
general mechanism can be applied to any archive using a thesaurus for annotating their
data.

Query Expansion Mechanism Query expansion was done by simply adding con-
cepts to the query that are a fixed number of steps away from the original query
concept. All relations were used to walk through the thesaurus: broader, narrower,
related, but also the relations inferred from the links to WordNet.
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We experimented with expansion to concepts that were only one step away from
the query, and with expansion to concepts up to two steps away. As the GTAA has a
shallow structure, expanding a query with concepts that are more than two steps away
leads too often to concepts that are in an unrelated part of the hierarchy.

Combining Automatic Annotation and Query Expansion

As we did experiments on both types of methods for enhancing the search process in
large archives, we wanted to test how these techniques would interact and what their
combination would bring. In the literature, see [170] for example, either one or the
other of the aspects are investigated, namely either improvement based on semantic
annotation or on query expansion. We chose to analyze the combination of both and
ran a set of four experiments, described in more details in the following section.

5.5.2 Experiments

We performed four retrieval experiments in which we varied two variables. In Table
5.5 an overview of the experiments and the variables is given.

Manual Annotations Automatic Annotations
Exact Query Matching Experiment 1 Experiment 2
Expanded Query Matching Experiment 3 Experiment 4

Table 5.5: The values of the two variables in the four experiments

Material

In order to be as close as possible from a real-life need, we collected the query logs
of Sound & Vision’s iMMiX search system for one week. From these query logs we
made a sub-selection of the keyword queries which were entered more than 2 times.
This set of most frequently asked keywords, encompassed the following 44 GTAA
terms (in ranked order): Geschiedenis (history), Kabinetsformaties (forming of par-
liament), Parlementaire debatten (parliamentary debates), Politici (politicians), Poli-
tiek (politics), Politieke partijen (political parties), Politieke programma’s (political
programmes), Verkiezingen (elections), Verkiezingscampagnes (election campaigns),
Gemeenteraden (municipal councils), Asielzoekers (political refugees), Islam (islam),
Leger (army), Mobilisatie (mobilisation (of army)), Atoombommen (nuclear bombs),
Bombardementen (bombardments), Explosies (explosions), Gevaarlijke stoffen (dan-
gerous substances), Gewonden (wounded), Eerste hulp (first aid), Geneesmiddelen
(medications), Euthanasie (euthanasia), Dementie (dementia), Broeikaseffect (green-
house effect), File’s (traffic-jams), Snelwegen (highways), Spoorwegongevallen (railway
accidents), Autobussen (busses), Alcohol (alcohol), Cafe’s (cafe’s), Fabrieken (facto-
ries), CAO’s (collective work agreements), Vulkaanuitbarstingen (volcano eruptions),
Woestijnen (deserts), Zonsondergangen (sunsets), Voetbal (soccer), Zwembaden (swim-
ming pools), Schaatsen (ice skating), Kaartspelen (card games), Kermissen (village
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fairs), Mode (fashion), Opvoeding (education), Dierenhandel (animal trade), Grachten
(canals).

These 44 queries are matched against the corpus of 258 broadcasts which we de-
scribed in Section 4.4.

Gold Standard For our experiments we need to have a judgement whether a docu-
ment in our corpus is relevant for a query (keyword). Even though we have officially
assigned catalogue keywords, that does not mean that these annotations are correct
and/or complete from a retrieval perspective. Given our limited set of query terms (44)
and the limited corpus of AV-documents which we want to evaluate (258), we had four
raters assign yes/no relevant-retrieval-result verdicts to the documents in our corpus for
each query keyword. Each document was rated by at least two raters. When the two
raters did not agree, a third rater gave the final verdict. Combined this gold standard
encompasses 44*258 = 11352 yes-no relevant verdicts, which we used for evaluation.

Baseline Experiment

In our baseline we looked at the keywords of the official catalogue annotations: the
keywords in the subject field of the Avail catalogue description. On this set we posed
our 44 queries each consisting of one keyword of the query set. The query keyword
resulting in the most retrieved documents (geschiedenis, Dutch for history) retrieved
97 documents. A large set of the query keywords however (14) did not retrieve any
document of our test corpus. This means that our raters did not find any documents in
the corpus relevant for the posed query, which is understandable, given the limited size
of our corpus. The section “Manual Metadata” of Table 5.6 shows the number of docu-
ments retrieved per keyword and the estimated recall, based on our gold standard. The
estimated recall is labelled as “Non relevant” (NR) if, according to our gold standard,
there was no document in the corpus which was judged as a relevant-retrieval-result
for the query keyword.

One first remark that we can derive from this table is the low values for estimated
recall. It can be due to multiple reasons. Firstly, we evaluated whether a set of 44
queries was suitable for annotating documents, whereas the cataloguers have a much
larger choice: they can select any term from a set of 3800. Therefore the granularity
level and the selection can be quite different (for example, they would probably choose
second world war where we judged that army was relevant as a keyword). Secondly,
some of the keywords, like politicians or political parties, can be replaced by annotations
in the catalogue fields for persons (e.g. Bill Clinton) of organizations (e.g. Labour
Party). A cataloguer from Sound & Vision would choose this option, as it gives more
precise information than the generic Subject keyword. As our experiment focuses only
on Subject keywords, and not on the other parts of the metadata, and as there is not
built-in relationship between names (of politicians or political parties) and their types
in the thesaurus, we could not bridge this gap. But this problem is interesting to keep
in mind for providing more relevant automatic semantic annotations in the future, by
creating automatically this missing link.

A last reason can be found in the interaction between exhaustivity and specificity
(see A.2.7): Collocation and exhaustivity are somewhat at odds with the ISO-5963
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requirement of specificity: "Concepts should be identified as specifically as possible".
The specificity requirement asks for the removal of the term birds when water birds
is present, whereas the collocation principle asks for both to be present. These two
combined principles allow for annotating subtle differences in semantics23 and result in
interesting use of terms in practice. This is what we also see here: there are documents
that are relevant for a certain query keyword, which do not have that keyword assigned
to it during the manual annotation (e.g. only water birds is assigned). This is why
query expansion techniques are relevant.

Keyword Matching on Automatic Annotations

After computing the baseline with the first experiment, we applied the same evalua-
tion metrics to the annotations generated automatically by our semantic annotation
pipeline: we counted the number of documents that were retrieved for each of the 44
queries, we estimated a recall measure based on the number of documents from our gold
standard that were retrieved. We also computed the overlap between the documents
that were retrieved based on manual annotation and documents retrieved based on
annotations that were generated with the Apolda plugin. This is shown in the column
called ‘overlap’ in Table 5.6.

Queries based on the manually assigned annotations retrieved 142 documents, with
an average recall of 22.3 %. Nine queries retrieved documents out of 26 possibilities in
our manually established gold standard. The figures are not that good for the queries
that were matched against the automatically generated keywords: only 57 documents
were retrieved, with an average estimated recall of 9.6% and only 6 keywords out of
the 26 possible retrieved documents. Here again, the explanation is twofold. On the
first hand, our random sample of documents constituting the gold standard contained
97 documents describing the TV series Andere Tijden about history, and the whole
collection is annotated by history. As all the documents deal with history, the word
itself is seldom present in texts describing the content of the individual TV programs
of the series, hence our automatic annotation pipeline could not achieve the recall that
was obtained by querying on the manual metadata. Here again, this problem shows a
point to keep in mind for improving our automatic annotation tool: we need to generate
also keywords that are relevant for the whole series of TV programs and not only for
the individual ones.

An interesting point to notice, though, is that the automatic annotations enables us
to retrieve a document from the Art documentaries series that was not annotated with
history by cataloguers, but was judged relevant in our gold standard. Another possible
explanation of the poor performance of the queries ran on automatic annotations is the
fact that they are quite generic, and the Top 44 queries extracted from the query logs
are very specific. Thus, they are closer to what cataloguers do as manual annotation
than to our automatically generated ones. This distance should be bridged by using a
query expansion mechanism, option that we test in the next set of experiments.

Another thing that we can notice is that out of the total number of 19924 retrieved

23When to use both birds and water birds and when to use only one?
24142+57 documents, by summing up the total amount of the documents retrieved by the queries

on the keywords either assigned manually or generated automatically.
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Manual Metadata Automatic Metadata Overlap
Query retrieved estimated recall retrieved estimated recall
History 97 23/60=38.33 6 1/60=1.66 2
Forming of Parliament 0 NR 0 NR 0
Parlementary debates 0 NR 0 NR 0
Politicians 2 0/14=0 3 6/14=42.85 0
Politics 10 1/15=6.66 8 1/15=6.66 3
Political parties 2 NR 0 NR 0
Political programmes 0 0/1=0 0 0/1=0 0
Elections 1 1/1=100 4 1/1=100 1
Election campaigns 3 1/1=100 0 0/1=0 0
Municipal councils 0 0/2=0 1 1/2=50 0
Asylum seekers 7 0/2=0 2 0/2=0 2
Islam 3 0/4=0 3 0/4=0 2
Army 1 1/7=14.28 9 2/7=28.57 1
Military mobilisation 0 0/1=0 0 0/1=0 0
Nuclear bombs 1 NR 2 NR 1
Bombardments 2 0/2=0 1 0/2=0 1
Explosions 0 0/1=0 3 0/1=0 0
Dangerous substances 0 0/4=0 1 0/4=0 0
Wounded 1 0/5=0 1 1/5=20 0
First aid 0 NR 0 NR 0
Medications 2 0/2=0 0 0/2=0 0
Euthanasia 0 NR 0 NR 0
Dementia 0 0/1=0 0 0/1=0 0
Greenhouse gas effect 0 NR 0 NR 0
Traffic jams 0 NR 1 NR 0
Highways 0 0/2=0 1 0/2=0 0
Railway accidents 0 0/1=0 0 0/1=0 0
Busses 1 NR 2 NR 0
Alcohol 0 NR 1 NR 0
Cafe’s 0 NR 0 NR 0
Factories 0 0/8=0 0 0/8=0 0
Collective Work Agreement 0 0/3=0 1 0/3=0 0
Volcano eruption 0 NR 0 NR 0
Deserts 1 1/1=100 0 0/1=0 0
Sunsets 0 NR 1 NR 0
Soccer 3 2/2=100 0 0/2=0 0
Swimming pools 0 NR 0 NR 0
Ice skating 1 NR 2 NR 0
Card games 0 NR 0 NR 0
Village fairs 0 0/1=0 0 0/1=0 0
Fashion 1 1/1=100 0 0/1=0 0
Education 3 1/5=20 3 0/5=0 0
Animal trade 0 NR 0 NR 0
Canals 0 NR 1 NR 0

Table 5.6: Retrieval results of experiments one and two: keyword search on manually
made annotations and automatically generated annotations.

documents, only 13 were overlapping between the results of the queries based on cata-
logue or automatic keywords. This number tends to suggest that the two approaches,
rather than supplant each other, are complementary and should be run in parallel. A
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manual check of the retrieved documents that were part of the gold standard shows us
that there is also a few overlap in terms of retrieved documents and successful queries,
which reinforces our impression of complementary approaches.

Query Expansion on Manual Annotations

While in experiments one and two we retrieved documents based on an exact match
between query and annotation concept, in experiments three and four we employ query
expansion: we also retrieve documents that are annotated with concepts related to the
query concept. We experiment with expansion to concepts that are one or two steps
away from the query concept. The results are shown in Table 5.7, agregating the results
from experiments 3 and 4. The queries are ordered by decreasing number of hits.

In experiment three, query expansion is done on the manually created annotations.
Using one-step expansion, this results in on average 7.6 documents per query. Two-
step expansion retrieves four times as many documents: 28.2 on average. As expected,
recall is higher than the recall in experiment 1 ( 37% for one-step and 58% for two-
step expansion, compared to 22% in experiment 1), but precision is low (43% and 21%
on average). With query expansion, documents are retrieved for 35 (one-step) or 38
(two-step) of the 44 queries. This is considerably more than in experiment 1, where
documents were returned for only 19 queries.

Query Expansion on Automatic Annotations

In experiment four, we apply query expansion to automatically generated annotations.
One-step query expansion resulted in a mean of 8.6 retrieved documents, two-step
expansion in 40.3 documents. The combination of two-step query expansion with
automatically generated annotation appears to lead to a strong increase in the number
of retrieved docs. Precision is 29% for one-step and 11% for two-step expansion; recall
is 30% and 48% respectively. A comparison of experiment two to the baseline showed
that the Apolda annotations perform worse than the manually assigned annotations.
A comparison of experiment three to experiment four paints a similar picture: both
precision and recall of experiment four are lower than the query expansion results on
manually created annotations in experiment three.

The results further show that where automatic annotations perform poorly when
we search for an exact match with a query concept (experiment 2), they do lead to
acceptable results when combined with query expansion (experiment 4). This combined
strategy returns documents for 41 out of 44 queries.

The overlap between what is found using manual annotations and what is found
using the automatically generated annotations is small. If expansion is limited to one
step the overlap is 2.3 documents on average. Two-step expansion shows an overlap of
13.8 documents, which is relatively larger but still low. This suggests that it is worth-
while to add automatic annotations also in situations where good manual annotations
are available.

The general Table (Table 5.7) give rise to some comments: theoretically, broadening
the query expansion mechanism by taking into account terms that are at a distance 2
from the query Term could lead to one of the following outcomes:
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• the query expansion heightens the F-score (The loss in precision is much lower
than the gain in recall);

• the query expansion does not influence the F-score (a loss in precision is com-
pensated by a rise in recall);

• the query expansion lowers the F-score (loss in precision is much larger than the
gain in recall);

Interestingly enough, we see all three outcomes in our results. Therefore we cannot
make a global conclusion about whether taking one only or the full two steps into
account for query expansion is good or not in general, but we can see some properties
of the terms that would enable us to make a choice in some cases. For the terms that
have a high precision and low recall with one step of query expansion, like education
or collective work agreement, one extra step gives a better recall without a big loss in
precision. This heuristic holds for both the manual and the automatic annotations. For
some terms, we can observe the inverse: for example for elections or election campaigns,
one step of query expansion already gives a low precision and 100% recall, for both
automatic and manual metadata. For these terms, taking into account a second step
only lowers the precision. For the third case, we cannot decide on a heuristic, as the
F-measure is neither improved or jeopardized. The difference between the two first
cases is strongly related to the structure of the thesaurus, which is not homogeneous:
some terms are in broad hierarchies (up to 7 levels down), whereas some terms are not
related to any other in the thesaurus. Thus, it is the results of the narrowest possible
query expansion that gives us the means to decide for the relevance of taking a broader
one into account.

5.5.3 Conclusion and Perspectives

We presented a set of four experiments in this section, a baseline measurement and
three possible ways to improve the retrieval results of this first baseline. One exper-
iment involved automatic annotation and the two other experiments were based on
query expansion mechanisms. It turned out that the automatic annotation setting per-
formed worse than the baseline, when looking only at the numbers. But a qualitative
look at the results showed us a very nice feature: the few overlap between the retrieved
documents and the successful queries in the two settings make them quite complemen-
tary. Besides, one of the drawbacks of the automatic annotation is the generality of
the terms extracted, which can be corrected by the query expansion mechanisms. The
results of the fourth experiment confirm this hypothesis: the improvement of the auto-
matic annotation-based setting was greater than the one based on manual annotations,
with still a small overlap in the results. The complementarity of the two approaches is
thus underlined, and could suggest to use them both in order to improve the search in
large archives: adding automatic annotations to existing ones for a large archive could
be a way of improving the accessibility of its content at low costs. The query expansion
results improved the results, but also showed us the influence of the structure of the
thesaurus in its performance: to get better performances by taking into account one
or two steps of thesaurus relationships from a Term depends on the richness of the
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Figure 5.6: Recall distribution of keyword annotations for a large set of broadcasts

relationships network of that given Term. A two-times approach seems to be better
suited to get the best possible results.

These experiments gave us some insights about improvements to add to our auto-
matic annotation pipeline and query expansion mechanisms, and gave us interesting
lines for future research: having a closer look at the influence of the relationships’ net-
work in the thesaurus and compensating for its non-homogeneity in query expansion,
using information provided by other metadata values (like the names of the people
mentioned in the document) either for query expansion or semantic annotation.

5.6 Distribution of Difficulty

Some programs are easy and some are hard to annotate automatically. Even for hu-
man annotators this is true. For our corpus of 258 broadcasts for which we generated
annotations with the CARROT algorithm (see section 4.3), we see the following distri-
bution of recall in 5.6. The Figure shows the recall @5, @10 and @20 for 10 percentile
groups. we can see what part of programs is easy and what part of programs is hard
to annotate automatically.

The general idea we get from this Figure is that around 1/4th of the broadcasts is
easy: we find most of the catalogue annotations and we find quite a few of them almost
directly. Another 1/4th is hard: we hardly find any of the catalogue annotations, not
one in the first 5 (recall@5) and only some later on (recall@20). The middle half is
normal in terms of suggesting automatic annotations: we have some difficulty in finding
terms in the beginning (recall@5), but find some of them in the end (recall@20).

The consequence for automatic annotation is that, in order to be valuable, an
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automatic method or a human must be able to spot, without too much effort, whether a
program is such a hard or easy program. When this can be done, the automatic indexing
can be used for the easy programs and human effort can be spend upon the hard cases.
This probably means that automatic indexing will be used in interaction with human
cataloguers as humans are able to provide better annotations than automatic techniques
thus resulting in a certain quality of annotations.

5.7 Discussion

In the previous sections we addressed the following variables for generating automatic
annotations:

1. Ranking algorithms

2. Types of structured background information

3. Information acquisition on the indexable objects

4. Types of evaluation

In Section 5.2 we saw that the ranking algorithms influence the outcome of the
keyword suggestions. Our best algorithm was the TF.RR algorithm which uses the
thesaurus relations and frequency information. It surpasses the classic TF.IDF algo-
rithm not in the classical evaluation, but by creating homogeneity in its results and in
the semantic evaluation.

From the different types of structured background information, which we studied
in Section 5.3, the hand made GTAA was clearly the best. It outperformed the co-
occurrence network derived from the catalogue descriptions.

In Section 5.4, we gathered content information on the indexable objects either
with ASR or via context documents. It showed that both the ASR and the context
documents are valuable sources and complementary sources of information, but that the
ASR might not yet be as good as context documents for the derivation of annotations.

Even though we dedicated Chapter 4 to three ways of evaluation of automatically
generated keyword suggestions, we studied the interaction between automatic annota-
tion and query expansion in Section 5.525. It showed that automatic annotations can
be complementary to manual annotations in a retrieval setting.

25Yet another evaluation of automatically generated annotations is performed in Chapter 7, where
user feedback is given on lists of automatically generated annotations in a user experiment.
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CHAPTER 6

The Documentalist Support System:
a Web-Services-Based Tool for
Semantic Annotation and Browsing

In this chapter we integrate different topics of our studies into one prototype system:
the documentalist support system (DocSS). The system provides an environment in
which documentalists can view and manipulate multiple types of information (docu-
ments, contextual documents and metadata), receive annotation suggestions from their
controlled vocabularies, create catalogue descriptions and browse for semantically sim-
ilar documents within their collection. It is a system for the navigation and charting
of the information landscape. The open architecture, the publicly published annota-
tion format and the SKOS representation requirement for the controlled vocabularies
make the annotations generated with the DocSS interoperable with other annotation
databases and the DocSS usable for any documentalist annotating material with con-
trolled vocabularies, for which a digital textual representation of the data exists. The
application was presented during the 2008 semantic web challenge at the ISWC2008
and this chapter is based upon the following associated paper: The Documentalist Sup-
port System: a Web-Services-Based Tool for Semantic Annotation and Browsing [23].
My contribution in this collaboration was the functional design of the application and
the design of the annotation suggestion component.
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6.1 Introduction

Annotation is one of the central tasks in archives: it attaches information judged rele-
vant for an optimal retrieval of the stored data and it anticipates on future uses of the
archives. In the literature, the indexing process is often portrayed as involving three
steps (cf. e.g. [123], [85], [43], [160], [134]). The subject is determined first. During
this step cataloguers inspect the documents which need cataloguing and associated
documents such as broadcasting information or information from tv-guides and pro-
gram makers. In the second step the subject matter found in step one is reformulated
in more formal language. Thereafter, in a third step, the more formally-stated subject
is further translated into the explicit terminology of an indexing language. This three
step description of the indexing process is also reflected by the ISO indexing norms [85]
(for more information on the task of cataloguing, see Section A.4 ). The annotation
process involves detailing and contextualization of a document. The classic library sci-
ence idea of collocation asks for a uniform process of contextualization, by instructing
librarians to store similar documents under identical identifiers and position items with
related identifiers in close physical proximity [35].

Nowadays annotation is still performed mostly manually. We seek to support this
process. In previous chapters we studied ways to generate automatic annotations which
can be offered to the cataloguers. As in Chapter 2, we look in this chapter at "highly
interactive user interfaces that engage people directly and actively in information seek-
ing" [116]. In this case we look at the environment in which the annotations are offered.
For this purpose, we designed the Documentalist support system (DocSS).

The DocSS displays information such as related documents, related annotations,
texts describing the document (in which thesaurus terms are spotted and highlighted),
specific annotation suggestions for the individual object (extracted terms grouped per
annotation type and displayed in a ranked list) and existing (partial) catalogue descrip-
tions. So, it tries to accommodate different kinds of information which are relevant
for an individual document which is to be catalogued, broader information (on the
collection level), narrower information (on the level of individual types of annotations)
and detailing information (showing more information on the specific document).

In the perspective of information foraging theory [136], by visualizing the infor-
mation environment in the form of links to (related) information, the DocSS offers
information scent to possible valuable information. The act of navigating from doc-
ument to document based on semantic features is named Semantic Browsing [42].
Often, Semantic Browsing is based on semantic annotations and implemented by e.g.
facetted navigation. The facetted navigation environment shows all the possible se-
mantic dimensions of a (set of) document(s), and constitute indirect links between the
documents. In these facetted navigation interfaces, the relations (or hierarchy) of the
conceptual framework create the navigational options.

Our DocSS does not implement semantic browsing in the above sense, as it centers
on the document, not on the conceptual framework. On the one hand, a digital resource
(e.g. a radio or television program) is characterized by a ranked list of concepts that are
derived from a set of text documents that were manually associated with this resource.
On the other hand, each of the text documents is associated with a ranked list of
concepts itself. Starting with some text document, we can then retrieve a ranked set of
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Figure 6.1: The DocSS User Interface

semantically similar digital resources. Or, alternatively, for some digital resource we can
retrieve semantically similar resources. The DoccSS thus creates a set of links for the
individual document, both broadening (related documents) and narrowing (annotation
suggestions for the document).

6.2 Functionality

In Figure 6.1 the User Interface of the DocSS is displayed. It contains seven separate
parts:

1. Collection search box

2. Search results: catalogue objects

3. Search results: context documents

4. Selected document metadata

5. Selected document content

6. Catalogue field fill-in box

7. Catalogue field Recommendations (one thesaurus facet)

We describe the seven parts in more detail.
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1. Collection Search Box In the collection search box a normal search box is
present. Furthermore one can check a set of five boxes indicating the different col-
lections in which one wishes to search and a special search option: semantic search.
The semantic search box disjunctively expands the original search query with all terms
that are semantically similar (the GTAA search queryacteur (actor) is transformed
into the query acteur (actor) OR toneelspeler (play-actor) OR actrice (actress). The
four options for collections are (multiple options can be checked at once):

1. Context document content

2. Context document metadata

3. Automatic annotations

4. Catalogue metadata

In Figure 6.1 the Context document content box has been selected and the search
term was Deventer (A Dutch city).

2. Search Results: Catalogue Objects In the catalogue objects box the set of
catalogue objects that satisfy the search query are displayed. Depending on the query
that can be different sets. When only the Context document content box had been
selected in the search box, the catalogue objects box only shows the catalogue objects
to which the found context documents are associated. We display the human readable
object identifier: the short catalogue title.

3. Search Results: Context Documents In the context documents box the set of
context documents that satisfy the search query are displayed. We display the human
readable object identifier: the short context document title. The result set also depends
on the options selected in the search box (as with catalogue objects box ).

In the two lists search results one box before either a catalogue object or a context
document can be checked. This is a second query which results in the display of
information on that object in parts 4 - 7.

If a context document is selected, the catalogue object it is associated to highlights
in the catalogue objects box.

4. Selected Document Metadata Once a result is selected in one of the two
lists with search results, its corresponding metadata information is displayed in the
4. Selected document metadata pane. The information the pane contains depends
on the available metadata. In the example we display information on the creation
date, archiving date, text format and language of a selected context document. For a
catalogue object this is also technical metadata such as day created (for the catalogue
description) and created by.
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5. Selected Document Content Once a result is selected in the catalogue objects
box, the actual content of the selected catalogue objects is displayed in 5. Selected
document content. This is structured content from the catalogue.

Another type of content is displayed when a result is selected in the context docu-
ments box, the actual text of the selected context document is displayed in 5. Selected
document content.

In the Context documents text some word(groups) are hyper-linked (see label 8.
Annotations). These word(groups) are matched by our automatic annotation process
and stem from the linked vocabulary/vocabularies. These annotations are displayed
per facet in a ranked list in 7. Catalogue field Recommendations. As a default the
subject facet is displayed.

6. Catalogue Field Fill-in Box During the selection of objects, cataloguers can
fill in fields of a new catalogue description. Choice for one of the fields can be either
open (free text) or restricted (choice form a predefined vocabulary). Selection of one
of the fields results in displaying another set of recommendations in 7. Catalogue field
Recommendations

7. Catalogue Field Recommendations These annotations found in the selected
context document or in the context documents associated to a selected catalogue object,
are displayed per facet in a ranked list in 7. Catalogue field Recommendations. As a
default the subject facet is displayed. Once another catalogue field has been selected
in 6. Catalogue field fill-in box, the recommendations associated to the catalogue’s
field are displayed (iMMix fields correspond closely to GTAA facets: iMMiX locations
- GTAA locations, iMMiX persons - GTAA persons, iMMiX Genre’s - GTAA genre’s).
Other combinations can be made: a museum catalogue may associate TGN locations
for its locations field and AAT styles, for its styles field.

6.3 Perspectives

We built the DocSS web application1 as a support system for cataloguers archiving
digital objects. The technical system is general, configurable and flexible2. The DocSS
allows a cataloguer to inspect all the information relevant during the cataloguing of
an individual object. It shows the context documents, annotations in the documents
(spotted GTAA terms) and the resulting ranked sets of annotations. It allows us to
test quality of recommendations and the impact on documentation practices with real
cataloguers.

In the process of realizing the DocSS, we started building a rich graph connecting
different heterogeneous archive resources and concepts from vocabularies. Text docu-
ment sets can be associated with digital objects. These objects can have metadata that
associates them with with concepts. The text documents are associated with concepts

1By combining an extensible and pluggable web-service-based architecture and its components
(both repositories and processing resources).

2We implemented three different use cases, using different text corpora and background knowledge
resources, of which we have showed only the Sound & Vision use case.
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as well by means of semantic annotations. The thesauri we used contain links between
concepts (both manually created and automatically added enrichments). This rich se-
mantic graph offers interesting possibilities for semantic browsing and searching. Entry
points for this are object metadata, thesaurus concept graphs or semantic annotation
values (as well as free text search).

Next to improvement of the user interface and the quality of annotation and ranking
algorithms on basis of evaluation with professional cataloguers, future work includes
integration efforts in two different directions. First, the system (or the functionality
that it offers) has to be integrated with the professional cataloging and workflow man-
agement system that operates at Sound & Vision and may then substantially boost
the cataloguers’ performance. Second, in the CATCH program similar software is
developed for generating annotations and recommendations for several other cultural
heritage collections and media types (e.g. speech, musical melodies, video or scanned
handwritten document images). DocSS and its services can be seen as a special case
of this CATCH software development effort, and will be integrated with it.

Finally, on basis of the same set of web repositories and services other interesting
web applications for non-cataloguer users can be developed. We hope to experiment
with scenarios for semantic document browsing, as well as with online involvement of
broadcast archive users with the documentation/annotation process.



CHAPTER 7

User Evaluation of Manual and
Automatic Annotations

In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we presented the development and evaluation of a system (and
the contributing system parts) with which we can automatically derive catalogue an-
notations. We saw that during the evaluation questions kept rising on the usability
of existing manual annotations as gold standard. In a broader sense, it made us won-
der how the results of manual and automatic annotations overlap and how they differ.
Therefore, in this chapter, we perform a user study in which three user groups which are
relevant for the archive judge manually and automatically generated annotations. The
user groups are professional cataloguers employed by the archive, professional archive
users from public broadcasters, and non-professional users of the archive, i.e. the in-
terested public. We generated eight types of automatic annotations (genre, keyword
series, keyword episode, locations, persons, names series, names episode and makers).
The user study involved 21 subjects who evaluated all annotations for four different
broadcasts. We analyze the judgements in three sets: the annotations only generated
by cataloguers, the annotations only generated by automatic techniques and the an-
notations generated by both cataloguers and automatically. This grouping allows us
to focus both on the overlap and the differences between the cataloguers and auto-
matic processes. A better understanding of their differences and similarities helps in
designing and evaluating automatic keyword suggestion systems.

This chapter is submitted to the International Journal of Human-Computer Studies
as: Luit Gazendam, Guus Schreiber and ChristianWartena. User Evaluation of Manual
and Automatic Audiovisual Annotations. International Journal of Human-Computer
Studies [56]
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7.1 Introduction

When developing and improving automatic annotation (support) systems, evaluation
is a critical process for measuring progress and for the invalidation of ideas. During
the evaluation of automatic annotation systems however, a qualitative difference shows
up between human selected keywords and automatically generated annotations: cata-
loguers choose to include only some of the topics of a document in catalogue descriptions
and neglect others1 [55, 54, 5].

This problem is closely related to the long studied information science problem
of inter indexing consistency. Studies into indexing consistency show limited levels
of agreement between indexers. Reviews of indexing consistency studies, offered by
Leonard [105], Markey [117] and Leininger [104], show consistency ratings for indexing
methods that employ uncontrolled vocabulary ranging between 4% and 67%, with an
average of 27%. They showed that these ratings improve considerably, to a range of
13% to 70% and an average of 44%, when using a controlled vocabulary.

Medelyan and Witten [121] performed an experiment in which they analyzed the
indexers’ differences and found that around half of these differences exist of small
semantic differences, i.e. the one cataloguers’ term is a narrower, broader or related
term of the other cataloguers’ term.

The Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision, (hence S&V) archives broadcasts of
Dutch public broadcasters. S&V is both a cultural heritage institution and a working
archive. It stores more than a million different audio-visual objects and acquires more
than 35.000 hours of new material each year. For S&V three groups of users are impor-
tant: the cataloguers, who both store (annotate) and retrieve documents, professional
program makers who use much material during the creation of new broadcasts and in-
terested layman users, who retrieve lots of (historical) documents. It is worthwhile to
see whether these groups (dis-)agree significantly on the central topics of a document.

In this study we have users evaluate annotations from two sources: automatically
generated annotations and manually assigned annotations. Some of the annotations
were generated both by the cataloguers and by the automatic techniques. The main
question is how judgements on automatically generated annotation compare against
judgements on manually assigned annotations. Sub questions are: How do users eval-
uate annotations from these three groups: both generated manually and automati-
cally, only generated manually and only generated automatically? How large are these
groups: the manual annotations, the automatic annotations, their intersection and
their complements. Is there a difference between the user groups with respect to their
judgements? Is there a difference between the eight sorts of annotations: are some
harder and others easier to generate?

We continue this paper by describing the process of index at S&V in Section 7.2.
Then we describe the experimental setup in Section 7.3. The results on the experiment
are described in Section 7.4. We end with a conclusion in Section 7.5.

1To give an example, cataloguers annotated a broadcast on the government decision of sending
peace troops only with keywords surrounding peace troops. No keywords surrounding governments
were selected.
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7.2 Indexing Process

S&V faces the challenge of daily increasing inflows of AV-material while budgets for
cataloguing decrease. As the inflow and technical storage is fully digitized and auto-
mated, the cataloguing is the main bottleneck for good retrieval of all material. At the
moment only 40% of all inflowing material gets fully annotated. In this context the
research into developing tools for cataloguer support and automated cataloguing takes
place. S&V enVision’s three non-excluding scenario’s with which they can speed up
cataloguing:

1. The indexing remains a mainly manual tasks, of which parts are done by non-
professional cataloguers in e.g. games

2. The indexing is semi-automated: cataloguers receive automated pre-descriptions
which can be corrected and/or completed

3. The indexing is fully automated: the catalogue descriptions are created by fully
automatic techniques

Each of these scenario’s is measured against S&V’s conflicting requirements of speed
and quality of annotation. These measures are specified in S&V’s coding rules. S&V
supports its cataloguers with tailored indexing tools.

7.2.1 Coding rules
In the ISO 5963 norm of 1985 [85] the operation and purpose of indexing is described:
"[d]uring indexing, concepts are extracted from documents by a process of intellectual
analysis, then transcribed into indexing terms. Both analysis and transcription should
be performed by the aid of indexing tools such as thesauri and classification schemes.

At Sound & Vision the coding rules are documented in the Regelgeving voor de
beschrijving van Radio, Televisie en Film2. This code is based on classic indexing
practice: it explicitly formulates the requirements of specificity and exhaustivity [1].
Cataloguers are instructed to select terms that describe the program as a whole, are
specific and allow good retrieval. Each cataloguer working at S&V receives a training
in these coding instructions, which explicitly state the depth of annotation and allot-
ted time for cataloguing for specific types of broadcasts. The coding rules instruct
cataloguers to use two indexing tools: GTAA and iMMiX.

7.2.2 Indexing Tools
GTAA is Sound & Vision’s self created restricted vocabulary. The GTAA contains
about 160 000 terms, organized in 6 facets:

• keywords, expressing topics which a broadcast can be about. E.g. water birds

• names, expressing named entities such as organizations, institutions, museums,
political parties etc. E.g. NATO

2Translation: code of rules for the description of radio, television and film.
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• genres, expressing the genre of the broadcast. E.g. documentary

• persons, expressing persons appearing in the broadcast or being the subject of
the broadcast. E.g. Johan Cruyff

• makers, expressing persons and organizations involved in the making of a broad-
cast. E.g. David Attenborough

• geographic names, expressing geographic entities such as cities, villages, countries,
rivers, mountains etc. E.g. New York city

The GTAA subject facet contains 3800 preferred keywords and 21000 relations be-
tween the keywords belonging to the ISO-2788 [86] defined relationships of Broader
Term, Narrower Term, Related Term and Use/Use for. It also contains linguistic
information such as preferred textual representations of keywords and non-preferred
representations. Each keyword averagely has 1 broader, 1 narrower and 3.5 related
terms. The relations co-define the semantics of a term together with the textual rep-
resentation3.

iMMiX is Sound & Vision’s metadata model. It is an adaptation for ‘audiovisual’
catalogue data of the FRBR data model [146] 4 which has been developed in 1998, by
the international federation of library associations (IFLA). S&V’s guidelines stipulate
that specific iMMiX metadata fields should be filled with terms from specified GTAA
facets (both for annotation and retrieval). Our eight kinds of annotations are iMMiX
fields which are restricted to corresponding facets of the GTAA (with the exception of
iMMiX field locations which is restricted to GTAA facet geographical names all iMMiX
fields have the name of the GTAA facet, sometimes applied to the series or the episode).
A cataloguer executing the task of annotating a broadcast with these annotations, thus
faces the task of selecting a number of terms out of a predefined set of terms (ranging
between 113 for genres to 10-thousands for makers or locations).

7.3 Experimental Setup

7.3.1 Materials: Audiovisual Programs
We used four TV-documentaries in the S&V collection: (1) “Spanish Flu” (about
the Spanish Flu in a Dutch village in 1918), (2) “Jumping Shoes” (about the non-
successful invention of spiral-spring soled military shoes), (3) “Messages from the other
side” (about anthropological changes in Curacao as a result of large hotels), and (4)
“Art trade” (about the economic strategies deployed by 16th-century Dutch painters).
Broadcasts 1-2 are part of a series called “Different Times”5. This ongoing series con-
sists in total of 552 documentaries about history topics broadcasted between 1999 and
2013. Broadcasts 3-4 are in the scientific-documentary series “Jota!”. This series con-
sists of 65 documentaries about scientific topics broadcasted between 2001 and 2005.
Each program has been manually catalogued by S&V.

3In the GTAA the keyword missions is related to keywords catholic church, missionaries and
developmental aid. These relations remove the homonymic interpretation of military missions.

4Functional Requirements for Bibliographical record, www.ifla.org/VII/s13/frbr/frbr.pdf.
5In Dutch: “Andere Tijden”.
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Context documents

For each broadcast, we collected the catalogue description on the broadcast and the
catalogue descriptions on the 50 preceding broadcasts in the same series. The broad-
cast specific catalogue description contains the manually assigned annotations on the
broadcast. These manual annotations form one of the two annotation sorts which we
study in this paper. These sets of preceding catalogue descriptions are used to extract
information on the broadcasts series.

For each broadcast, we also collected texts associated to each particular broadcasts
(we name these context documents). For each Andere Tijden broadcast, we retrieved
a short and a long text from the programs web site. For Jota! we retrieved one text
each from the programs web site. These texts are used to extract information on the
particular broadcast.

7.3.2 Automatic Annotations

During the generation of the eight types of annotations, we adhere to S&V’s guidelines
and tools: for each annotation type (iMMiX field) we generate annotations stemming
from the allowed GTAA facets. These eight annotation types describe the broadcasts
on two aggregation levels: the series level and the broadcast level. For each level we
used an algorithm specifically suited for generating annotations: (1) the collocation
algorithm for the series annotations [35, 85], which uses as data catalogue descriptions
on programs from the same series, and for the broadcast specific annotations (2) CAR-
ROT [54], an information-extraction algorithm which takes both context documents
associated with a particular broadcast and the indexing thesaurus GTAA into account.

Collocation Algorithm

The collocation algorithm takes the most common annotations of a certain type from
broadcast appearing in the same series. The types of annotations for which we employed
this strategy are makers, names for the series, genres, keywords for the series. Ap-
proaches exist where collocation statistics are integrated into the probabilistic retrieval
model, e.g. [169]. Contrary to Vechtomova and Robertson, who define collocation as
co-occurrence of terms in the primary text documents, we compute collocation from
existing catalogue descriptions. To be specific, our collocation algorithm operates on
the frequency distribution of terms in the series of programs from which the broadcast
is a part. First, existing catalogue description from the same series are retrieved via
the catalogue webinterface. From the resulting list, the fifty descriptions most recent
before the broadcast are taken (Andere Tijden) or all when the series has less then fifty
previous hits (Jota!). For each annotation type, the genre, keywords series, makers and
names series, all occurring terms are counted and the most frequent term is selected
(occurring N times). Added to this term are all terms that occurred at least 2/3rds
as often (2/3*N times). For the remaining types, keywords for the program, people for
the program, geographic names and names for the program we used our information
extraction algorithm CARROT.
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Figure 7.1: Screen shot of the user study web site with five highlighted areas

CARROT Algorithm

The CARROT algorithm analyzes web-site texts, which are closely related to the audio-
visual broadcasts. CARROT transforms these texts into a suggestion list with GTAA
terms. CARROT comprises of two parts. A text annotator labels in a text the differ-
ent linguistic expressions of GTAA terms with their corresponding URI’s (the terms
technical label which is linked to exactly one preferred textual description). A ranker
transforms the set of found URI’s in a readable ranked list of preferred textual descrip-
tions. The text annotator is implemented by GATE [34] and its plug-in Apolda [177].
The ranker uses both frequency information (such as TF.IDF) and a SKOS represen-
tation of the GTAA [165]. The output of the CARROT algorithm is a ranked list of
thesaurus terms. For a detailed description of CARROT, see [54].

Next to the automatically derived annotations, the manually assigned annotations
were incorporated. In the cases where these were not already generated by the auto-
matic techniques, we added the catalogue annotations at the end of the list. We limited
the set of evaluated terms to 20 for each annotation type for each broadcast.

7.3.3 User Study Setup

The users were asked to evaluate all automatic annotations for the same four broad-
casts. The four broadcasts and the annotations were accessible online. We asked the
users to rate each annotation on a five point Likert scale [107]: very bad, bad, neutral,
good, very good. In 7.1 we see the screen shot of the user study web site. In this
picture the five important areas are marked.
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In Area 1 the actual broadcast is accessible as an online video. In Area 2, right
next to the broadcast, the available context documents could be accessed as flat text.
In Area 3, the user could select the type of annotation for which he/she wanted to
give judgements. In Area 4 the automatic annotations were given with five possible
judgement options. This area also contained a free text field to fill in missed terms. In
Area 5 instructions from the introductory screen were summarily repeated.

Before the four broadcasts could be accessed, one page of instructions was given.
After the last broadcast, a general questionnaire was given with questions on experience
with the annotation of material and thesauri and some on self efficacy and technology
acceptance. There was also an option to give free text feedback.

In our instruction we explained that the evaluation is restricted to GTAA terms.
We explained that: “With this experiment we want to get insight in how users value
automatically generated annotation suggestions. [...] During this experiment you are
asked to give your judgement for four TV-broadcasts on suggestions for eight different
sorts of annotations.”. Then we gave a Table with the eight annotation types, a short
description of the type (in 4-8 words) and two examples of annotations of the type.

7.3.4 User Groups

In total 21 subjects participated in the study. The subject were recruited from three
user groups:

1. Nine subjects are cataloguers employed by Sound & Vision; they had received
training on Sound & Vision’s official annotation guidelines. Four people were
involved on a daily basis with annotation and retrieval of audiovisual material;
the others were involved in tasks such as correcting descriptions, improving the
iMMiX search engine, working on the construction of the thesaurus or creating
information management policy. All had multiple years in-house experience with
annotating and retrieving audiovisual material (between 4 and 20+ years).

2. Five subjects are professional catalogue users: programmakers from public broad-
casters. Users in this group typically search through the archive to find relevant
fragments on a particular topic, e.g. one subject searches the archive daily to
find material for items in news broadcasts.

3. Seven subjects are cultural heritage aficionados/non-professional archive users.
All but one of them have experience searching the S&V archives. None have
experience in professional annotation of material and none use thesauri in their
daily work. However, at least half has some experience related to cataloguing and
thesauri, having had a training in library science, or knowledge of engineering
and/or knowledge organization systems.
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program Spanish Flu Jumping Shoes Messages f/t/o Side Art trade
agreement 0.58 0.60 0.53 0.60

Table 7.1: Consensus among raters for the four programs expressed in Krippendorff
Alpha

7.4 Results

7.4.1 Agreement Between the Judgements
To express the agreement among our judgers on sets of annotations, we computed the
Krippendorff Alpha [67]. The measure expresses the reliability of the data in terms
of consensus between multiple raters and takes into account the ordinal nature of the
ratings (good is in between very good and neutral).

The results are shown in Table 7.4.1. According to Landis and Koch’s interpretation
[99] an agreement of 0.60 is considered a fair agreement.

The consensus was consistent for the programs with an exemption for Messages
from the other side, which had a lower agreement. In the next section we will see that
the catalogue keywords for this broadcast on average received a lower judgement. This
automatically lowers the agreement.

7.4.2 Differences Between the User Groups
There results show no big differences between the cataloguers, makers and layman
users. Only one differences is significant: layman users seem to prefer more keywords
than cataloguers, judging them better on average. Cataloguers on the other hand are
stern with respect to the quality of keywords, giving many more very bad judgements.

Laymen only use three judgements (very good, neutral and very bad) for makers,
but do not differ significantly in their average judgement.

7.4.3 Judgements on all annotations
In Figure Fig. 7.2 we see total set of judgements. In it, the judgements are differentiated
against the source of the annotation: Catalogue, both Automatic and Catalogue (A+C)
and Automatic.

The results show ratio of 1:3:10 in terms of numbers of judged terms in catalogue
only, overlapping and automatic only annotations. The distribution of ratings however,
is not even over the three categories. The first two have similar rating distributions.
For the catalogue only and the annotations found by both, we see that roughly 1/6th
is judged worse than good and 5/6ths are judged good or very good. The automatic
only annotations received very different ratings: 75% is judged worse than good. The
number of less than good suggestions however is largely found in the automatic only
list.

The automatic only annotations do contain many more judgements however, mak-
ing it still a valuable source for good annotations: of all judgments above neutral (good
and very good), circa 40% is found in the automatic only annotations, only slightly less
than the amount found in the overlapping annotations (also circa 40%). Roughly 20%
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Figure 7.2: Judgements on all annotations grouped by annotation source: Catalogue, both
Automatic and Catalogue (A+C) and Automatic

is only found in the catalogue only annotations. The catalogue annotations are judged
constantly with the same ratio of roughly 1/6th being below good, irrespective whether
they are also found by the automatic techniques. For the automatic annotations, this
is much different. This suggest that this judgement of catalogue judgements denote
some sort of maximum judgements.

7.4.4 Series Annotations and Broadcast Specific Annotations
After these judgements on all annotation types, we zoom into two sets of annotation
types. The first group encompasses the following annotations genre, keyword series,
names series and makers. These annotations correlate highly with the series to which
the broadcast belongs. These were all generated by the collocation algorithm.

The second group encompasses keywords episode, locations, names episode and
persons. These annotations describe specific aspects of the individual broadcast and
were generated by the CARROT algorithm.

In Fig. 7.3 we see the judgements for the series annotations, differentiated against
the source of the annotation: Catalogue, both Automatic and Catalogue (A+C) and
Automatic.

The results show a ratio of 1:4:6 in terms of numbers of judgements in catalogue
only, overlapping and automatic only annotations. The distribution of ratings is again
not evenly distributed: the catalogue only and the overlapping group again are rated
roughly 1/6th below good. The automatic only annotations are rated 5/6th below
good and only 1/6th in good or very good.

The complementarity of the automatic only or catalogue only to find better than
neutral annotations is small: there is a large overlap between the automatic and cat-
alogue annotations. Most of the better than neutral ratings (2/3rds) are in the both-
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Figure 7.3: Judgements on series annotations grouped by annotation source: Catalogue, both
Automatic and Catalogue (A+C) and Automatic

group. The remaining third of the better than neutral ratings is split evenly among
the catalogue and automatic annotations. This means that both the catalogue and the
automatic annotations contain 5/6ths of all better than neutral judged annotations.
Each adds only 1/6th to the other.

The number of worse than good annotations however, is much larger for the au-
tomatic annotations only. This means that this 1/6th of good annotations which are
only found by automatic techniques, is accompanied by a very large group of worse
than good annotations.

In Fig. 7.4 we see a different result for the judgements for the broadcast specific
annotations, differentiated against the source of the annotation: Catalogue, both Au-
tomatic and Catalogue (A+C) and Automatic.

The results show a ratio of 1:3:20 in terms of numbers of judgements in catalogue
only, overlapping and automatic only annotations. Again the catalogue only and the
overlapping annotations are rated overwhelmingly very good or good (5/6th). The
automatic only annotations are rated 3/4th below good and 1/4th in good or very
good.

The size of this category however, makes it the most valuable source for good
ratings: of all annotations judged above neutral (good and very good), 2/3rds are
automatic only annotations, 2/9th are overlapping annotations and only 1/9th is cat-
alogue only. Thus the complementarity of the automatic techniques to the manually
assigned annotations is really large.

This makes the automatic annotations a very rich source for good annotations when
compared to the catalogue. They are accompanied however by many annotations that
are judged to be of less than good quality. The question is whether a use can be found
where these bad annotations are not problematic.
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Figure 7.4: Judgements on broadcast specific annotations grouped by annotation source:
Catalogue, both Automatic and Catalogue (A+C) and Automatic

There is a difference between the CARROT algorithm and the collocation algo-
rithm: the CARROT (broadcast specific) annotations are much more complementary
to the manually assigned annotations, they added a lot of good (or very good) anno-
tations. These came however at a price of many (very) bad annotations.

7.4.5 Judgements on Makers and Keyword Episode Annota-
tions

Now we discuss the two largest sets of annotation types: the makers from the series
annotations and the keyword episode from the broadcast specific annotations.

In Fig. 7.5 we see the judgements for the makers annotations, differentiated against
the source of the annotation: Catalogue, both Automatic and Catalogue (A+C) and
Automatic.

The makers show a ratio of 1:3:6 in terms of numbers of judgements in catalogue
only, overlapping and automatic only annotations. The distribution of ratings is again
not evenly distributed: the catalogue only and the overlapping group again are rated
roughly 1/6th below good. The automatic only annotations are rated 10/11th below
good and only 1/11th in good or very good. This is a very low number.

The complementarity of the automatic only annotations to find better than neutral
annotations is small. Only 2/13th of the good or very good ratings stem form the
automatic only annotations. The catalogue only do slightly better with 3/13ths. There
is a large overlap between the automatic and catalogue annotations (8/13ths).

In Fig. 7.6 we see the judgements for the keyword annotations for the episode,
differentiated against the source of the annotation: Catalogue, both Automatic and
Catalogue (A+C) and Automatic.
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Figure 7.7: Keywords episode judgements for Andere Tijden, Spanish Flu

The episode keywords show a ratio of 1:1:8 in terms of numbers of judgements
in catalogue only, overlapping and automatic only annotations. The distribution of
ratings is again not evenly distributed: the catalogue only and the overlapping group
again are rated roughly 1/6th below good. The automatic only annotations are rated
3/4th below good and only 1/4th in good or very good.

The complementarity of the automatic only annotations to find better than neutral
annotations is again quite high. 55% of the good or very good ratings stem form the
automatic only annotations. The catalogue only contain 25%. The overlap between
the automatic and catalogue annotations is small, with only 20% of the good and very
good judgements. This means that the catalogue and the automatic annotations both
have something to add to the other. The automatic annotations do this however at the
cost of quite some below good judged annotations.

For the other annotation types, the number of judged terms is too low to discuss
separately in a statistically significant manner.

7.4.6 Individual Keyword Episode Annotations

In Fig. 7.7 we show the individual keyword episode annotations for the program Andere
Tijden, Spanish Flu. The averaged judgements are expressed on a numerical scale with
-2 being equal to very bad and +2 being equal to very good. For each keyword we also
plotted its deviation 6, which numerically expresses the variations in judgements and
thus on the inter rater agreement. The catalogue keywords are displayed in black, the
automatic in yellow, both cataloguer and automatic are displayed by both.

In the Figure we see that the first three annotations, viruses, diseases and epidemics
receive high scores. Epidemics even scores a perfect two, so all users judged this

6Caveat: not the standard error.
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keyword to be very good. Of the remaining keywords, death, victims and disasters are
judged to be slightly better than neutral. The final (catalogue only) keyword influenza
gets an almost perfect score (one person judged it good).

The deviations show that there is only high consistency among raters on the very
good terms. For many terms, including the bad ones, the judgements vary widely. For
the term diseases for example, the judgements were 10 very good, 6 good, 4 neutral
and 1 bad, which leads to an average of 1.19 and a deviation of ± 0.93. This deviation
expresses only a moderate agreement7.

The other broadcast show similar results: very strong agreement only exists for the
very good terms and for most other terms they slightly agree. Only a few times the
users really disagree on terms: for example the keyword painters for broadcast Jota!
Art trade received an average of 0,90 with a deviation of 1,58. It received 12 very
good, 3 good, 2 neutral and 4 very bad judgments. This is a signal that the users
might use two different meanings for this term, either art painters or house painters.
We see for the same broadcast disagreement for the name Haarlem8, which is usually
a location. This disagreement probably stems not from the semantics of the term, but
on the semantics of the iMMiX field (the domain of application).

When we look at the user judgement on the catalogue keywords episode for the
four evaluated programs, we here also see that evaluation against existing catalogue
descriptions can be problematic. For Spanish Flue the catalogue annotations were
rated almost perfect (+1.95 on the -2 .. +2 scale), but there was a clear variation
among the programs: the catalogue keywords for Messages from the other Side were
rated slightly below good on average (+0.86 on the -2 .. +2 scale). So for this program,
the manual annotations are not perfect.

7.5 Discussion and Perspectives

In our experiment, overall there was fair agreement among the users with respect to
the judged annotations, with only slight differences between cataloguers, makers and
layman users. When looking at individual terms, sometimes there is disagreement,
these are the largest for ambiguous situations, as when a term allows multiple inter-
pretations or is used in an awkward iMMiX field (the location Haarlem being used as
a name).

When looking at the differences between the manual and automatic annotations
in Section 7.4, we saw that in general at least as many automatic annotations are
judged good as the catalogue annotations. These good automatic annotations however,
get accompanied by a very large set of badly judged annotations. 40% of the good
annotations are generated both by the cataloguers and the automatic techniques. In
the automatic techniques only another 40% of the good annotations is found and 20%
is only generated by the human cataloguers. Of all bad judged annotations, 85% is
found in the automatic only annotations.

7An evenly distributed set judgements (no agreement and no disagreement, just completely uncor-
related) would have an average of 0 and a deviation of ± 1.41, a completely split set of 10 very good
judgements, 10 very bad and one neutral would have an average of 0 and a deviation of ± 2 .

86 very good, 1 good, 4 neutral, 1 bad and 9 very bad judgements.
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When we subdivide this total set along the lines of the algorithms with which we
generated the annotations, we get a set with the series annotations, which we gen-
erated automatically with the Collocation algorithms and a set with the broadcast
specific annotations, which we generated with the CARROT algorithm, we see slight
differences: the CARROT (broadcast specific) annotations are much more complemen-
tary to the manually assigned annotations, they added a lot of good (or very good)
annotations. These came however at a price of many (very) bad annotations. The
collocation algorithm much more resembles the human cataloguers. This seems logical,
as the collocation algorithm “averages” all previous human annotations.

In the results section, we saw that of all sorts of automatically generated anno-
tations, the Makers were the worst: from this set 68% is judged below good. In a
catalogue setting however, automatic annotations with this quality can still be very
valuable.

The number of makers-annotations, which receive a good or very good judgment
and are missed by the automatic techniques, is small (around 1/6th). And when used
in a cataloguer support setting, this ratio of roughly 1 in 3 good annotations becomes
quite good when compared to the situation in which a cataloguer needs to select a
maker from the entire maker facet in the GTAA. In that case, a cataloguer needs to
search the six or seven makers which typically get added to a broadcast in the entire set
of 18.000 makers. With the automatic annotation suggestion list, this selection problem
is reduced to finding five or six of these in a list of roughly 20 suggestions. The search
space is reduced with a factor 1000 for the cataloguer. In such a setting it would help
the cataloguer to receive good navigational options from the set of suggested terms,
e.g. show the makers grouped in roles, such as cameraman or research with an option
to expand the first set of suggestion with more makers from the series or expanded
with makers who worked together with this first list of makers on other broadcasts.

Even when this missed 1/6th of good suggestions is not attainable by user friendly
navigation and/or expansions, this might not be a large problem at all in the annotation
suggestion setting: a cataloguer is still allowed to add extra annotations like he/she
does now, but 5/6ths of his/her work has become easier.
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CHAPTER 8

Discussion

This thesis addresses the topic of Cataloguer Support in Cultural Heritage: How can
cultural heritage cataloguers be supported automatically during the cre-
ation and enrichment of catalogue annotations? This research question is spec-
ified into four sub-questions. In Section 8.1 we revisit these questions and summarize
the answers we found to each of them. The subsequent section 8.2 is dedicated to
discussion.
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Figure 8.1: The four phases in the automatic generation of ranked thesaurus terms for
audiovisual documents

8.1 Revisiting the Research Questions

During the design and evaluation of a ranked keyword generator, many different imple-
mentations exist. The sketch of a system that uses structured background knowledge
during the generation of ranked annotations from contextual documents is displayed
in Figure 8.1 (it was introduced as Figure 1.2). The phases and process in this figure
help discussing the four research questions.

8.1.1 Question 1: Information for Automatic Annotations

We have addressed the question In what ways can different kinds of information be used
during the automatic generation of annotation suggestions for audiovisual documents?
in two manners: by looking at the value of different kinds of available information and
by looking at different ways to use information (mostly different ranking algorithms).

Kinds of Information

Automatic processes which suggest annotations to cataloguers need information to
work with: content information or primary information, which is (on the) content of
the broadcast itself (phase I in Figure 8.1) and framing information, which creates
a context or a conceptual framework in which objects are described (the background
knowledge in phase II and III of Figure 8.1).
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Sources of Content Information

The source of Content information which we used most extensively throughout this
thesis is contextual text. Phase I in Figure 8.1 shows where in the process the content
information is used. The availability of this source varies: it is very good for news items,
actualities1 and documentaries2, but low for game shows and humorous programs.

We showed how keyword annotations were generated from contextual texts in Chap-
ters 3, 4 and 5. The results showed that reasonable keyword suggestions can be derived
from contextual texts. Given that on average a broadcast contains 5.7 keywords, the
precision@10 can maximally be 0.57, then recall is 1.0 and the max harmonic f-score is
0.57. The different methods get an f-score@10 between 0.14 and 0.21, which is around
1/3rd of this maximum.

In section 5.4 we used automatic speech transcripts as a source of information which
we compared to the value of automatically recognized speech from the broadcasts audio
which we captured with ASR. The ASR attained an f-score@10 of 0.14. This is not
very high, but still seems valuable for automatic annotation suggestion, especially when
no other sources of content information are available. These cases often correspond
with cases where S&V poses lower requirements on the annotations (game shows and
humorous programs). In these cases ASR transcripts seem to be a useful alternative
to contextual text as source of information for keyword suggestion.

Sources of Framing Information

This indexing language defines the conceptual frame in which the object is stored. In
our studies at S&V the indexing language is the GTAA. In Section 5.3 we compared the
GTAA thesaurus to another source of framing information: the iMMiX catalogue co-
occurrence network. Both contain only terms from the GTAA. The difference between
the two is the way these terms are related. In Section 5.3 we saw a much better
performance of the GTAA as source of framing information. The way the GTAA is
used, is detailed in next section.

Using the Framing Information for Ranking Keywords

The ranking is depicted by phase III in Figure 8.1. As baseline for comparison we used
the well known TF.IDF algorithm. Against this baseline we evaluated the different
algorithms we developed. We started out with the algorithm named CARROT in
Chapter 3 and 4. CARROT ranked terms based upon the type of relations present
(yes - no answer to whether a term has an indirect or a direct relation)and the TF.IDF
score. The experiments showed that CARROT algorithm, although quite rude, did
perform reasonably close to the TF.IDF baseline. It did show an ability to disambiguate
homonymic terms such as missions (see [111]) but did not incorporate much graph
information from the realized relations, just yes-no scores.

Next to CARROT, we implemented PageRank and an adaptation of PageRank
which we named Mixed in Chapter 4. The PageRank algorithm performed bad in our
setting. PageRank might be only applicable in situations where the graph surpasses a

1Context documents for news items and actualities are available for a period of months.
2Context docs for documentaries are available even years after the initial broadcast.
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certain density. This is an interesting topic for further research. PageRank does not
however incorporate frequency information. Our Mixed algorithm corrected for this by
propagating the starting information along the conceptual graph in three PageRank
iterations. This showed much better results than the PageRank, but similar to the
TF.IDF. The difference with TF.IDF was small both in performance and in the content
of the ranked lists.

In Chapter 5 we implemented the TF.RR algorithm. The TF.RR stands for term
frequency times relations realized. It uses the term frequency which is boosted by the
ratio of present direct and indirect relations compared to its possible direct and indirect
relations (all thesaurus relations). It differed from the other algorithms we designed
in not using the TF.IDF values. It did not improve significantly over the TF.IDF,
but this result still is good: it eliminates the use of a background corpus, which the
TF.IDF needs. The qualitative inspection did show some differences between TF.IDF
and TF.RR however: the TF.RR lists seemed to be more coherent: related terms
appeared closer together making them easier to read. This quality is not measured in
our evaluation method.

A final algorithm which we implemented is the collocation algorithm. This was not
used for the suggestion of episode keywords, but for the suggestion of series dependent
metadata such as makers, genres, keywords for the series, names for the series. It
suggested the most common terms which appeared in the catalogue descriptions of the
fifty most recent broadcasts in the series to which a broadcast belongs. The results were
evaluated by humans as quite good in Chapter 7, but not compared against another
kind of algorithm.

8.1.2 Question 2: Evaluating Automatic Annotations
In this thesis we used multiple methods to address the question How should one mea-
sure the quality of automatically generated annotations? (Phase IV in Figure 8.1).
We compared the automatic annotations against manually generated annotations, we
had catalogue users judge the quality of the annotations in a user evaluation and we
performed two kinds of retrieval experiments.

Evaluation Against Manually Generated Annotations In Chapter 3 we evalu-
ated automatic annotations by exact matching against a) one set of expert descriptions
and b) one set of descriptions made by nine cataloguers in a user study. The exact
matching against the expert description is the classic (information retrieval) evalua-
tion. The evaluation against the annotations of a group of nine cataloguers gives insight
into the inter cataloguers agreement. Both these evaluations showed that sometimes
annotations can be right but not an exact match (for example when The Caucasus is
suggested when both Chechnya and Dagestan appear in the human annotations3). To
address this, we introduced semantic evaluation in Chapter 4.

Semantic Evaluation The looser semantic evaluation in Chapters 4 and 5, judges
terms within one thesaurus relation to catalogue keywords as correct as well. It is able

3The Caucasus is the mountain range between Chechnya and Dagestan where the program makers
filmed the independence fighters of the program The Smell of Paradise.
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to capture small differences which lead to unwanted wrong evaluations (The set auto-
matic annotations ministers, pigs pest, agriculture, ministries and pigs, is completely
wrong when compared exactly against the manually assigned keywords pest, cattle,
vaccinations and veterinary diseases. When evaluated semantically however pigs pest,
agriculture and pigs are judged correct). Changing to a semantic evaluation is a good
strategy when evaluating automatic indexing tools, given the cataloguers indexing task
and the conceptual modeling of the GTAA thesaurus.

One problem which cannot be tackled by semantic evaluation is cross facet coverage.
Cataloguers seem satisfied when annotations in one field cover annotations in another
field, such as when the name European Commision is assigned to a broadcast and the
keyword politics is witheld. This is a topic for further research.

Serendipitous Browsing: Finding Interesting Related Documents The third
evaluation of manual and automatic annotations was in the serendipitous browsing ex-
periment (see Chapter 4). It showed that the manual annotations and the automatic
annotations have the same value for finding interesting related documents: many rea-
sonable automatically generated annotations are equally suitable for finding interesting
related documents as few high quality manual annotations.

Evaluation with Archive Retrieval Experiments In Section 5.5 we compared
the value of automatic annotations against existing manual annotations in two retrieval
experiments (exact matching or with query expansion). The experiments showed that
automatic annotations perform worse than existing catalogue annotations in the exact
matching retrieval experiment, but the automatic annotations are complementary to
the existing catalogue annotations. In the second experiment with query expansion, we
saw the results improve much more for the automatic annotations than for the existing
catalogue annotations. Still both approaches remain complementary. In the Sound &
Vision experiments, a two-thesaurus-relations expansion seems best suited: it got the
best gain in recall with only a small loss in precision.

User Evaluation A final kind of evaluation is performed in Chapter 7 where we
had a human validation of automatically generated and manual catalogue annotations.
When we looked at the overlap and differences between the manual and automatic
annotations in Section 7.4, we saw that 40% of the good annotations are generated
both by the cataloguers and the automatic techniques. In the automatic techniques
only another 40% of the good annotations is found and 20% is only generated by the
human cataloguers. These good automatic annotations however, get accompanied by a
very large set of bad annotations. Of all bad annotations, 85% is found in the automatic
only annotations.

This tells us that evaluation only against existing catalogue descriptions is prob-
lematic to a certain degree as many good annotations are missing in the cataloguers
set.
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8.1.3 Question 3: Uses Of Automatic Annotations

Value of Automatic Annotations for Cataloguing Although we did not perform
an experiment, in which cataloguers use the annotation suggestions during the task
of generating a catalogue description, we can say a few things about What use(s)
do automatically generated annotation suggestions have in an archive? based upon
Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 7.

The collocation algorithm for example (see Chapter 7), gathers the most often
occurring terms from the last 50 episodes of a series. Its results where the worst for
the makers annotation, but these already show the value of automatically generated
annotations. The makers collocation list shows a high recall with a moderate precision.
Even with only a third of the suggestions correct, offering these to cataloguers changes
their task from picking 6 makers from 18.000 to picking 5 of these from a set of 20.
This may increase the number of annotations and the working speed of cataloguers. A
study into the effect of automatic pre-descriptions on the working speed of a human
annotator shows a change in working speed of +25 - +35 % [46], but only when the
automatic pre-annotations surpass a certain level of accuracy.

The generation of names episode, locations, genre and persons annotations for
context documents with the ranking-based process in chapters 3 and 7 proved not
successful. The information to derive these annotations is too often not present in the
context documents.

The automatic keyword annotations were derived for a reasonable corpus in Chap-
ters 4 and 5. The quantitative evaluation against existing catalogue descriptions show
reasonable precision and recall numbers in all of these experiments. On average of the
first three suggestions, one is an exact match (see Figure 5.2 and one-and-a-half are se-
mantically matches. This quality is good enough for further research in an experiment
where cataloguers use the generated annotations in a cataloguing task.

Value of Automatic Annotations for Retrieving Documents Next to the value
during cataloguing, automatic annotations can be valuable for finding relevant docu-
ments. We saw in Chapter 4 that the automatic annotations can be used for serendip-
itous browsing, i.e. for finding semantically related documents which might also be
relevant for people searching for documents in the archives. Even though the quality
per annotation is lower for automatic annotations (see the user evaluation in Chap-
ter 7), the larger amount of automatic annotations sum up to an equally valuable
serendipitous link to another document (see 4.7).

The value for retrieval was also studied in Section 5.5. In this section we found that
the automatic annotation performed quantitatively worse than the manual annotations
in a retrieval and query expansion experiment. A qualitative inspection however showed
that the manual and automatic annotations were quite complementary.

8.1.4 Question 4: Tools for Information Interaction

Thesaurus Browser Our fourth question was stated as Can we support and improve
the work of cataloguers by developing innovative tools which visualize the information
environment of objects in an archive? At the start of the CHOICE project, we de-
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signed a web-based browser to visualize the information in Sound & Vision’s controlled
vocabulary. This work is described in Chapter 2. In it we tried to visualize the facets,
the terms, their relations, their hierarchies and the facet categories in an interactive
thesaurus browser. We tested and adapted our design during two iterations of users
performing an indexing task with the thesaurus browser. Sound & Vision’s cataloguers
were used to quite basic tools for finding index terms and were dazzled by the com-
plexity of the browser interface. They were used to alphabetical search and therefore
we gained most performance by optimizing the alphabetical search part of the browser.
Navigating the hierarchical representation was apparently not of much use for finding
terms. For disambiguation however, showing the terms in the hierarchy is a quick mean
to determine if the term is the right concept. We noticed a difference of strategies be-
tween the subjects from Sound & Vision (experts of the thesaurus content) and from
broadcasting corporations. The broadcasters were more eager to start the search for a
term by browsing. Thus a browsing facility could be helpful to the daily users of Sound
& Vision’s archives.

The cataloguers were in general positive about the use of the designed tool in their
daily work. This is not only apparent from the questionnaire, but also from the fact
that, based on the results of this study, Sound & Vision incorporated aspects of the
thesaurus browser in their archiving process.

Documentalist Support System Next to the thesaurus browser, we developed a
Web-Services-based tool to generate ranked annotation suggestions and to navigate
semantically through the documents of the archive in Chapter 6: the documentalist
support system (DocSS). The DocSS allows a cataloguer to inspect all the information
relevant during the cataloguing of an individual object. It shows information on the
catalogue collection level, in related documents and their associated texts, it shows in-
formation on the individual objects level, showing the context documents, annotations
in these documents (spotted GTAA terms) and the resulting ranked sets of annotations
extracted form these documents.

Even though this prototype was not implemented in the working archive, it offers
interesting possibilities for semantic browsing and searching the rich semantic graph
of Sound & Vision’s catalogue. The automatic linking to thesaurus terms and similar
documents, the creation of navigational links showing the information environment
with information scent [136] and its interactive nature, gives many ideas for new highly
interactive user interfaces for information interaction. To have cataloguers perform
an cataloguing task with the DocSS environment is an interesting topic for further
research. The requirements of this system in a large scale working archive, likely gives
rise to other technical implementations of the DocSS. A very fine alternative technical
implementation of this is given by [159]. Functional designs for similar tasks are given
by [39] and [183].
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8.2 Discussion and Future Work

8.2.1 Using Background Knowledge for Cataloguer Support

In the context of valorization of existing knowledge it is interesting to look at the
human ear for an analogy. In the human ear, in the organ of Corti, thousands of
sensors are each tuned to signaling their own specific sound frequency (each sensor
is sensitive to a small bandwidth of the frequency spectrum). An individual sensor
consists of four hair-cells. Of these hair cells one is the real sensor designed to pick up
a specific frequency. The three other cells are designed to influence the sensitivity of
this sensor, and receive steering information from the brain part which processed the
sound signal from a fraction of a second ago. This feedback circle helps the ear to filter
out noisy signals en pick up content signals. The existence of three feedback cells to
one signal cell suggest that the value of context (recent signal) and existing knowledge
(expectation based upon the recent signal) has a big influence on the outcome of the
recognition process.

Analogous to the human ear, we study in this thesis how existing knowledge (coded
information) helps the recognition of certain meaningful objects (thesaurus annota-
tions) in a signal (context document). The knowledge which we try to exploit is coded
in the terms and the relations between terms, which co-define the semantics of the
terms. We studied ways to use this information: how could it be used and what can it
deliver. We did not yet focus upon the optimal combination of this information with
other sorts of information. In a machine learning vector space model perspective, we
introduce a new kind of feature. It explains why we perform more qualitative analyses
and relatively less quantitative analyses.

Machine Learning or Graph-Based Ranking Algorithms? An interesting topic
for further research is to focus on an optimal combination of our new feature with other
existing features in a machine learning setting. In a classical feature weighting machine
learning setting, the relations can be added in multiple forms: in boolean fashion (yes-
no relation present), for each of the realized types of relations (narrower term present)
or patterns of relations (grand-mother (broader of broader) term present). Examples
of this is given by [80].

The graph-based nature of the feature however gives rise to interesting ideas for
machine learning: this feature could be of a different nature than normal machine
learning features: in a neural network for example, instead of being input to a node
in the neural network, the shape of the network could be determined by the thesaurus
relations. This might end up being very close to graph algorithms of which our tf*rr
and CARROT algorithm are simple examples.

Combining Information Sources Information sources such as the GTAA can be
enriched by anchoring them to other resources, which is common practice with Linked
Open Data. For the GTAA, we linked to the Celex lexicon and anchored the Dutch
terms to the English WordNet synsets.

Other facets of the GTAA are also good candidates for linking to external resources.
For example, geographical data in GTAA are likely to be incomplete and it might be a
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better approach to use geo-spatial data from other sources, such as the Getty Thesaurus
of Geographical Names.

Some of these interlinks between datasets are already defined in the Linked Open
Data cloud, but the history of Linked Open Data shows a consistent low percentage of
interlinks4. Although the number of interlinks grew considerably, the ratio between in-
terlinks and RDF triples constantly remains low (around 1:100). This lack of interlinks
makes it hard to use LOD for automatic enrichment of a KOS. When the interlinks
are present, they are very valuable, but for the next couple of years, instead of getting
the interlinks for free, much work has to be done to create the interlinks with ontology
and vocabulary alignment techniques as described by [167] [84] or as we have done
by anchoring the GTAA to WordNet [114]. Automatic ontology generation techniques
also will help in the generation of relations between terms [3] and [6].

8.2.2 Evaluation and the Gold Standard

In this thesis we dedicate much of our attention to evaluation. We have seen that
classical evaluation is not perfect. To address these shortcomings, we extended the
classic evaluation to semantic evaluation, were suggested terms within a number of
thesaurus relations to exact (catalogue) terms are correct as well.

Semantic Evaluation The looser semantic evaluation accepts small semantic dif-
ferences. A question with this semantic evaluation is how far one can extend the
evaluation without losing the purpose of suggestion relevant terms to cataloguers. Two
interesting options arise: 1) transform the boolean evaluation score into a decreasing
ratio where related terms are judged partially correct and 2) study whether the range
within which terms should be labelled as correct can be established from the local
graph structure of the used thesaurus.

The semantic evaluation depends on the catalogue structure. The thesausus’ struc-
ture can pose difficulties, which show during semantic evaluation. Will users under-
stand the relation between location The Caucasus (which is suggested by automatic
techniques), and Chechnya and Dagestan (which appear in the human annotations5).
Given that a footnote is no luxury for explaining the geographical relation between
these three terms, a cataloguer/user might need a specific interface which gives extra
information during annotation and/or search. A map for example can show the geo-
graphical relations, but some textual interface can also suffice when these relations are
present in a thesaurus.

In the GTAA however this relation is not present. This common problem shows
the limitations of semantic evaluation and shows the value of interlinking of the GTAA
with resources such as the Thesaurus for Geographical Names. When interlinks are not

4In October 2007, the Web of Data consisted of over two billion RDF triples, which were interlinked
by over two million RDF links [47]. In May 2009, it consisted of 4.7 billion RDF triples, which were
interlinked by around 142 million RDF links [17]. In September 2011 this had grown to 31 billion RDF
triples, interlinked by around 504 million RDF links [47]. In May 2014 the Web of Data consisted of
61.9 billion RDF triples which were interlinked by around 643 million RDF links (this latest estimation
was made from the web site of http://stats.lod2.eu/stats).

5The Caucasus is the mountain range between Chechnya and Dagestan where the program makers
filmed the independence fighters of the program The Smell of Paradise.
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possible, deriving relatedness from the catalogue statistics is a good option, although
it would be good to use a slightly more sophisticated method than our co-occurrence
network from section 5.3. A good example of this is given by the research in [176].

Easy and Hard Programs In Chapter 7 and Section Section 5.2 we saw that there
are big differences between programs: some are easy and others are hard to index.
The general idea we get from Section 5.2 is that around 1/4th of the broadcasts is
easy, around 1/4th is hard to and half is normal in terms of suggesting automatic
annotations.

So it would be very valuable when an automatic method or a human can spot
quickly whether a program is such a hard or easy program. When this can be done,
the automatic indexing can be used for the easy programs and human effort can be
spend upon the hard cases. This is an interesting topic for further research. Research
on the automatic establishment of trustworthiness of annotations, such as [27] might
help during the development of such an automatic method: if the automatic technique
is only capable of generating untrustworthy annotations for a certain program, then it
is a good candidate for manual annotation.

Negative Results Negative results can be interesting for the improvement of evalu-
ation methods. Two programs, for which we were not able to derive any gold standard
keyword, illustrate the value of analyzing negative results. Program Dokwerk 2002-05-
26 addressed the pigs pest in the Brabantse Peel in 1997. It is manually annotated
with keywords pest, cattle, vaccinations and veterinary diseases. The TF.RR algo-
rithms first five suggestions are ministers, pigs pest, agriculture, ministries and pigs.
The automatic annotations are just slightly off and not even one overlaps. The se-
mantic evaluation is able to solve this mismatch. The second notable difference lies
in the annotation types. The keywords on ministries do not appear in the catalogue
keywords. In the catalogues names however we see The Ministry of Agriculture, Na-
ture and Fishery. As the GTAA does hardly contain relations between its facets, this
problem should be solved by enrichment from 1) existing external resources which can
be mapped to the GTAA or B) corpus statistics which can derive the links between
terms from different facets. Much work is done on this first type of solution. The
second solution: deriving relations between different types, is an interesting topic for
further research.

The second example is program Beeldenstorm 2003-12-06, in which professor Van
Os discussed multiple paintings depicting homely happiness in the Museum of Art in
Gent. The broadcast is annotated with one keyword: Art of painting. The TF.RR
algorithm first five suggestions are: museums, paintings, happiness, art and children.
Here too we see keywords in the suggestion set that are suitable but not present in the
catalogue (the paintings depict happiness and children).

Both examples show that negative results are interesting: by manually studying a
sample, they allow a quick evaluation of evaluation. Problems with the gold standard,
semantic differences and type matching problems will show. An interesting topic for
further research would be to see whether there is a standard set of shortcomings of (IR)
evaluations (e.g. incomplete gold standard, semantic differences and type matching
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shortcomings) and whether the inspection of negative results can be used to determine
these shortcomings quickly.

Beyond a Gold Standard? What is the meaning and significance of an evaluation
against a collection of man made catalogue descriptions when we know that this does
not do justice to the set of automatically generated annotations? For the development
of automatic annotation techniques it is common practice to evaluate against a very
large corpus. Why don’t we evaluate all automatically generated annotations against
the judgements of a user group? Although the most correct way of evaluation in
theory is against a large set of human judgements, this approach is impractical. The
evaluation and training of automatic techniques depends on large numbers of examples.
The evaluation of a large set of documents by multiple users is too costly.

There do exist other ways to get annotated material in larger quantities. Many
approaches exists were many human users successfully annotate large sets of objects on
the web, in annotation games, [172] and in payed settings with Amazon’ s Mechanical
Turk [185] and [145]. At S&V a Dutch tagging game was created in 2009 specially
for the annotation of audiovisual material with the name Waisda6 which managed to
get 556 taggers to generate 350.000 tags for 700 hours of video material. This later
attempt is considered a great success in both the fields of information management and
museums and the web.

Even though a success, the professional cataloguers described approximately 24.000
hours of audiovisual material during the same period. This amount of influx of material,
together with the already 1.000.000+ objects in the archive, make the archive the most
worthwhile source of information for evaluation at the moment.

Part of this research studies how the catalogue description relate to user judge-
ments. If we have a sound evaluation methodology for using catalogue descriptions,
the abundance of the descriptions in the archive (1.000.000+ at Sound & Vision), even
though not perfect (given the sub-optimal inter annotator agreement), allows for a
richer environment for developing and testing automatic techniques than an environ-
ment with human judgements alone: the much bigger quantity of examples offsets the
reduction in quality7. The question is how to evaluate against this resource and how
to interpret the relevance of the outcome.

Deriving a statistical significant outcome is hard. Recently more attention is given
to the fact that even when the null hypothesis can be rejected with above 95% confi-
dence, the decline effect [103] and the publication bias play a major role. The latest
has been proved for medicine by Ben Goldacre [58], where negative results receive
systemic under publication, resulting in wrong assumptions about the effectiveness of
pharmaceutical drugs.

A vision on cataloguing better in line with both the peoples web, big data and
Wittgensteins definition of meaning, is voiced by Lora Aroyo and Chris Welty with
their CrowdTruth Framework [5]. It extends the framework for evaluation by Clark et
al. [29] that systematically rewards novelty and diversity, which is based on cumulative

6http://waisda.nl/
7In IR the effect of larger datasets compared to the effect of better techniques and semantically

refined models is so large that Halevy, Norvig and Pereira published a position paper titled the un-
reasonable effectiveness of data [62].
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gain. Aroyo an Welty: Human annotation is a critical part of big data semantics, but
it is based on an antiquated ideal of a single correct truth. This article exposes seven
myths about human annotation and dispels the myth of a single truth with examples
from our research. A new theory of truth, CrowdTruth, is based on subjective human in-
terpretation on the same objects (in our examples, sentences) across a crowd, providing
a representation of subjectivity and a range of reasonable interpretations. CrowdTruth
has allowed us to identify the myths of human annotation and paint a more accurate
picture of human performance of semantic interpretation for machines to attain. They
conclude that: [A]nnotator disagreement is signal, not noise. [I]t is indicative of
the variation in human semantic interpretation of signs [and] it can indicate
ambiguity, vagueness, similarity over-generality as well as quality.

So we face problems, such as semantic variations and semantic matching, imper-
fect gold standards and scientific problems of decline effect and publication bias. The
large manually created datasets, formed by the enormous catalogues of many archives,
however still are a rich source for the development of automatic techniques. How to
use these rich information sources in a proper manner to advance automatic tech-
niques (which Aroyo and Welty name computational intelligence) is a very interesting
(methodological) topic for further research. An example of such a study into the rela-
tive value of non-experts compared to expert annotations and the way in which both
annotations can be used for the creation and training of automatic annotation systems
is given by [155].

8.2.3 The Audiovisual Cataloguer of the Future

The research described in this thesis took place within the Netherlands Institute for
Sound & Vision. This position allowed us to better understand the goals, purpose and
needs of the archive. As a result, many of our proposed suggestions for further research
involve the study of tools within the working process of cataloguers as the usability of
the suggested annotations really depends on the way the annotation suggestions are
incorporated in the annotation process.

Whether the (already described) suggestion of makers (for which roughly 1 in 4
suggestions is good) is valuable for a cataloguer, depends on the way it is incorporated
in the working process and needs to be tested in practice. In many cases the auto-
matic annotations are complementary to the manual annotations (e.g. see Section 5.5,
Chapters 4 and 7). Can they serve as an alternative source for retrieval as we showed
in Section 5.5, are they of more value for finding links between objects, as we showed
in Chapter 4 or can they help enriching existing annotations? Practical studies will
show how the automatic techniques can help in the automation of the archive.

Tools and Visualizations for Cataloguers We designed two tools for cataloguers:
the thesaurus browser and the Documentalist Support System. The value of the cata-
loguer support however will depend on the way the tools will visualize the information
environment (e.g. will a user be able to find Chechnya when The Causcasus is sug-
gested?) and easily interact with users during a changing information need. Will the
interface offer serendipitous information? Can objects be grouped and or dragged and
dropped and what operation will this dragging and dropping perform?
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In archives, as in the rest of society, information is growing exponentially (it used
to be a scarce resource). The overabundance of information, leads to a scarcity of the
resource which information consumes: attention [152]. The digital form of information,
the high cost of knowledge workers and the scarcity of attention together create a huge
drive for the automation of knowledge work. In professional archives, this means the
automation of annotation and the further digitization of the (meta)data and search
interfaces. The research described in this thesis delivers a small contribution to this
trend.

The automation will not only replace human workers (automatic annotation) but
also will deliver innovations to existing processes. We expect some of these innova-
tions to address the efficient allocation of attention, resulting in novel search interfaces
which, for example help users in explorative aspects of search. How the existing coded
knowledge in thesauri and existing annotations are used to visualize the information en-
vironment of a searcher and thus will help the guiding of attention, is a very interesting
topic for further research.

These studies into tools for information visualization and interaction are very in-
teresting, but are difficult from a methodological perspective: the problem statement,
research question and the evaluation method all are rather ill defined. The applied
setting and exploratory nature (how does one measure the outcome and what exactly
is the goal) make it harder to get honored as a research proposal. Given the huge
potential, is not unlikely that private (search) companies will invest in this research.
Lets hope someone does.
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APPENDIX A

Cataloguing

In this appendix we form an understanding of the task performed by cultural heritage
cataloguers. This is a prerequisite for the construction of tools for automatically sup-
porting cataloguers during their work. We look into both the theory and the practice of
cataloguing at cultural heritage institutions. The appendix follows a historic narrative
on library and information science. Topics addressed are cataloguing rules, guidelines,
objectives and standards, controlled vocabularies, keywords, the process of assigning
keywords, metadata schema and automatic metadata generation. After a description of
the theory, we describe the cataloguing practice in the professional audiovisual archive
of the Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision. We conclude Appendix A by describ-
ing guidelines for automatic annotation systems in Section A.8.
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A.1 Introduction

Metadata is data about data: it describes aspects or dimensions of the original data.
This metadata is valuable as it summarizing nature allows the fast organization and
retrieval of the basic information, without the need to access this primary information.
High quality metadata is used to find and access information. It groups similar infor-
mation together by using standardized terms form thesauri. Related objects can be
found via the structure of vocabularies. This high quality, detailed, and specific meta-
data is the fuel on which search engines, catalogue systems and recommender engines
run to return high quality (personalized) results. The explosion of content becoming
available due to digitization has not been joined by an equal explosion in high quality
metadata. This is not surprising as it requires a lot of work to produce this metadata
manually.

Traditionally, the process of cataloguing focusses on the generation, organization,
use and preservation of metadata. The metadata usually is organized in common
structures: metadata schemas. Metadata schemas have evolved to standards. A current
well known standard is Dublin Core.

The ideas behind cataloguing give insight into the function of a catalogue, how
objects can be accessed via metadata, why metadata is generated and how metadata
is generated. Metadata can describe many aspects of an object: physical properties,
workflow, procedural, functional aspects and the content of the object. Examples of
content metadata are: titles, summaries, keywords, makers, named entities, locations
etc. In this thesis we will put special attention to the keywords.

A keyword captures the essence of the topic of a document. In libraries and archives
the practice is to select the keywords from a controlled vocabulary or thesaurus. The
rationale of limiting the choice of keywords to such a set is that it is clean from a
conceptual perspective and it results is one standard unique spelling. They are used to
retrieve documents in an information system, for instance, a catalog or a search engine.
Index terms can consist of a word, phrase, or alphanumerical term. Famous examples
of keyword sets exists, e.g. the Library of Congress Subject Headings and norms have
been developed to define what a keyword is and how keywords should be selected (e.g.
ISO-5963).

A.2 Cataloguing Principles, Rules, Objectives and Stan-
dards

In the history of cataloguing some authors and systems stand out. Among these are An-
thonio Panizzi with his Ninety-one Rules, Charles Cutter and his Objectives, the Dewey
Decimal System, the Library of Congress Classification and the Library of Congress
Subject Heading, Universal Decimal Classification, Ranganathan, Lubetzky and the
Paris Principles, AACR, AACR2 and Edmondson’s audiovisual archiving philosophy
and principles and Berman’s critiques on standard classification systems. Although all
cataloguing efforts focus on the generation and controlling of metadata, and as a result
metadata schemas are very intertwined with cataloguing itself, metadata schemas are
separately discussed in next section.
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A.2.1 Panizzi’s Ninety-One Cataloguing Rules
The first famous person in cataloguing history, is Sir Antonio Genesio Maria Panizzi
(16 September 1797 - 8 April 1879), chief librarian of the British Museum Library.
Panizzi undertook the creation of a new catalogue together with four other people.
They carefully collaborated to express the best practices in the cataloguing philosophy
of their period, resulting in the "Ninety-One Cataloguing Rules" [132]. These rules
served as the basis for all subsequent catalogue rules of the 19th and 20th centuries.
Panizzi was a core supporter of the author catalogue, defending that it is the most
natural approach for a user. However, an index of matter or title subject words was
added, which was very limited given by the fact that only the title page could serve as
source.

A.2.2 Cutter Objectives
A second milestone in cataloguing principles is to be found in the work of Charles
Ammi Cutter (March 14, 1837 - September 6, 1903). Cutter worked as a librarian at
Harvard College, where he developed a new form of index catalog, using cards instead
of books1, containing both an author index and a "classed catalog" or a rudimentary
form of subject index. Next to this Cutter Expansive Classification system, he was the
first to formulate the purpose of the catalogue in the now known Cutter Cataloguing
objectives [35]. According to Cutter, those objectives were:

1. to enable a person to find a book of which either (Identifying objective)

• the author

• the title

• the subject is known

2. to show what the library has (Collocating objective)

• by a given author

• on a given subject

• in a given kind of literature

3. to assist in the choice of a book (Evaluating objective)

• as to its edition (bibliographically)

• as to its character (literary or topical)

The Cutter objectives show two important aspects of keyword assignation. First, a
keyword makes an object which is annotated with a certain subject findable. A keyword
thus satisfies the identifying objective. Secondly, by choosing similar keywords for
objects with similar subjects the collocating objective is satisfied. Interestingly, Carlyle
[26] shows that in OPAC’s2 and digital archives the collocating objective with respect

1Until then the norm was a catalogue existing of books themselves, i.e. the published volumes.
2The first computerized archive accessing machines.
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to author and work is only served poorly. This raises the question whether it is served
poorly too with respect to subject collocation. Studies into inter annotator agreement
in current (digital) practices, which we will discuss later, do shed some more light on
the quality of keywords for collocation.

A.2.3 Dewey Decimal Classification

In the same year Cutter published his Cataloguing objectives, Melville Louis Kossuth
(Melvil) Dewey (December 10, 1851 - December 26, 1931) published the Dewey Decimal
Classification system (DDC) of library classification [38]. The Dewey system attempts
to organize all knowledge into ten main classes. The ten main classes are each further
subdivided into ten divisions, and each division into ten sections, giving ten main
classes, 100 divisions and 1000 sections. DDC’s advantage in using decimals for its
categories allows it to be both purely numerical and infinitely hierarchical. It can
make compounds and build new themes by combination. This makes it easy to find
any book The system is used in 200,000 libraries in at least 135 countries. DDC is
often compared with its chief American rival, the Library of Congress Classification
system developed shortly afterward. Thanks to the use of pure numeric code notation,
a mnemonics system and a hierarchical decimal place system, DDC can be multilingual
and is generally easier to use.

A.2.4 Library of Congress Classification and Library of Congress
Subject Headings

The Library of Congress Classification (LCC) is a system of library classification devel-
oped by Herbert Putnam in 1897 just before he assumed the librarianship of Congress.
With advice from Charles Ammi Cutter, it was influenced by Cutter’s Expansive Clas-
sification, and the DDC, and was especially designed for the Library of Congress. The
new system replaced a fixed location system developed by Thomas Jefferson. It has
been criticized as lacking a sound theoretical basis: many of the classification decisions
were driven by the particular practical needs of that library, rahter than epistemo-
logical considerations. This probably makes it harder to use. LCC is used by most
research and academic libraries in the U.S. and several other countries. It is not to
be confused with the Library of Congress Subject Headings or Library of Congress
Control Number.

The Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) comprise a thesaurus of subject
headings, maintained by the United States Library of Congress, for use in bibliographic
records. LC Subject Headings are an integral part of bibliographic control, which is
the function by which libraries collect, organize and disseminate documents. LCSHs
are applied to every item within the Library of Congress’ collection and to many other
library’s collections. They facilitate a user’s access to items in the catalogue that
pertain to similar subject matter.
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A.2.5 Universal Decimal Classification
In 1904, at the time of Cutters death, a third famous cataloguing system was created.
Paul Otlet and Henri la Fontaine began to publish their Universal Decimal Classifica-
tion scheme (UDC) [131], which is based on the Dewey Decimal Classification. They
completed this initial publication in 1907. The system defines not only detailed sub-
ject classifications, but also an algebraic notation for referring to the intersection of
several subjects. The UDC is an example of an analytico-synthetic classification, i.e.
it permits the linking of one concept to another within the classification scheme, which
paved the way for faceted classification. Otlet was also responsible for the widespread
adoption in Europe of the standard American 3x5 inch index card used until recently
in most library catalogs around the world.

A.2.6 Lubetzky, the Paris Principles, AACR and AACR2
In the 50’s and 60’s the ideas of Panizzi and Cutter were refined by Seymour Lubetzky,
culminating in a vision of a catalog that was truly user-friendly [108]. Whereas Cutter
had not distinguished between the idea of a "book" and the idea of the "work" in
formulating his objectives, Lubetzky contrasts the two ideas, bringing back into play
Panizzi’s original emphasis on the relationship between a title and all of the different
editions of that title that might exist. Lubetzky’s idea was that relationships among all
the editions and variations of a given work and the author of that work, in all variations
of the author’s name, must be established and brought together so they can be found
in one place. All the works of a given author, in all their editions, should be linked
together. After Lubetzky’s death, many of his ideas were incorporated in the Paris
Principles a landmark in the history of universal bibliographic control which laid the
foundations of international co-operation in descriptive cataloging. Some important
points from the Paris Principles are:

• Functions of the Catalogue: finding works by author and title

• Structure of the Catalogue: containing at least one entry for each book catalogued

• Kinds of Entries: main entries, added entries and references

• Main entries are filled by the Author(s) casu quo Title

• Added entries are filled by Title

• References are used to take care of spelling variants in e.g. Author names

In 1967 the Paris Principles developed into the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
[1], which subsequently has been revised over the years. In 1978 a second edition
of the AACR, named AACR2, was published [2]. In 2009, AACR2 was replaced by
Resource Description and Access or RDA: new standard for resource description and
access designed for the digital world. RDA as a metadata schema is described more
fully in Section A.5.4.

Three important prescriptions of indexing are formulated in AACR: pertinence,
exhaustivity and specificity. These criteria help indexers in evaluating the validity
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of their work. Rolling [141] and Bertrand-Gastaldy [15] however showed that these
criteria often are difficult to operationalize. We will discuss the resulting problem of
inter-annotator variation in Section A.4.3.

A.2.7 Interaction between Collocation, Exhaustivity and Speci-
ficity

The important archiving principle of collocation [35] tells us that one keyword should
retrieve all documents with the same semantic subject. This asks for completeness
and consistency in use of terms. This requirement for completeness, allowing for an
overview of the content of the total collection, broadens the AACR requirement [1] of
exhaustivity3: the set of topics in the document and the set of annotations describing
the document should be exhaustive for the other set, so that there are no topics in the
document that are not described by an annotation and there are no annotations that do
not match a topic present in the document. Collocation and exhaustivity are somewhat
at odds with the AACR requirement of specificity: "Concepts should be identified as
specifically as possible" : The specificity requirement asks for the removal of the term
birds when water birds is present, whereas the collocation principle asks for both to
be present. These two combined principles allow for annotating subtle differences in
semantics4 and result in interesting use of terms in practice. Along this line it is useful
to think of thesis PU10 in Wittgenstein’s Philosophische Untersuchungen [184]: "Was
bezeichnen nun die Wörter dieser Sprache? - Was sie bezeichnen, wie soll ich das zeigen,
es sei denn in der Art ihres Gebrauchs". So according to Wittgenstein the meaning of
a word lies in the way words are used. When words derive their meaning from their
use, co-use creates relations in meanings. As the collocation principle in archives also
relates use of thesaurus terms to their meaning, the co-occurrence of thesaurus terms
also creates a semantic relation between terms. In Section 5.3 we explore the value of
keywords co-use semantics.

This variation in term usage is a well known problem in information retrieval.
Furnas et al. [51] found that: "[...] the variability [in] [...] spontaneous word choice [...]
[is] surprisingly large [...] [T]his fundamental property of language limits the success
of various design methodologies for vocabulary-driven interaction." They also have a
solution to this problem: "An optimal strategy, unlimited aliasing, is derived and shown
to be capable of several-fold improvements." Their idea to create alias lists from users
interaction with search systems has proven to be one of the contributing success factors
for web-search engines.

A.2.8 Cranfield Tests

This paragraph is based on Djoerd Hiemstra writings on Cyril Cleverdon [71].
With the help of NSF funding, Cyril Cleverdon started a series of projects in 1957

that lasted for about 10 years in which he and his colleges set the stage for information
retrieval research. In the Cranfield project [30], retrieval experiments were conducted

3Collocation asks for assigning multiple semantically similar terms to one document in order to
attain completeness.

4When to use both birds and water birds and when to use only one?
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on test databases in a controlled, laboratory-like setting. The aim of the research was
to find ways to improve the retrieval effectiveness of information retrieval systems by
developing better indexing languages and methods. The components of the experiments
were: 1) a collection of documents, 2) a set of user requests or queries, and 3) a set of
relevance judgments, that is a set of documents judged to be relevant to each query.
Together, these components form an information retrieval test collection. The test
collection serves as a gold standard for testing retrieval approaches, and the success
of each approach is measured in terms of two measures: precision and recall. Test
collections and evaluation measures based on precision and recall are driving forces
behind research of search systems, today. Cleverdon’s research approach forms a blue
print for the successful Text Retrieval Conference series that started in 1992 [65].

Cleverdon’s Cranfield studies did not only strongly stimulate experimental research
in computer science, the outcomes of the project also established the basis of the
automatic indexing as done in today’s search engines. Cleverdon found that using
single terms from the documents, as opposed to manually assigned thesaurus terms,
synonyms, etc. achieved the best retrieval performance. These results were very con-
troversial at the time. In the Cranfield 2 Report, Cleverdon says: " This conclusion is
so controversial and so unexpected that it is bound to throw considerable doubt on the
methods which have been used (...) A complete recheck has failed to reveal any discrep-
ancies (...) there is no other course except to attempt to explain the results which seem
to offend against every canon on which we were trained as librarians."

A.2.9 Critiques on Standard Classification Systems
An outspoken critic of the standard classification systems such as Dewey and LCC is
Sanford Berman (e.g. [13]). Berman is known for promoting alternative viewpoints in
librarianship: "The fact that a number of meanings may be assigned to a given word
explains why messages are subject to misinterpretation and why our communication
is open to misunderstandings." As I understand this, Berman follows the linguistic
understanding of Wittgenstein, stating that the meaning of a word lies in the way
words are used. Berman arrived at the point that "Messages and therefore subject
headings must convey an idea in a fashion free from prejudice." Berman’s solution is
to use common language in subject headings as it facilitate prompt retrieval of materials
by the end user (common language words, according to Berman, will have the clearest
common definition of meaning). The continued use of biased subject headings would
significantly limit the ability of a person to access materials in the collection.

A.3 Keywords

Keywords are used in many different ways. To give an impression of the broad set of
ideas surrounding keywords we give the following set of statements:

• Keywords represent the subject or topic of an object.

• Keywords are coded semantics

• Keywords can boost retrieval efficiency
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• Keywords are used by authors and editors to classify their papers

• Keywords are assigned by indexers according to a set of rules and principles

• Keywords may be chosen freely or stem form a controlled vocabulary or thesaurus

• Keywords although intended to be uniformly assigned for one object, vary be-
tween indexers

• Keywords can be extracted automatically

• Keywords serve as a meta tag for web sites

A keyword captures the essence of the topic of a document. In libraries and archives
the practice is to select the keywords from a controlled vocabulary or from thesauri.
The rationale of limiting the choice of keywords to such a set is that it is clean from
a conceptual perspective (only recruit in the thesaurus and not its synonyms such as
draftee, or rookie) and it results is one standard unique spelling (not multiple spelling
variants, such as plural forms etc). They are used to retrieve documents in an infor-
mation system, for instance, a catalog or a search engine. Index terms can consist of
a word, phrase, or an alphanumerical combination of symbols. They are created by
analyzing the document either manually with subject indexing or automatically with
automatic indexing or more sophisticated methods of keyword extraction. Index terms
can either come from a controlled vocabulary or be freely assigned. The meaning of
a keyword is determined by three factors: the nomen, the relations to other keywords
and its use in practice.

A.3.1 Keyword Functions

A keyword, an index term, subject term, subject heading, or descriptor, in information
retrieval, is a term that captures the essence of the topic of a document [158]. According
to the ISO-5963 [85] standard a keyword is: a word or group of words, possibly in
lexicographically standardized form, taken out of a title or of the text of a document
characterizing its content and enabling its retrieval".

The most important function of keywords is to represent the subject or topic of
an object. AACR and RDA impose three important requirements upon keywords in
order to serve this function: pertinence, exhaustivity and specificity. The principle of
pertinence dictates that each assigned keyword should have a clear decisive relevance
to the object at hand. The exhaustivity dictates that the set of assigned keywords
address all important topics of an object. The specificity dictates that all assigned
keywords should be as specific as possible.

Given that a keyword represents the topic of an object according to the principles of
pertinence, exhaustivity and specificity, they can be used for retrieval efficiency. Gross
and Taylor [60] for example, studied what effect keywords have on retrieval if catalogs
do not include the field subject heading. Voorbij [173] analyzed the value of subject
matter descriptors and keywords from titles in subject matter searches and Tillotson
[161] investigated the possibilities of OPAC (online public access catalog) interfaces for
search by keywords and controlled vocabulary.
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Hartley and Kostoff [66] studied the use of keywords by authors and editors. For
this they reviewed journals from various disciplines to verify which habitually provided
keywords. They also asked 35 editors of scientific journals to explain the advantages
and drawbacks of using keywords. They found that: "Keywords typically:

1. allow readers to judge whether or not an article contains material relevant to
their interests

2. provide readers with suitable terms to use in web-based searches to locate other
materials on [...] similar topics

3. help indexers/editors group together related materials[...]

4. allow editors/researchers to document changes in a subject discipline (over time)
and

5. link the specific issues of concern to issues at a higher level of abstraction"

They see the value of keywords changing by increased effectiveness of search technol-
ogy: "It is possible that, with future developments, all of these problems [with keywords]
will actually disappear. As one colleague has put it, ’Inverted-full-text-Boolean indexing
and online searching (with similarity algorithms and citation-ranking) will soon make
keywords and human-subject-classification a thing of the past’. Put more simply, this
means that we will soon be able to input any words, pairs of words or phrases that
we like from an article into a search engine and come up with related materials. Un-
fortunately, of course, this also means that the searcher is likely to be swamped with
information Ð most of which will be inappropriate. If, for example, you use Google
Advanced Scholar to search for ’key words’, you will obtain approximately 800 cita-
tions. All of this suggests that considerable thought needs to go into the selection of key
words."

Craven [32] studied meta-tag keywords of web sites for the 19 languages most com-
monly present on the Web, and determined the effect of web site edition tools on
meta-tag keywords.

Marcia Bates [10] explains how keyword indexing can help people during their
information search: "the concept of the search tactic, or move made to further a search
[...] [i]s part of the study of human information search strategy [...]. Twenty-nine
tactics are named, defined, and discussed in four categories: monitoring, file structure,
search formulation, and term. [...] Term tactics aid in the selection and revision of
specific [keyword] terms within the search formulation." These term tactics use the
relations between keywords to move up or down in the hierarchy, switch to a related
term or neighbor terms which are close alphabetically or by subject similarity.

A.3.2 Freely Chosen Tags or Restriction to Controlled Vocab-
ulary Terms

The question why and how search effectiveness can be improved by the use of thesauri
and controlled vocabularies has been subject to many scientific studies during the
last 50 years (e.g. [30], [51], [156], [92]). Results from many of these early studies
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strongly question the effectiveness of search based on keywords taken from thesauri and
controlled vocabularies over the choice for freely chosen keywords. Only occasionally
positive results have been found (e.g. Kamps [92]).

In recent years the debate in library science, whether the keywords should be re-
stricted to a controlled vocabulary or any word thought up by a cataloguer suffices,
has risen again. The position that keywords should be restricted to a controlled vocab-
ulary is defended by scholars such as Elaine Peterson [135]. They state that keywords
should be taken from a restricted vocabulary. This idea has a long tradition, denotes
the historic common practice in libraries and is expressed by restricted vocabularies
such as the Dewey decimal system and the library of congress subject heading.

The position that the choice for indexing terms should be limit free and any word
thought up by a cataloguer suffices, is voiced by e.g. Clay Shirky [149] and David
Weinberger [180]. They argue that the amount of user generated data and (keyword-
like) metadata on many sites (e.g. Technorati, Flickr and Del.ici.ous) allow for a much
better user experience which outweighs the limitations of restricted vocabularies. The
nature of these user provided metadata, usually called tags, differs from the traditional
keywords [128].

An interesting recent argument in this debate which is voiced in the work by e.g.
Wartena et al. [176], [178] is that statistical techniques can be used to find semantic
relatedness between different tags and keywords from controlled vocabularies. Wartena
et al. show that a second order co-occurrence serves as a stable measure for similari-
ties between tags and controlled vocabulary keywords. With these statistically derived
similarities they are able to create "semantic interoperability between vocabularies origi-
nating from collaborative annotation processes, often called folksonomies, and keywords
assigned in a more traditional way. [...] [This] new similarity measure [..] can take
advantage of some special properties of user generated metadata. [...] The results using
the new measure are significantly better than those obtained using standard similarity
measures proposed for this task in the literature, i.e., it correlates better with human
judgments." With this semantic interoperability Wartena et al. are able to map tags
to a set of most controlled vocabulary terms and vice versa. The experiments show
that this mapping is an effective attempt to bridge the gap between tags and controlled
vocabulary terms. It argues peaceful co-existing in the debate between freely chosen
tags and controlled vocabulary terms. It also limits the main classic drawback of freely
chosen terms, namely that the use of multiple freely chosen terms to describe similar
documents, limits the amount of returned documents for one search query. The simi-
larity between the freely chosen terms can now be used to expand the original query
with all terms with a high similarity to the original query. The drawback of these
automatically determined semantic similarities is that they depend on large numbers
of annotated documents.

A.3.3 Classification and Thesauri
Classification and thesaurus-based keyword indexing seem very intertwined. Aida
Slavic [153] clarifies their distinction: "[A]n ’indexing term’ (i.e. the representation
of the concepts representing a theme in a document) is suggested to be used from:

• dictionaries or encyclopedias recognized as authorities in their field
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• thesauri

• classification schemes

There are two major types of indexing languages:

• those using natural language terms or words (thesauri, subject headings systems)

• those using symbols: numbers, letters or combination of those (bibliographic
classification)

[...] In practical terms, therefore, the most obvious distinction is what you actually
use as the indexing term: symbols or words (other differences are out of the scope of
this discussion). Classification is, it appears, more confusing for non-librarians."

Larson showed in the nineties that online catalog users in a large university actually
move away from LCSH classification codes [101] and replace the queries with keyword
queries: "Search index use in a large university online catalog system over a six-year
period (representing about 15.3 million searches) was investigated using transaction
monitor data. The results of the analysis show a consistent decline in the frequency
of use of LCSH subject index classification codes by online catalog users, with a cor-
responding increase in the frequency of title keyword searching. Significant annual
patterns in index use were also identified. Analysis of the transaction data, and related
previous studies of online catalog users, suggest a number of factors contributing to
the decline in subject search frequency. Chief among these factors are user difficulties
in formulating subject queries with Library of Congress Subject Headings, leading to
search failure, and the problem of "information overload" as database size increases."
This study by Larson shows a common problem with keywords: how can users find the
terms in the keyword vocabulary that match their search?

The ISO 2799-1986 norm presents guidelines for the establishment and development
of monolingual thesauri [86]. It defines a.o. the types of relations that can exists
between keywords in a thesaurus:

• BT: a relation to a semantically broader term.

• NT: a relation to a semantically narrower term.

• RT: a relation to a semantically related term

• USE FOR: a relation to a non-preferred term (indicating that the term itself is
a preferred term)

• USE: a relation to a preferred term (indicating that the term itself is a non-
preferred term)

• Scope note: a remark which helps interpreting a term

A.3.4 Semantics of Keywords
The goal of a keywords is to code an important part of the topical content of the
document which it refers to. In other words keywords are coded semantics. There are
a few factors that determine the meaning of a keyword:
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• The meaning of the nomen of the keyword.

• The relations to other keywords.

• The existing use of the keyword within an organization

• The thesaurus the keyword is taken from

With the ISO 2799-1986 relations a semantic context of other keywords can be
constructed, which helps interpreting the nomen of the keyword. The keyword mission
for example, which’ nomen is multi-interpretable, gets its one specific meaning from its
RT relations to catholicism, missionaries and developmental aid.

In similar way the use of a keyword tends to co-define its meaning. This is especially
the case when a catalogue strongly uses the collocation principle to group similar works
under one label. The set brought together under the grouping principle of collocation
can create a semantic drift that redefines the keyword in practice. E.g. when keyword
mission was once used to describe catholicism, missionaries and developmental aid, but
now only is used to describe developmental aid, the meaning of the keyword has drifted
from a catholic mission to a humanitarian mission as a result of its use in practice.

A.3.5 Value of Keywords from Controlled Vocabularies
Kamps [92] suggests that the value of controlled vocabulary keywords lies not in the re-
striction of the keyword choice to ensue one used keyword for many similar documents,
but by using the structure of the controlled vocabularies and thesauri during the search.
Welty’s research [181] corroborates this claim. Both these claims are backed by recent
semantic web developments, which show that automatic techniques can successfully
exploit the semantically structured data. Uren et al. [164] showed for example the
value of ontology-based semantic mark-up for search, interpretation and aggregation
in the area of knowledge management. Their analysis shows that, while there is still
some way to go before semantic annotation tools will be able to address fully all the
knowledge management needs, research in the area is active and making good progress.

The use of the structured thesauri and controlled vocabularies shows its value for
search in two ways: 1) by query context visualization and 2) by query interpretation /
query expansion.

The ISO-norm 2788-1986 USE and USE-FOR relationships, which are commonly
used in thesauri, allow for conceptual consistency [82] in a query: non-preferred terms
are mapped onto their preferred term before a query on the database is performed.
This query interpretation with conceptual consistency, can be taken a step further to
query expansion. A proven technique for query expansion is to include all terms on a
hierarchically lower level in a query: when searching for term water birds the query is
expanded with for example geese, ducks, gulls, cormorants etc. Hollink et al. [77] have
shown that this form and even more complex forms of query expansion improve recall
without compromising precision.

The second mentioned form of use of structured thesauri or controlled vocabularies
is during query visualization. Search is an interactive process which ideally combines
searching and browsing [116]. In this interactive process, thesauri and classification
schemes generate navigation and browsing options, allow for an overview and they
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define a context. Query visualization can take many forms, ranging from displaying
the terms in the direct neighborhood of the query term to the paradigm of facetted
browsing [137]. So the value and uses of keywords from a structured vocabulary are
plenty.

Gutwin et al [61] showed that keywords, which they name keyphrases, support
browsing behavior: "Browsing accounts for much of people’s interaction with digital
libraries, but it is poorly supported by standard search engines. Conventional systems
often operate at the wrong level, indexing words when people think in terms of topics,
and returning documents when people want a broader view. As a result, users cannot
determine what is in a collection, how well a particular topic is covered, or what kinds of
queries will provide useful results. We have built a new kind of search engine, Keyphind,
that is explicitly designed to support browsing. Automatically extracted keyphrases form
the basic unit of both indexing and presentation, allowing users to interact with the
collection at the level of topics and subjects rahter than words and documents. The
keyphrase index also provides a simple mechanism for clustering documents, refining
queries, and previewing results. We compared Keyphind to a traditional query engine
in a small usability study. Users reported that certain kinds of browsing tasks were
much easier with the new interface, indicating that a keyphrase index would be a useful
supplement to existing search tools."

Weinberg [179] made a critical note on the use of keywords from complex indexing
systems. She notes that bibliographic classification systems have a better theoretical
basis than the widely adopted LCC and DDS. According to Weinberg: "Alphabetical
indexing systems with syntactic enhancements allow for more sophisticated retrieval
than (a) the largely precoordinate Library of Congress Subject Headings or (b) simple
postcoordination of descriptors derived from thesauri.". She gives several reasons for
the abandonment of complex indexing systems: economics, education costs, theoretical
flaws, cognitive complexity leading to a high cognitive load, many human errors and
inconsistencies.

A.4 Assigning Keywords

A.4.1 ISO-norm for Selecting Indexing Terms

The ISO 5963 norm of 1985 [85] discusses the: "[m]ethods for examining documents, de-
termining their subjects, and selecting indexing terms". In this international standard
techniques are described how "human indexers [can] analyse the subject of documents
and express these subjects in indexing terms. [...] This International Standard is in-
tended primarily as a guide to indexers during the stages of document analysis and con-
cept identification". After the definition of document, concept, subject, indexing
term, preferred term, non-preferred term, index and indexing, the operation
and purpose of indexing is described: "[d]uring indexing, concepts are extracted from
documents by a process of intellectual analysis, then transcribed into indexing terms.
Both analysis and transcription should be performed by the aid of indexing tools such
as thesauri and classification schemes. Essentially, indexing consists of the following
three stages, although they tend to overlap in practice:
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a examining the document and establishing its subject content;

b identifying the principal concepts present in the subject;

c expressing these concepts in the terms of the indexing language."

Each of these three stages is described in more detail in the ISO-5963 norm. From
the latter two, some excerpts are worth mentioning.

In Section 6 Identification of concepts we read that: "[t]he choice of concepts which
should be selected or rejected depends on the purpose for which the indexing terms will
be used." Two important aspects of an index are described: exhaustivity and specificity.
Exhaustivity refers to the number of factors [...] which are represented by the terms
assigned to a document by an indexer. [...] In selecting concepts, the main criterion
should always be the potential value of a concept as an element in the expression of the
subject of the document and in its retrieval. So the guidelines explicitly mention two
main criteria for assigning a concept: expressing the subject and the potential value
for retrieval. Specificity refers to the extent to which a particular concept which occurs
in a document is specified exactly in the indexing language. [...] Concepts should be
identified as specifically as possible.

In Section 7 Selection of indexing terms we read that: "concepts are being trans-
lated into indexing terms. [...] Concepts [...] should be translated into the preferred
terms [of the indexing language]. [...] The indexer should be familiar with [...][dic-
tionaries, encyclopedias recognized as authorities in their field and thesauri, especially
those constructed in accordance with ISO 2788 or ISO 5964] and their working rules
and procedures". In this section again the importance of specificity is stressed: "[w]hen
using a thesaurus, the most specific term available should be selected to represent a
given concept".

The ISO 5963 norm finishes with a section of quality control, stressing the consis-
tency of indexing, which depends on both the qualifications and expertise of the indexer
and the quality of the indexing tools. An important final mention is that indexing qual-
ity should be tested by analysing retrieval results, for example by calculating recall and
precision ratios."

A.4.2 Semiotics of Keyword Assignment

Next to the cognitive psychological view on keyword indexing Jens-Erik Mai [109]
puts forward a semiotic view on keyword assignment. This paragraph summarizes his
mentioned article.

One of the central problems in the construction and use of systems for representa-
tion and retrieval of documents is how the subject matter of the documents is captured
and represented. Although technological advances might provide means for fast access
to documents, the problem of representing the subject matter of documents is first and
foremost a problem of how people interpret and understand documents. The core of
the problem is to understand how the interpretation of a document’s subject matter
can be represented to make it possible for others to gain access to the document. In-
dexing, therefore, is concerned with meaning and language –and any theory of indexing
explicitly or implicitly includes a theory of language and meaning.
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In the literature, the indexing process is often portrayed as involving three steps
(cf. e.g. [123], [85], [43], [160], [134]). The subject is determined first. In the second
step the subject matter found in step one is reformulated in more formal language.
Thereafter, in a third step, the more formally-stated subject is further translated into
the explicit terminology of an indexing language, i.e.:

1. determine the subject matter of the document

2. reformulate the subject matter in a natural language statement

3. translate the subject matter into the indexing language

According to Jens-Erik Mai [109] this description of the indexing process lacks an
understanding of what the central nature of the process is: Indexing is not a neutral
and objective representation of a document’s subject matter but the representation of
an interpretation of a document for future use. Mai offers semiotics as a framework for
understanding the "interpretative"nature of the subject indexing process. By placing
this process within Peirce’s semiotic framework of ideas and terminology [133], a more
detailed description of the process is offered.

The focus here is not merely on the steps themselves, but an enhanced rendition
of the steps is presented. More accurately, the view of the indexing process presented
here consists of four signs and three steps, where a sign consists of an object that is
acted upon and a step is the action taken upon the object. The sequence of the signs
and steps is as follows: Sign 1 → Step 1 → Sign 2 → Step 2 → Sign 3 → Step 3 →
Sign 4.

The process begins with an initial sign, the document. In the first step the indexer
analyzes a document in order to determine its subject matter. The indexer ultimately
collects a ’range of ideas and meanings associated with a document’. Together these
form a new (or second) sign, the subject collage.

A new act of interpretation (the second step) is then made in order to convert the
"range of ideas and meanings in the indexers head associated with the original docu-
ment"into something more manageable and concise for indexing. This formalization
and condensation of the subject collage, is named the subject description (the third
sign). It is important to note that this too was a process of interpretation.

In the third and final step, the subject analysis, the indexer moves from the subject
description to a fourth sign: the subject entry. The subject entry expresses the subject
description reached at the apex of the second step in terms of the particular indexing
language the indexer works with. The third step may thus be characterized as a
translation form the indexer’s own language to the language of the indexing system.

The indexing process, although described as a process with steps and elements,
is a mental activity that goes on undetected in the brain. Therefore no precise lines
of demarcation exist between the elements and the steps. Rather, the elements and
steps collapse into one single act of interpretation, semiosis. The distinction in steps
and elements is made in order to reach a better understanding of the subject indexing
process.
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A.4.3 Inter Annotator Variation

Inter annotator variation and its inverse, the inter annotator agreement is measured by
a set of different methods. Most of these are designed to measure agreement between
judgements, some are specifically designed for the inter indexers consistency. The inter
indexers consistency can be measured by the methods of e.g. Hooper [78], Rollin [141]
on many index dimensions: checktag consistency, major-to-all term consistency, overall
indexing, classification code consistency and major-to-major term consistency.

More general measures which measure agreement between judgements are: Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and
Cohen’s kappa). Two measures extend beyond two raters and allow assessing the
reliability of agreement between any fixed number of raters. These are Fleiss’ kappa
[50] and Krippendorff’s Alpha [67].

All agreement measures result in a score between 1 (when raters are in full agree-
ment on all their judgements) and 0 (all raters judgements are completely unrelated to
all the other raters judgements). These ratios can also be represented in percentages.
Landis and Koch (1977) gave interpretations of agreement values [99]. This interpreta-
tion is however by no means universally accepted. They supplied no evidence to support
it, basing it instead on personal opinion. It has been noted that these guidelines may
be more harmful than helpful [150].

Reviews of indexing consistency studies have been offered by Leonard [105] and
Markey [117]. Consistency ratings for indexing methods that employ uncontrolled
vocabulary have ranged between 4% and 67%, with an average of 27.05%. These
ratings improve considerably, to a range of 13% to 70% and an average of 44.32%,
when using a controlled vocabulary.

According to Leininger [104]: "the wide range of variability in these findings can
be attributed to several factors. These include

• the use, structure, and quality of controlled vocabulary

• the expertise, experience, and training of the indexers

• the environment in which the indexing takes place

• the depth of indexing; the type and subject of matter being dealt with

• the availability of aids to the indexers.

Perhaps the most serious source of variability in the findings is that no single math-
ematical calculation of interindexer consistency has been accepted as the standard.
Leonard (1977) discussed seven of them, and Rollin (1981) another four."

Although the measures differ, all interindexer consistency measures give scores be-
tween 1 (when raters are in full agreement on all their judgements) and 0 (raters are
in complete disagreement). Although the measures scale differently, their statistical
correlations are high and as such, all give an indication of the reliability of indexing,
which is a partial demonstration of validity.

Furthermore, the topology of disagreement shows that a portion of these differences
are small semantic differences. This disagreement can be problematic when manual
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annotations serve as a gold standard for the evaluation of our automatic annotation
suggestions, but this really depends on the evaluation method and metrics.

David et al. [36] give a cognitive psychology explanation of interindexer inconsis-
tency while describing indexing from a cognitive psychology perspective. Their inter-
esting view on indexing is discussed in the next paragraph.

A.4.4 Cognitive Process of Keyword Assignment
Indexing has been studied by (cognitive) psychologists. They describe indexing as a
routine cognitive situation [12], [43], as text comprehension [14] and as as a problem
solving activity [36], where one has to determine the themes contained in a document
and produce a list of descriptors taken from a thesaurus. In this latest view by David
et al. [36], indexing is described with Newell and Simon’s problem solving framework
[127] in the components of an information processing system and the representations
employed by this system. David states that: "The problem space can be divided into
a knowledge space and a resolution space. The knowledge space includes the set of
declarative and procedural knowledge which contains potential components of the prob-
lem. The resolution space consists of the major stages as defined by the norms and
what we know of the usual indexing procedure." important steps in the resolution space
are:

• scanning of document

• content analysis

• concept selection

• translation into descriptors

• revision

In order to shed light on the cognitive processes likely to account for variations
in selected index terms, David et al. [36] asked eight indexers (four novice and four
experts) to index the same four documents (using two thesauri). Their experiment
contained three kinds of verbalization: think aloud protocols, retrospective verbaliza-
tion, and an interview involving peer evaluation. Their description of results focusses
on keyword indexing: "the indexers are to a large extent in agreement with respect to
certain central concepts contained in the document, while they differ dramatically in
the attribution of secondary notions." Although expert indexers show agreement with
respect to the basic semantic content, they have large variations with respect to the
degrees of specificity, exhaustivity and exactitude. The verbalizations showed that the
decision to accept or reject a descriptor is a critical moment in the process. In other
words, while indexers may follow the same procedures (shared goals and sub-goals) in
scanning documents, their criteria for deciding what constitutes good indexing seem
to vary. This led David et al. to characterize indexing as an ill-defined problem (Si-
mon 1973; Gick 1986) inasmuch as, despite certain established indexing procedures,
the nature of the goal is defined by the indexer: "Indexing expertise is characterized
by a gradual adaptation and transformation of directives learned during training into
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a more personalized mode of use. Each indexer establishes an order of priority for
the application of these rules and procedures. [...] [T]he evaluation of descriptor lists
by each of the indexers during the interview revealed just how much they are familiar
with good indexing standards. They all clearly underlined the strengths and weakness of
each indexing result in terms of these norms and could often correctly infer the criteria
behind each choice of descriptor." So David et al. explain a large part of the inter
indexer variation by the variance in the way each indexer applies the official rules and
guidelines during the indexing task.

A.5 Metadata schemas

In this section we discuss some standards for Metadata schemas: MARC, ISBD, Func-
tional Requirements for Bibliographical Records, Dublin Core and Resource Descrip-
tion and Access. The organization and especially the typing of the metadata is impor-
tant as it co-defines the meaning of an annotation5.

A.5.1 MARC and ISBD

In the sixties and seventies of the last century the first standards for machine readable
catalogues were developed. The machine readable format required strong standardiza-
tion of the metadata schema. As a result the machine readable format had a strong
influence on the metadata schema development. A famous standard for machine read-
able catalogues is MARC. MARC stands for MAchine-Readable Cataloging [7] and
was developed by Henriette Avram at the Library of Congress beginning in the 1960s.
MARC descriptions are named records and each record has three elements: the record
structure, the content designation, and the data content of the record. The record can
have multiple parts, each designed for representing a type of information. For these
parts the MARC standard defines MARC formats, which are standards for the represen-
tation and communication of the information in machine-readable form. Marc contains
five formats: Bibliographic Format, Authority Format, Holdings Format, Community
Format, and Classification Data Format. This idea of a standardized metadata schema
lay at the basis of Dublin Core.

Some years after the start of the development of MARC a similar effort of metadata
standardization was undertaken for bibliographic records, resulting in the International
Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD). The objective was to identify components
in a bibliographic description, their preferred order, and the necessary punctuation.
After a first versions in 1971 a general international version was published in 1977
[129]. The ISBD is a metadata schema: it expresses which elements should be present
in a bibliographic record.

5Paris can be a depicted place in a broadcast and can be the topic of another broadcast. In a
typical metadata schema the first broadcast will have Paris annotated in the metadata schema field
Depicted places and the second broadcast will have Paris both in the metadata schema fields Topics
and Depicted places.
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A.5.2 Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records

The AACR2 and ISBD standards proved not too durable for the information revolution
brought on by the ICT revolution of the 80’s and 90’s. Since the advent of the World
Wide Web there has been much discussion in the library and catalogue community
with respect to the function and role of a catalogue: "...some of the present catalogu-
ing principles and rules are inadequate, less relevant, or irrelevant to the new electronic
environment" [44]. As a result the International Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA) started working on a conceptual entity-relationship model that re-
lates the user task of retrieval in online library catalogues with bibliographic databases
from a user’s perspective. This resulted in the Functional Requirements for Biblio-
graphic Records or FRBR [146]. Most important of FRBR is the four level hierarchy
for entities: Work, Expression, Manifestation and Item. The Work expresses
the core concept, e.g. Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespear. The Expression is an
implementation of the Work, e.g. Romeo and Juliet as a film. The Manifestation is
one version of an Expression, e.g. the directors cut of Bas Luhrman’s film Romeo and
Juliet. The Item is a stored publication of the Expression in the archive e.g. one DVD-
box of the directors cut of Bas Luhrman’s film Romeo and Juliet The FRBR model
allows the relationships between the entities to provide navigational links, making it
possible to find other films and books expressing the core concept of Shakespear’s,
e.g. Romeo and Juliet. The FRBR is used as basis for Sound & Vision’s own iMMiX
metadata model.

A.5.3 Dublin Core

The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI 6) is an organization providing an open
forum for the development of interoperable online metadata standards. Early Dublin
Core workshops popularized the idea of "core metadata" for simple and generic resource
descriptions. The fifteen-element "Dublin Core" achieved wide dissemination as part
of the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) and
has been ratified as IETF RFC 5013, ANSI/NISO Standard Z39.85-2007 and ISO
Standard 15836:2009. As a result many metadata schemas used in archives, libraries
and museums are based on or reducible to Simple Dublin Core Metadata Element Set
(DCMES). This makes DCMES in practice the basic common metadata schema for
metadata exchange. On 2012-06-14 DCMI published a recommendation of the Dublin
Core Metadata Element Set, Version 1.17.

From the perspective of the Dublin Core community, the metadata landscape is
currently characterized in terms of four "levels" of interoperability:

1. Shared term definitions. At Level 1, interoperability among metadata-using ap-
plications is based on shared natural-language definitions.

2. Formal semantic interoperability. At Level 2, interoperability among metadata-
using applications is based on the shared formal model provided by RDF, which
is used to support Linked Data.

6http://dublincore.org/
7http://dublincore.org/documents/2012/06/14/dces/
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3. Description Set syntactic interoperability. At Level 3, applications are compat-
ible with the Linked Data model and, in addition, share an abstract syntax for
validatable metadata records, the "description set".8

4. Description Set Profile interoperability. At Level 4, the records exchanged among
metadata-using applications follow, in addition, a common set of constraints, use
the same vocabularies, and reflect a shared model of the world.

A.5.4 Resource Description and Access
In 2009, AACR2 was replaced by Resource Description and Access or RDA. RDA is the
new standard for resource description and access designed for the digital world. RDA
is both a set of cataloguing rules and a metadata schema. Built on the foundations
established by AACR2, RDA provides a comprehensive set of guidelines and instruc-
tions on resource description and access covering all types of content and media. RDA
emerged from the International Conference on the Principles & Future Development
of AACR held in Toronto in 1997.

FRBR provides the conceptual foundation for RDA. RDA uses the names of biblio-
graphic entities: "work", "expression", "manifestation", and "item". It uses the FRBR
user tasks to define

• four purposes of describing resources: find, identify, select, obtain and

• four purposes of describing an entity associated with a resource (a person, family,
corporate body, concept, etc.): find, identify, clarify, understand.

RDA is also bestowed upon a set of principles. These principles are Differentiation,
Sufficiency, Relationships, Representation, Accuracy, Attribution, Language Prefer-
ence, Common Usage or Practice, Uniformity. The RDA element set is compatible
with ISBD, MARC 21, and Dublin Core. RDA also uses FRAD (Functional Require-
ments for Authority Data) as the basis for instructions on authority control. RDA
consist of 10 sections which focus firstly on recording attributes for FRBR entities
(items 1-4), and then on recording relationships between these entities (5-10):

1. Recording attributes of manifestation and item

2. Recording attributes of work and expression

3. Recording attributes of person, family, and corporate body

4. Recording attributes of concept, object, event, and place

5. Recording primary relationships

6. Recording relationships to persons, families, and corporate bodies associated with
a resource

7. Recording subject relationships
8The Linked Data Platform 1.0, W3C Working Draft was published on 25 October 2012 http:

//www.w3.org/TR/2012/WD-ldp-20121025/.
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8. Recording relationships between works, expressions, manifestations and items

9. Recording relationships between persons, families, and corporate bodies

10. Recording relationships between concepts, objects, events, and places

A.6 Automatic Metadata Generation

The use of different methodologies and algorithms to obtain keywords has been the
subject of repeated research in recent decades, examples are [19], [90] and [163].

A.6.1 Promising Areas for Metadata Enrichment

If we invest effort in enriching the metadata a good question to ask is where one
can get a good return on investment. For documents which have an elaborate set
of structured metadata it is costly to get only a small enrichment of the metadata.
Focussing our attention here would be unwise because these kinds of documents are
only sporadically found. Documents which have only limited metadata are much more
common. Given that the enrichment techniques need something to work with, we need
to identify the sort of input which can give us reasonable results. Of the many sources
of content data such as, audio, video, pictures and text, the automatic content analysis
has the highest performance on text (see for example [154]). So our focus should be on
documents which consist of text or have texts associated to them and which have only
limited metadata associated to them. Almost all of the documents which S&V does
not manage to catalogue, but deems worthy of cataloguing, such as documentaries,
have web sites or texts associated to them.

A.6.2 Applications for Metadata Extraction

The extraction of metadata from textual resources has been implemented in several
tools and platforms, which belong roughly to three categories: fully manual, semi-
automatic and fully automatic. An example of an extraction systems that rely on fully
manual input is Annotea [91]. Semi-automatic annotation systems keep a human inter-
vention in the loop. Tools from this category (like Amilcare [28]) help users annotate
textual documents faster and better. Examples of a fully automatic approach are KEA
[61], [122] and the KIM system [93].

KEA is an algorithm for extracting keyphrases from text documents. The KEA
system has been under development since 1999 and can be used for free indexing or
for indexing with a controlled vocabulary. The system now encompasses the following
phases: 1) select documents, 2) select thesaurus, 3) extract candidates, 4) compute
features, 5) build model, 6) extract keyphrases.

KIM generates a list of metadata suggestions without human intervention. The
cataloguers only need to select the items they consider relevant in the list. The top
level of KIM’s annotation ontology however, is fixed and cannot be changed.

Most of these systems rely on natural language processing. Common basics are tok-
enization, named entity recognition. These processes are each with its own challenges.
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Named entity recognition for example is quite a hard problem. Even though some ap-
plications claim accuracy rates of 85-95% [49], [138], agreement between these taggers
ranges from 34% to 58%, depending on the class [98]. Krovetz et al. also found that
more than 40% of the globally ambiguous entities co-occur within the same document.

A.6.3 Machine Learning Approaches for Metadata Generation

The task of automatic keyphrase extraction is to select keyphrases from within the
text of a given document. Turney [163] has improved upon the 1999 KEA system
for automatic keyphrase extraction with a machine learning component. His approach
uses the degree of statistical association (which is determined using web mining) among
candidate keyphrases as evidence that they may be semantically related.

A.6.4 Information Retrieval Approaches for Keyword Genera-
tion

At the moment automatic techniques for video analysis are still of limited value for the
derivation of semantic categories [74]. On the other hand, manual semantic annota-
tion is time-consuming. Machine learning and statistical methods for natural language
processing and information extraction are applied to determine which terms from frag-
ments or sentences will be used in the statements that are offered to the annotator [68],
[87], [126].

A.6.5 Keyword Generation Using Thesaurus Structures

Multiple approaches exist for the exploitation of information stored in thesauri during
automatic keyword extraction/suggestion. One approach is to use thesaurus relations
to improve automatic keyword extraction with machine learning techniques [80], [120],
[122]. A second approach is by [37] who do not train their model on existing data
and only use information from the thesaurus in combination with Bayesian statistics
and probabilistic inferencing to suggest keywords. In the same manner [174] only
use thesaurus information and use PageRank to determine the most central WordNet
keywords in the graphs which could be constructed with the WordNet relations between
the keywords appearing in the text.

Although all these approaches are based on the assumption that thesaurus infor-
mation can be used for keyword extraction, none of these approaches explicitly studies
the relation between thesaurus term modeling and their a priori value for keyword
extraction.

Useful methods to analyze the formal structure of a thesaurus can be borrowed
from the field of (social) network analysis e.g. [130], [9].

A.6.6 Indexing by Human Computation

An interesting mixed model of annotation is by Games with a Purpose. In a game
with a purpose such as The ESP game [171] human players generate annotations for,
in this instance, pictures. The game itself is serviced on the web which allows millions
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of players to generate annotations. The annotations generated by these players can
subsequently be collected in a computer application to compute agreement scores which
rank the generated annotations. At Sound & Vision a game with a purpose named
Waisda was created for the indexing of audiovisual material. In a period of months
human players assigned of 100.000 annotations to 400 hours of material.

A.6.7 Audiovisual Archiving
Edmondson [41] describes the philosophy and principles of audiovisual archiving: "Au-
diovisual archiving has begun emerging as an academic discipline in only the last few
years. [...] The philosophy of audiovisual archiving may have much in common with
the other collecting professions, but it is logical that it should arise from the nature of
the audiovisual media, rahter than by automatic analogy from those professions. By
the same token, audiovisual documents deserve to be described in terms of what they
are, rather than what they are not, and traditional terms like "non-book", "non-text",
or "special materials", which are common parlance in the collecting professions, are
inappropriate. [...] There are film, sound, television and radio archivists who find
their prime professional identity in those terms." He notes many similarities and some
differences for audiovisual archives when compared to libraries, general archives and
museums. The first major difference which poses other kinds of demands on the collec-
tion is the type of material they keep. This requires knowledge of at least the following:

• the history of the audiovisual media

• recording technologies of the various audiovisual media

• collection development and management strategies and policies

• technological basis for preservation and access

• the history of audiovisual archiving

• basic media-related physics and chemistry

• strategies to work on decay, obsolescence and migration

Image and sound carriers, associated documents and artifacts require quite spe-
cific material for storage and display which influence the organization of the material.
As a result, the arrangement of the material in AV archives is by format, condition
and status. The format of the carrier, e.g. 35mm film, VHS NTSC cassette, DVD,
upon which the AV material was stored often imposes extra requirements upon the
preservation of the material. Not only this influences the access to the material; AV
material access depends on copy availability, copyright, facilities, technology and con-
tract agreements. A final difference is found in the reuse of the material, which gives
the AV-archive a much bigger business value. These differences show in the metadata
stored for AV-objects: An AV catalogue description typically contains three types of
descriptors:

• Carriers and media descriptors, also known as technical descriptors
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• Conceptual or content descriptors

• Organizational descriptors

In the same manner the IFLA coordinates efforts from librarians all over the world,
the FIAT/IFTA, Fédération Internationale des Archives de Télévision / International
Federation of Television Archives combine the efforts of audiovisual archivist worldwide.
The strategy of the FIAT/IFTA is to use existing standards such as AACR2 and adapt
these for the audiovisual domain. As such the FIAT/IFTA coordinates the creation
of international standards for preservation, for cataloguing, for use and re-use and for
metadata models.

A.7 iMMiX metadata model

At S&V a specialized system named iMMiX is used. This system is integrated into the
Dutch public broadcasters digital information landscape. It connects directly to De
Digitale Voorziening9 and Powerstation. The Digital Service serves both as a digital
delivery system for broadcast to the channels and, after broadcast, as a direct deliv-
ery system of all broadcasted public broadcasters material to Sound & Vision in the
form of a high-resolution format for professional reuse, a low-res format for inspection
and key-frames. Powerstation delivers the existing metadata of all broadcasts: the
exact time of broadcast, the channel of broadcast, title information and limited further
metadata. All this information is automatically imported into iMMiX. iMMiX is split
into two linked parts: the iMMiX metadata system stores the metadata and Het Dig-
itale Archief 10 stores the essence. Essence is the nomen used at S&V to describe the
primary audiovisual material. The metadata adheres to a model: the iMMiX meta-
data model, which is an adaptation for ‘audiovisual’ catalogue data of the FRBR data
model11 which has been developed in 1998, by the international federation of library
associations (IFLA).

A.7.1 Principles and Levels in iMMiX

The basic principles of using iMMiX are the following:

1. Applicable to multiple collections The way metadata is structured is applica-
ble to multiple collections. iMMiX is extendable with specific kinds of metadata
of new and other Sound & Vision collections.

2. One time entry, multiple uses

3. Inheritability of data Data entered on higher levels of descriptions are propa-
gated automatically to lower levels of descriptions.

9The Digital Service
10The Digital Archive
11Functional Requirements for Bibliographical record, www.ifla.org/VII/s13/frbr/frbr.pdf.
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4. Applicable for different user groups Both teachers, professional users and
the general audience must be served with their own needs based on one set of
metadata.

5. Functional granularity Information or fields which are not suitable, necessary
or required for certain users can be hidden for these users.

6. Unique identification All (sets of) metadata and essence must be uniquely
identifiable.

The seven levels of iMMiX’s layered model and the general fields of the iMMiX
metadata model are:

1. Work The concept, Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespear

2. Expression One implementation of a concept, Romeo and Juliet as a film

3. Realization One version of an expression, the directors cut of Bas Luhrman’s
film Romeo and Juliet.

4. Selection A specific part of a realization, for example one scene of Bas Luhrman’s
film Romeo and Juliet.

5. Publication The specific way a realization is published: the directors cut of Bas
Luhrman’s film Romeo and Juliet broadcasted on 12th of January 2001. On the
publication level a lot of technical broadcasting information is stored.

6. Position What part of the publication is stored on what Carrier

7. Carrier one of the two DVD’s of the directors cut of Bas Luhrman’s film Romeo
and Juliet

iMMiX has the following general fields, of which some are associated or restricted
to terms form certain GTAA facets:

• title

• summary

• description a more lengthy free text description

• genre restricted to the GTAA genre facet

• keywords restricted to the GTAA subject facet

• person restricted to the GTAA person facet

• names restricted to the GTAA names facet

• speaker restricted to the GTAA person facet

• performer associated to the GTAA person and names facet
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• maker restricted to the GTAA maker and names facet

• producer associated to the GTAA maker facet

• subsidiser

• cast associated to the GTAA maker facet

• recording date

• recording location

• language

• occasion

• distinction description of specific shots and close-ups.

• color

• source relevant for old material and specific collections

• rights owner

A.8 Guidelines for Automatic Annotation Systems

The results from Chapter 7 give us ideas on what the process of automatic annotation
for audiovisual archives should look like. There are a few typical cases that will appear
in an annotation environment: there will be easy programs which will receive good
automatic annotations, there will be programs for which it is moderately difficult to
generate automatic annotations. For these humans should receive suggestion which
they can refine and amend. There will be hard programs for which it is hard to make
annotations, both for humans and computers. For these programs it can help to suggest
some main topics, but for which the best kind of support lies in the easy navigation of
related annotation terms in concept space (statistical and thesaurus relations).

The variety of situations that may arise during automatically supported annotation
can be translated into a set of principles for automatic annotation support:

• Principle of exhaustivity: Generate enough diversity in the list of suggestions
so that all differential needs of different user groups are addressed.

• Principle of the division of labor: Use artificial intelligence to do the easy
(boring) annotation jobs and use humans for the hard (interesting) annotation
tasks12.

– Necessary for the division of labor: Identify hard and easy (types of) anno-
tation, allowing easy tasks to be performed automatically and devote human
effort to the hard tasks.

12See Louis von Ahn [172] for ways of harnessing human intelligence on a web scale
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• Principle of using human intelligence: Generate general suggestions in your
automatic list, then have human users specify these general concepts so they
attain the proper specificity. This principle is related to the principle of the
division of labor.

• Principle of information interaction: Generate navigation options for term
selection.

– Show conceptual related terms such as BT (broader terms), NT (narrower
terms) and RT (related terms).

– Show in use related terms (principle of collocation). The co-occurring use
of indexing terms creates an in-use correlations between these terms. The
most frequent of these in-use relations might prove valuable.
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Summary

Libraries, archives and museums collect and manage paintings, statues, books, songs,
films and other objects. To manage their collections, cataloguers describe the objects’
attributes such as title, maker, subjects etc. The descriptions serve two purposes: 1) to
create collection access: to retrieve objects, group objects and find similar objects and
2) to signify objects: to contextualize them, relate them to other objects or to concepts
(e.g. communistic art), to find structure in multiple objects (type, trend, style, group
of makers).

The Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision is the Dutch national audiovisual
archive. Digitization reduced the cost of production and storage of digital material,
resulting in a huge increase in stored and inflowing material (approximately 40.000
hours of new material was stored in 2014). Next to the increase in inflowing material,
digitization is a game changer for Sound & Vision. The Dutch public broadcasters
transformed to a completely digital infrastructure in 2006. In this landscape, catalogue
users, such as professional broadcasters, expect (annotated) new material to turn up
in the online catalogue on the day of the broadcast.

Manual annotation is a time consuming activity. At Sound & Vision 42 cataloguers
are employed. They manage to catalogue roughly one third of all yearly inflowing
material, with the final description being ready roughly two months after the broadcast.
The rest has only the metadata with which it was delivered to the archive, which most
of the time is its title plus technical broadcast information such as date, time and
channel of broadcast.

Sound & Vision cataloguers use two indexing tools: iMMiX and GTAA. iMMiX
is Sound & Vision’s archiving system. iMMiX is split into two linked parts: the iM-
MiX metadata system stores the metadata and "Het Digitale Archief" (the digital
archive) stores the essence (the primary audiovisual material). The iMMiX metadata
contains a.o. technical information (e.g. length, broadcast date), content descriptors
(e.g.keywords, locations, persons, makers, producers) and digital rights information.
Most of the content descriptors, such as keywords, locations, persons, maker and pro-
ducer, are restricted to S&Vs in house thesaurus named GTAA (GTAA is a Dutch
acronym for “Gemeenschappelijke Thesaurus Audiovisuele Archieven”13). The GTAA
contains about 160.000 terms, organized in 6 disjoint facets: Subjects, Genres, People,
Names14, Makers and Locations.

13Stands for Common Thesaurus [for] Audiovisual Archives.
14For Organization, Groups and Other Names.
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Terms from all facets of the GTAA may have Related Terms and Scope Notes, but
only Keywords and Genres can also have Use/Use for and Broader Term/Narrower
Term relations, the latter organizing them into a set of hierarchies. Terms from the four
other facets are alphabetical flat lists, sometimes associated with ScopeNotes (textual
comments about the use of the given term).

This makes our research question: How can cultural heritage cataloguers be
supported automatically during the creation and enrichment of catalogue
annotations?

Our hypothesis is that the structured background information, stored in thesauri
such as the GTAA and in metadata (e.g. in iMMiX), is useful for supporting cata-
loguers during the process of indexing. We take an engineering approach and design
(automatic) processes and build prototypes. These are subsequently evaluated during
experiments.

In Chapter 2: Web-Based Thesaurus Browsing we described the development and
evaluation of a thesaurus browser. In the thesaurus browser we tried to visualize
the different aspects of the GTAA thesaurus: facets, the terms, their relations, their
hierarchies and the facet categories. We tested and adapted our design during two
iterations of users performing an indexing task with the thesaurus browser. Sound &
Vision’s cataloguers were used to quite basic tools for finding index terms and were
dazzled by the complexity of the browser interface. They were used to alphabetical
search and therefore we gained most performance by optimizing the alphabetical search
part of the browser. Navigating the hierarchical representation was apparently not of
much use for finding terms. For disambiguation however, showing the terms in the
hierarchy is a quick mean to determine if the term is the right concept. We noticed
a difference of strategies between the subjects from Sound & Vision (experts of the
thesaurus content) and from broadcasting corporations. The broadcasters were more
eager to start the search for a term by browsing. Thus a browsing facility could be
helpful to the daily users of Sound & Vision’s archives.

The cataloguers were in general positive about the use of the designed tool in their
daily work. This was not only apparent from the questionnaire, but also from the fact
that, based on the results of this study, Sound & Vision incorporated aspects of the
thesaurus browser in their archiving process.

Chapter 3: Automatically Deriving Annotations described a prototype which we
designed to use structured background information in combination with analysis of
contextual information of archival objects for the automatic generation of annotation
suggestions. The architecture for the automatic creation of annotations in an audiovi-
sual archive is sketched in Figure A.1.

The prototype analyzed contextual information, in this case being four web site
texts which belonged to two audiovisual broadcasts, and used the information in the
GTAA thesaurus to rank the terms extracted from the contextual texts. The proto-
type’s outcome were six types of ranked annotations. This outcome was evaluated by
exact matching against a) one set of expert descriptions and b) one set of descriptions
made by nine cataloguers in a user study. The exact matching against the expert
description was the classic (information retrieval) evaluation. The evaluation against
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Figure A.1: The four phases in the automatic generation of ranked thesaurus terms for
audiovisual documents

the annotations of a group of nine cataloguers gave insight into the inter cataloguers
agreement. Both these evaluations showed that sometimes annotations can be right
but not an exact match (for example when The Caucasus was suggested when both
Chechnya and Dagestan appeared in the human annotations15). To address this, we
introduced semantic evaluation in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 4: Evaluation of Automatic Annotations we fully implemented the au-
tomatic annotation prototype from Chapter 3 and focussed on the evaluation of its
outcomes16. We created a corpus of 258 broadcasts for which we derived automatic
annotations. On these we performed a classic information extraction evaluation. This
evaluation however, when analyzed into more detail, showed limitations. These limita-
tions were explored in two ways: first by changing the evaluation to semantic evaluation,
second by introducing the idea of serendipitous browsing.

The looser semantic evaluation judges terms within one thesaurus relation to
catalogue keywords as correct as well. It is able to capture small differences which lead
to unwanted wrong evaluations. For example: the set automatic annotations ministers,
pigs pest, agriculture, ministries and pigs, is completely wrong when compared exactly
against the manually assigned keywords pest, cattle, vaccinations and veterinary dis-
eases. When evaluated semantically however pigs pest, agriculture and pigs are judged

15The Caucasus is the mountain range between Chechnya and Dagestan where the program makers
filmed their program.

16We implemented three different ranking algorithms for step III in Figure A.1.
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correct. Changing to a semantic evaluation is a good strategy when evaluating auto-
matic indexing tools, given the cataloguers indexing task and the conceptual modeling
of the GTAA thesaurus.

With serendipitous browsing (automatic and manual) annotations are used for
finding interesting related documents. It showed that the manual annotations and the
automatic annotations have the same value for finding interesting related documents.

In Chapter 5: Automatic Keyword Suggestion we separately studied different real-
izations and different inputs of four components of the automatic annotation process.

In Section 5.2 we studied the ranking algorithms. We saw that the ranking algo-
rithms influence the outcome of the keyword suggestions. Our best algorithm was the
TF.RR algorithm which uses the thesaurus relations and frequency information. It
equaled the classic TF.IDF algorithm without the need for a background corpus when
evaluated classically. It added to TF.IDF by creating homogeneity in its results and
in the semantic evaluation.

From the different types of structured background information, which we studied
in Section 5.3, the handmade GTAA was clearly the best. It outperformed the co-
occurrence network derived from the iMMiX catalogue descriptions.

In Section 5.4, we gathered content information on the indexable objects either
with ASR or via context documents. It showed that both the ASR and the context
documents are valuable sources and complementary sources of information, but that the
ASR might not yet be as good as context documents for the derivation of annotations.

Even though we dedicated Chapter 4 to three ways of evaluation of automatically
generated keyword suggestions, we studied the interaction between automatic annota-
tion and query expansion in Section 5.517. It showed that automatic annotations can
be complementary to manual annotations in a retrieval setting.

In Chapter 6: Documentalist Support System we integrated automatic annotations
and the visualization of the information environment in the documentalist support sys-
tem (DocSS). The DocSS allows a cataloguer to inspect all the information relevant
during the cataloguing of an individual object. It shows information on the catalogue
collection level, in related documents and their associated texts, it shows information
on the individual objects level, showing the context documents, generates annotations
in these documents (spotted GTAA terms) and creates ranked sets of annotations
extracted form these documents.

Although this prototype was not implemented in the working archive, it offered
interesting possibilities for semantic browsing and searching the rich semantic graph
of Sound & Vision’s catalogue. The automatic linking to thesaurus terms and simi-
lar documents, the creation of navigational links showing the information environment
with information scent [136] and its interactive nature, gives many ideas for new highly
interactive user interfaces for information interaction.

In the final research chapter, Chapter 7: User Evaluation of Manual and Automatic
Annotations, we studied the differences and overlap between manual and automatic

17Yet another evaluation of automatically generated annotations was performed in Chapter 7, where
user feedback was given on lists of automatically generated annotations in a user experiment.
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annotation in a user study. In this evaluation we had different user groups judge the
perceived value of both manual and automatic annotations. The three groups were
cataloguers, catalogue users and interested layman-users.

When we looked at the overlap between the manual and automatic annotations
in Section 7.4, we saw that 40% of the good annotations was generated both by the
cataloguers and the automatic techniques. The manual and automatic annotations
differ in the remaining 60%. 40% of the good annotations was only generated by
the automatic techniques. The last 20% was only generated by the human cataloguers.
Even though the automatic annotations contained the most good annotations, they got
accompanied by a very large set of bad annotations, whereas the manual annotations
were almost all good.

This does not mean however, that the automatic results are useless for a cataloguer.
Its results where the worst for the makers annotation, but even with only a third of
the makers suggestions correct, offering these to cataloguers changes their task from
picking 7 makers from 18.000 to picking 6 of these from a set of 20. This may increase
the number of annotations and the working speed of cataloguers. A study into the
effect of automatic pre-descriptions on the working speed of a human annotator shows
a change in working speed of +25% to +35% [46].
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Samenvatting Ondersteuning van
Documentalisten binnen het
Cultureel Erfgoed

Bibliotheken, archieven en musea verzamelen schilderijen, beelden, boeken, muziek,
films en andere objecten. Documentalisten beschrijven18 eigenschappen van de ob-
jecten, zoals de titel, de makers, het onderwerp etc. Deze beschrijvingen dienen twee
doelen: 1) de verzameling toegankelijk maken (gebruikers kunnen de collecties door-
zoeken) en 2) objecten duiden: een object een bepaalde betekenis geven (door het
bijvoorbeeld te classificeren als communistische kunst).

Het Nederland Instituut voor Beeld & Geluid is het Nederlandse nationale audio-
visuele archief. Door digitalisering is de omgeving van Beeld & Geluid radicaal veran-
derd. De verminderde productie- en opslagkosten van audiovisueel materiaal resulteren
in een enorme toename van instromend en opgeslagen materiaal (in 2014 werd ongeveer
40.000 uur nieuw materiaal opgeslagen). Naast de toename van het instromende mate-
riaal, verandert digitalisering het speelveld voor Beeld & Geluid. Sinds de Nederlandse
publieke omroepen zijn overgestapt op een volledig digitale infrastructuur, verwachten
catalogusgebruikers, zoals professionele omroepen, dat nieuw materiaal op de dag van
de uitzending (gedocumenteerd) in de online catalogus verschijnt.

Handmatige annotatie is een tijdrovende bezigheid voor de 42 documentalisten die
bij Beeld & Geluid werkzaam zijn. Ze slagen erin om ongeveer eenderde van al het jaar-
lijks instromende materiaal te beschrijven, waarbij de definitieve omschrijving ongeveer
twee maanden na de uitzending klaar is. De beschrijving van de overige tweederde
bestaat slechts uit de gegevens waarmee het werd aangeleverd aan het archief, meestal
is dat de titel plus technische informatie zoals uitzenddatum, -tijd en het -kanaal.

Bij Beeld & Geluid gebruiken documentalisten twee hulpmiddelen bij het index-
ering: iMMix en GTAA. iMMix is Beeld & Geluids archiveringssysteem. iMMix is
opgesplitst in twee delen: het iMMix metadatasysteem slaat de metadata op en Het
Digitale Archief slaat de essense op (het echte beeld- en geluidsmateriaal). De iM-
Mix metadata bevat o.a. technische informatie (zoals lengte, uitzenddatum), inhouds-
beschrijvingen (zoals trefwoorden, locaties, personen, makers, producenten) en infor-
matie over digitale rechten. De meeste inhoudsbeschrijvers, zoals trefwoorden, locaties,

18Ook wel annoteren, indexeren of metadateren genoemd.
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personen, makers en producenten, zijn beperkt tot Beeld & Geluids eigen thesaurus
GTAA (GTAA staat voor Gemeenschappelijke Thesaurus Audiovisuele Archieven). De
GTAA bevat ongeveer 160.000 termen, georganiseerd in 6 disjuncte facetten: Onder-
werpen, Genres, Personen, Namen19, Makers en Plaatsen.

Termen uit alle facetten van de GTAA kunnen relaties bevatten, zoals Gerelateerde
Term20 en Afbakening Notities21, alleen Trefwoorden en Genres kunnen ook Gebruik /
Gebruik voor22 en Bredere Term / Smallere Term23 relaties hebben. Met deze laatste
twee kunnen termen in hiërarchieën georganiseerd worden.

Dit maakt onze onderzoeksvraag: Hoe kunnen cultureel erfgoed documen-
talisten automatisch worden ondersteund tijdens de creatie en de verrijking
van catalogus annotaties?

Het is onze hypothese dat de gestructureerde achtergrondinformatie, zoals opgesla-
gen in thesauri als de GTAA en in de catalogusbeschrijvingen, nuttig is voor het onder-
steunen van de documentalisten gedurende de taak van het indexeren. We hanteren
een ingenieursbenadering en ontwerpen (automatische) processen en bouwen proto-
types. Deze worden vervolgens geëvalueerd tijdens experimenten.

In Hoofdstuk 2: Webgebaseerde Thesaurus Browsing beschreven we de ontwikkeling
en evaluatie van een thesaurusbrowser. In de thesaurusbrowser hebben we getracht de
verschillende aspecten van de GTAA toegankelijk te maken: de facetten, de termen,
hun relaties, hun hiërarchieën en de facetcategorieën. We hebben ons ontwerp getest
en aangepast tijdens twee rondes van gebruikersevaluaties. Tijdens deze experimenten
voerden documentalisten en archiefgebruikers een indexeringstaak uit met behulp van
de thesaurusbrowser. De Beeld & Geluid documentalisten, die gewend waren relatief
basale instrumenten te hanteren om termen te vinden, werden overdonderd door de
complexiteit van de browserinterface. Ze waren gewend alfabetisch te zoeken en daarom
hadden we het meeste baat bij het optimaliseren van de alfabetische zoekfunctie in de
browser. Om termen te vinden werd niet veel gebruik gemaakt van het navigeren in
hiërarchische relaties. Voor het bepalen van de precieze betekenis was de hiërarchie
juist wel handig: door de semantische omgeving van de term te bekijken, kon bepaald
worden of een term de juiste was24. We hebben gemerkt dat daar ook het grootste
verschil bestond tussen de documentalisten van Beeld & Geluid (deskundigen op het
gebied van de thesaurusinhoud) en de gebruikers van de omroepen. De gebruikers van
de omroepen waren veel meer geneigd om te zoeken naar een term door met bladeren in
hiërarchieën te beginnen. Deze browse-optie kan nuttig zijn om de dagelijkse gebruikers
van de Beeld & Geluid archieven verder te ondersteunen.

De documentalisten waren over het algemeen positief over het gebruik van het ont-
worpen instrument voor hun dagelijks werk. Dit blijkt niet alleen uit de vragenlijst,
maar ook uit het feit dat mede op basis van de resultaten van deze studie Beeld &
Geluid aspecten van de thesaurusbrowser in hun archiveringsproces heeft ingebouwd.

19Voor namen van organisaties, bewegingen en andere namen.
20Een Gerelateerde Term legt bijvoorbeeld een relatie tussen kernenergie en kernreactor.
21Uitleg over hoe de term te gebruiken.
22De Gebruik -relatie verwijst bijvoorbeeld atoomenergie door naar de voorkeursterm kernenergie.
23Atoomenergie is een Smallere Term van energie.
24De term missie is gerelateerd aan katholieke kerk en ontwikkelingssamenwerking. Door deze te

tonen in de browser kon een gebruiker snel beslissen of een term juist is.
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Figure A.2: De vier fasen bij het automatisch genereren van geordende thesaurustermen
voor audiovisuele documenten.

In Hoofdstuk 3: Automatisch Annotaties Genereren beschreven we een prototype
dat we ontworpen hebben om automatische annotatiesuggesties te genereren. Het
prototype kreeg als invoer de GTAA en sets teksten die gerelateerd waren aan de te
archiveren objecten. De architectuur voor dit systeem wordt geschetst in Figuur A.2.

Het prototype analyseerde contextuele informatie, in dit geval waren dat vier web-
siteteksten die behoorden bij twee TV-programma’s. Uit deze teksten werden (GTAA)
termen geëxtraheerd en met behulp van de structuur in de GTAA geordend (be-
langrijkste termen bovenaan). De uitkomsten van het prototype waren zes soorten
gerangschikte annotaties. We evalueerden de uitkomsten door deze te vergelijken met
a) de beschrijvingen van de twee programma’s gemaakt door Beeld & Geluid experts
(managers kwaliteitsbewaking) en b) de beschrijvingen die negen verschillende docu-
mentalisten gemaakt hadden van de twee programma’s in een gebruikersstudie. De
vergelijking met de beschrijvingen van de negen documentalisten gaf inzicht in de con-
sensus tussen de documentalisten. Uit beide evaluaties kwam naar voren dat sommige
annotaties wel goed waren, maar niet exact overeenkwamen met de menselijke anno-
taties (bijvoorbeeld wanneer De Kaukasus werd voorgesteld en Tsjetsjenië en Dagestan
voorkwamen in de menselijke annotaties25). Om dit probleem op te lossen, introduceer-
den we semantische evaluatie in Hoofdstuk 4.

25De Kaukasus is de bergketen tussen Tsjetsjenië en Dagestan waar de makers hun programma
filmden.
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In Hoofdstuk 4: Evaluatie van Automatische Annotaties hebben we het protoype
uit Hoofdstuk 3 volledige geïmplementeerd en richtten we ons op de evaluatie van de
uitkomsten26.

We hebben een corpus van 258 uitzendingen gecreëerd waarvoor we automatische
annotaties afleidden. Op de resultaten hebben we een klassieke informatie-extractie
evaluatie toegepast door onze uitkomsten te vergelijken met de bestaande catalogus
beschrijvingen. Bij nadere beschouwing toonde deze evaluatie echter tekortkomingen.
Op twee manieren hebben we de tekortkomingen nader onderzocht: ten eerste door de
evaluatie te veranderen naar semantische evaluatie, ten tweede door de invoering van
het idee van serendipitous browsen.

De lossere semantische evaluatie rekent ook de termen goed die één thesaurus re-
latie verschilden van het handmatig toegekende catalogus trefwoord. Daarmee is het in
staat om kleine semantische verschillen die tot ongewenste fouttelling leiden op te van-
gen. De automatisch afgeleide annotaties ministers, varkenspest, landbouw, minister-
ies en varkens bijvoorbeeld, zijn allemaal fout wanneer deze precies vergeleken worden
met de handmatige catalogus trefwoorden pest, vee, vaccinaties en veterinaire ziekten.
Wanneer we deze semantisch evalueren worden varkenspest, landbouw en varkens wel
als correct beoordeeld. In het licht van de indexeringstaak van documentalisten en de
conceptuele modellering van de GTAA thesaurus is overstappen naar een semantische
evaluatie een goede strategie bij het evalueren van automatische indexeringstechnieken.

Bij het serendipitous browsen worden (automatische en handmatige) annotaties
gebruikt om potentieel interessante gerelateerde documenten te vinden. Het exper-
iment met serendipitous browsen toonde aan dat de automatische annotaties en de
catalogusannotaties dezelfde waarde hebben voor het vinden van interessante gerela-
teerde documenten.

In Hoofdstuk 5: Automatische Trefwoordsuggestie bestudeerden we afzonderlijk
verschillende realisaties van en verschillende inputs voor de vier onderdelen van het
automatische annotatieproces.

In Sectie 5.2 bestudeerden we de ordeningalgoritmes. We hebben gevonden dat de
ordeningsalgoritmes de uitkomsten van de trefwoordsuggestie beïnvloeden. Ons beste
algoritme was het TF.RR algoritme, dat zowel de thesaurusrelaties als de frequentie
informatie (van de in de teksten gevonden termen) gebruikt. Het was even goed als
het klassieke TF.IDF algoritme, maar heeft in tegenstelling tot dit klassiek algoritme
geen achtergrondcorpus nodig.

In Sectie 5.3 hebben we verschillende soorten gestructureerde achtergrondinformatie
(zoals de GTAA) bestudeerd. De handgemaakte GTAA was duidelijk het nuttigst. Het
leidde tot veel betere resultaten dan het co-occurrence netwerk dat afgeleid is van de
iMMiX catalogus beschrijvingen. Dit netwerk relateert trefwoorden op basis van hoe
vaak ze samen gebruikt worden. De gedachte was dat gemeenschappelijk gebruik een
gemeenschappelijke betekenis impliceert.

In Sectie 5.4 varieerden we de contextinformatie (waaruit we de trefwoorden ex-
traheren). De eerder genoemde contextdocumenten werden gebruikt en automatische
spraakherkenning (ASR). Een experiment toonde aan dat de ARS en de contextdoc-

26We hebben drie verschillende ordeningsalgoritmes geïmplementeerd voor stap III in Figuur A.2.
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umenten beide waardevolle en complementaire informatiebronnen zijn. De ASR leek
wel iets minder geschikt als bron om annotaties uit af te leiden.

In Sectie 5.5 hebben we de interactie tussen automatische annotatie en zoekvraagver-
breding bestudeerd. Het experiment toonde aan dat automatische annotaties gemid-
deld iets minder waardevol dan handmatige annotaties, maar dat er bijna geen overlap
is tussen beide. Doordat in veel gevallen de zoekvraagverbreding tot een verbetering
van het aantal gevonden documenten leidde, zonder veel extra irrelevante documenten
op te leveren, zijn beide bronnen waardevol. De structuur van de thesaurus echter,
zorgt ervoor dat de zoekvraagverbreding voor sommige termen wel veel irrelevante
documenten oplevert27 en bij andere termen niets uitmaakt28.

In Hoofdstuk 6: Documentalist Ondersteuningssysteem integreerden we automatis-
che annotaties en de visualisatie van de informatieomgeving in een documentalisten
ondersteuningssysteem (DocSS). In het DocSS kan een documentalist allerlei infor-
matie bekijken die tijdens het catalogiseren van een afzonderlijk object relevant is.
Het toont informatie op collectieniveau, bijvoorbeeld alle documenten bij één serie: de
verschillende catalogusbeschrijvingen en alle bijbehorende (website)teksten. Het toont
ook informatie bij afzonderlijke afleveringen, alle bij één aflevering behorende con-
textdocumenten, in elk contextdocument worden alle GTAA termen gehighlight, uit
al deze gehighlighte termen wordt automatisch een gerangschikte lijst van annotaties
gemaakt. Binnen deze omgeving kan ruim en smal gezocht worden: een gebruiker
kan bijvoorbeeld zoeken naar Arnhem en vervolgens kiezen of hij alleen resultaten
wil krijgen waarbij Arnhem in de catalogusbeschrijving voorkwam, of ook binnen de
annotatie-suggesties of in de tekst van een contextdocument.

Hoewel dit prototype niet in een archiveringstaak getest is, bood het interessante
mogelijkheden voor semantisch zoeken en navigeren in de rijke omgeving van de Beeld
& Geluid catalogus. De automatische koppeling aan thesaurustermen en aan vergelijk-
bare documenten, het creëren van navigatielinks die de informatieomgeving tonen, de
hints naar interessante gerelateerde informatie (informatiegeur [136]), het interactieve
karakter: alles samen geeft veel ideeën voor nieuwe sterk interactieve gebruikersinter-
faces voor informatieinteractie [136].

In het laatste onderzoekshoofdstuk, Hoofdstuk 7: Gebruikers Evaluatie van Hand-
matige en Automatische Annotaties, bestudeerden we in een gebruikersstudie de ver-
schillen en de overlap tussen handmatige en automatische annotaties. In deze evaluatie
hebben we verschillende gebruikersgroepen laten oordelen hoe goed annotaties zijn. Dit
oordeel ging over zowel handmatige als automatische annotaties. De drie groepen waren
documentalisten, beroepsmatige archiefgebruikers en geïnteresseerde buitenstaanders.

Bij het bekijken van de overlap en de verschillen tussen de handmatige en automa-
tische annotaties in paragraaf 7.4, zagen we dat 40% van de als goed beoordeelde anno-
taties zowel door de documentalisten als door de automatische technieken gegenereerd
wordt. Nog eens 40% vonden we alleen bij de automatische technieken en 20% werd
uitsluitend gegenereerd door de documentalisten. De goede automatische annotaties
werden echter vergezeld door een zeer groot aantal slechte annotaties, terwijl de hand-

27Bij de termen met zeer veel relaties leidde de zoekvraagverbreding snel tot slechte resultaten.
28Bij termen zonder relaties helpt het niets.
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matige annotaties bijna allemaal goed waren.
Dit wil niet zeggen dat deze resultaten nutteloos zijn voor een documentalist. Van

de automatische annotaties waren de resultaten het slechtst voor het type makers
(slechts eenderde van de automatische suggesties was daar correct). Als we deze au-
tomatische annotaties aanbieden aan een documentalist, verandert de taak van de docu-
mentalist van het kiezen van 6makers uit een lijst van 18.000 in het kiezen van 5makers
uit een set van 20. Dit kan het aantal annotaties en de werksnelheid van een documen-
talist verhogen. Een onderzoek naar het effect van automatische voorbeschrijvingen op
de werksnelheid van een documentalist toont een verbetering in de werksnelheid van
25-35% [46] aan.
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